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THE COURT:  Examination and his physical presence,1

I'm still concerned that I have some agreement of the parties,2

and I don't want to impose it upon them, and Mr. Cimasi took3

on this engagement knowing the condition he was in.4

If you want to have him called back to complete his5

examination, and we could do that within a reasonable period6

of time, and that's a strong preference on behalf of the7

defendants, then I'll reconsider my ruling from last evening.8

It may also be also helpful for you, because there's9

going to be a break in the time before we meet again, to10

listen to the CD-roms or read the transcripts if they can be11

ordered in that period of time, I think the CD-roms are12

easier, and just determine in light of everything that has13

gone on the last few days, just how long a cross examination14

is really necessary.15

I think I have voiced my skepticism about a number16

of the analytical techniques used by Mr. Cimasi, and the17

difficulty I have in being persuaded that he can jump from the18

blizzard of activities in the public markets with data based19

upon minority being traded, and cross the wide desert on foot20

to get to valuing a control interest in a privately-held21

company based upon comparables that are so few in number, and22

I'm not persuaded just because that's the way everyone else23

does it within this very limited and discreet population of24

expert appraisers, that I should find that having probative25
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weight for my purposes.1

I don't reject his report entirely out of hand, but2

I have substantial doubts that it rises to the level of3

admissibility on a number of the discount factors that he4

discussed, but I'm going to back and read his report and read5

my notes and listen to the CD-roms to get a better sense of6

this before I make any ruling.7

So by the end of the day you'll let me know, Ms.8

Wheeler, whether you want to have him come back to town during9

the week of the week of September, assuming his availability,10

or whether we'll do it by video conferencing or by some other11

means.12

MR. EARLY:  Your Honor, if I may?13

THE COURT:  Yes.14

MR. EARLY:  We -- Mr. Steinberg have some things to15

take off line during the recess before we reconvene anyway,16

which will explain to you, including the handling of exhibits.17

 May I ask the Court's permission to take this one off line as18

well and get back to the Court next week during the interim as19

to what our preference is?20

THE COURT:  I don't know what you mean, "taking it21

off line."22

MR. EARLY:  Having it discussed between ourselves. 23

In other words --24

THE COURT:  Oh, that's fine.  Okay.  All right.25
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MR. EARLY:  Mr. Steinberg may have some strong1

opinions about how we proceed on this --2

THE COURT:  Okay.3

MR. EARLY:  -- and I'd like the opportunity to4

discuss it with him leisure, and not take the Court's time5

now.6

THE COURT:  Oh, yes.  Well, I didn't assume we were7

going to do it now.8

MR. EARLY:  Okay.  If we can do that, your Honor, we9

will get back to you by middle week next week.10

THE COURT:  Whenever.11

MR. EARLY:  Okay.  Considering that Monday is a12

holiday.13

THE COURT:  I understand that, but also considering14

that, you know, people have difficulty scheduling things when15

you're seeking to be every place at one.16

MR. EARLY:  I can assure you Mr. Steinberg and I17

will be talking in between.18

THE COURT:  Okay.  Now, the next episode is for me19

to sit here for an hour and three-quarters or so and listen to20

Mr. Ford by this virtual testimony, subject to the objections21

on three separate passages or issues raised by Mr. Early going22

to either hearsay or legal conclusion, but given the cost of23

all of us sitting here for that length of time, my preference24

would be, having listened to part of this presentation25
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yesterday, just reflecting on how much I was assimilating and1

how I was going about it, I stopped taking notes.  I listened.2

 I observed, but basically I said I'm just going to go back3

and read the transcript.4

So I can't really treat this as the equivalent of5

someone sitting on the stand, observing him and taking notes.6

 Also, I assume there's a possibility, and correct me if I'm7

wrong, that I could view what I saw yesterday and what I would8

see today by putting a CD-rom in with the appropriate9

application in my computer in chambers, or is that not10

possible?11

MR. STRUB:  We can provide you with that CD-rom.  We12

have created those for the Court.13

THE COURT:  Okay.  And for Mr. Early.  So I can get14

access -- I review the testimony yesterday from Mr.15

Stasiewicz.  I can review the testimony by the other witness,16

and I can review both the CD-rom and the transcript for Mr.17

Ford.18

So at this point, if Mr. Heaney is ready to testify,19

I would prefer just to resort to other means to review these20

depositions rather than to take up an hour and a half to two21

hours now, and I will take into consideration Mr. Early's22

points that he set forth in his papers, and he'll effectively23

be reserving his objections, and as I read the materials or24

view the materials, I'll take notes on what my rulings are25
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with respect to those points.  So they're not being ignored. 1

They're being preserved, and I will pay attention to them. 2

You've already told me where to look, what the pages are, what3

the lines, are so if we can, I'd rather move on.4

I mean, I'm concerned.  You've got four lawyers on5

one side, two on another, plus a tech, and the cost of sitting6

here viewing this tape seems disproportionate to the benefits.7

MR. EARLY:  Your Honor, we have no disagreement with8

that, except I would jut like to probe the question of perhaps9

I could have five minutes just to flesh out the three10

objections.11

THE COURT:  Okay.  That's -- if that's all right12

with Mr. Strub.13

MR. EARLY:  With that caveat, we have no objection14

to that procedure.15

MR. STRUB:  And your Honor, I suppose I don't have16

an objection to that.  It seems to make more sense to me for17

the Court to review the transcript, and we will provide the18

CD-rom, and I would ask that the Court at least take a look at19

Mr. Ford and see his demeanor --20

THE COURT:  Yes.  Of course I'll do that.21

MR. STRUB:  -- on the video.  And then the Court can22

make its preliminary rulings on the evidentiary objections. 23

When we come back we can discuss it at that point if there's24

going to be further argument on it, rather than taking it out25
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of order, but it's up to the Court.1

THE COURT:  I'll let Mr. Early make his points so2

that he fleshes out, and I'm going to limit him to five3

minutes, and I won't ask any questions while he's making his4

presentation.5

Go ahead.  I guess you're going to have to tell me6

what the question is.7

MR. EARLY:  I will, your Honor.8

MR. STRUB:  Your Honor, I have a copy of the9

transcript with the three --10

THE COURT:  Okay.11

MR. STRUB:  -- questions tagged. 12

THE COURT:  As long as Mr. Early has the same.13

MR. EARLY:  I do, your Honor, I think.14

THE COURT:  Thank you.  Go ahead.  It's the page15

under the tab?16

MR. EARLY:  Yes, your Honor.  The first issue --17

MR. STRUB:  Wait, wait.  He's asking about the thing18

that I -- it's the question and answer are going to appear19

immediately to the left of the yellow tab.20

THE COURT:  Okay.  I have it.21

MR. STRUB:  There are three of them.22

THE COURT:  That's what I assumed.  Thank you.23

So the first is at page 56?24

MR. EARLY:  No, your Honor.  Page 164, line 21.25
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THE COURT:  Okay.  My mistake.  Page what?1

MR. EARLY:  164.2

THE COURT:  Yes.3

MR. EARLY:  Line 21.4

THE COURT:  I have that.5

MR. EARLY:  Okay.  The question that was posed, and6

your Honor can read it there, quote, "It was your7

understanding after the stock purchase agreement was entered8

into that if the transaction failed to close that the9

liability cap for Med would be this $1 million liquidated10

damages provision?"  Question mark.  End quote.11

Your Honor, I object it -- the objection is and the12

base of the fact, Mr. Ford is not an attorney.  He was never -13

- he never worked in the capacity of an attorney with respect14

to this transaction.  He was the chief financial officer of15

Addus at the time.  His involvement was principally with the16

due diligence, not with the negotiation of the stock purchase17

agreement document.18

This question on its face calls for a legal19

conclusion, and the witness lacks the capacity to respond to20

it even from the standpoint of understanding because he was21

not part of the management team involved in the actual22

negotiation of the document.23

MR. STRUB:  Your Honor, may I respond?24

THE COURT:  Yes, but the objection is that it calls25
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for a legal conclusion.  I understand that point, but you seem1

to be making another objection that almost seems to talk about2

competency.3

MR. EARLY:  Your Honor, the question has the word,4

"understanding" in there.5

THE COURT:  Okay.6

MR. EARLY:  It's a frequent question asked by7

lawyers in order to avoid the objection of legal conclusion.8

THE COURT:  Okay.9

MR. EARLY:  My purpose in addressing the rest of10

that is the fact that this witness's understanding is11

incompetent even as a commercial understanding because he was12

not the corporate lawyer involved in negotiating the document.13

 He was not a primary member of the negotiating team14

negotiating the document.  He was not present when most of the15

negotiations with respect to the document took place.16

THE COURT:  Not present when the negotiations took17

place.  He played no role in the documentation?18

MR. EARLY:  He played no role in the preparation of19

this document, the stock purchase agreement.  There will be20

testimony with respect to Mr. Ford's participation in the due21

diligence process leading up to the stock purchase agreement.22

THE COURT:  Okay.  But the principal line says --23

MR. EARLY:  But not with respect to the preparation24

of the legal document before the Court as the stock purchase25
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agreement, which is what this question goes to.  It goes to1

the ultimate legal conclusion of what's the effect of the2

limitation of liability clause.3

THE COURT:  I've heard your characterization.4

Mr. Strub.5

MR. STRUB:  Your Honor, first of all, the objection6

that a question calls for a legal conclusion is a form7

objection.  If that objection had been made at the deposition,8

and I don't recall whether it was Ms. Wheeler or Mr. Early who9

attended the deposition.10

THE COURT:  Wait a second.  I missed the beginning.11

 If the objection is that this is asking for a legal12

conclusion, what was your predicate?13

MR. STRUB:  If -- and I don't remember if it was Mr.14

Early or Ms. Wheeler, had objected at the time that the15

question calls for a legal conclusion --16

THE COURT:  Okay.17

MR. STRUB:  -- then I could have established in18

connection with that specific question the foundational issues19

that Mr. Early is getting at, and I would have established and20

made it clear that this was not the witness's legal21

conclusion, and that he had a basis for understanding.22

Mr. Early has made statements of evidence concerning23

Mr. Ford's participation in this deal that I do not believe24

are entirely accurate.  Now, I was not prepared to argue a25
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competency objection.  That wasn't the objection that was1

raised, and so I have not in all honesty gone back and looked2

at the transcript.3

My recollection is that Mr. Ford testified that he4

did participate in negotiations of aspects of the stock5

purchase agreement.  I doubt I would have asked this question6

if he had not, and obviously, his answer indicates some7

understanding of the document, and so to the extent that8

there's going to be now a foundational objection made,9

separate and apart from the legal conclusion that was not10

made, I think that objection has been waived. 11

I also think that there's been no proof that this12

witness lacks foundation.  That's simply the assertion of13

counsel, and again, on the legal opinion, I wasn't asking for14

a legal opinion.  I was asking for his understanding as one of15

the individuals who was part of the management team who was16

involved in the negotiation of the stock purchase agreement,17

and I don't think it's fair now to come back and say, "Well,18

yes, we could have objected, calls for a legal conclusion at19

the time.  We didn't object."20

THE COURT:  But now the two of you are agreeing that21

this deposition can be used not for impeachment purposes,22

which is generally the point of taking these depositions of23

fact witness, but it can now be admitted for substantive24

purposes. 25
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I mean, the preferred route would be, although it's1

a transaction cost, to have Mr. --2

MR. STRUB:  Ford, your Honor.3

THE COURT:  What's his name?4

MR. STRUB:  Ford.5

THE COURT:  Mr. Ford testify and then be subject to6

cross examination, but you're both trying to avoid those7

unnecessary costs, and that puts in some constraints that move8

us away from the traditional practice, but --9

MR. EARLY:  Well, additionally, your Honor, is no10

longer an employee of Addus so he's not subject to the trial11

subpoena power of this Court.12

MR. STRUB:  And he was subject to cross examination,13

your Honor.  This was a deposition --14

THE COURT:  Okay.15

MR. STRUB:  -- that was attended by both parties.16

THE COURT:  I understand. 17

Why is he not subject to the subpoena powers?18

MR. STRUB:  Because he lives in -- resides in19

Illinois, and he's a third-party witness.  He's no longer20

affiliated with the party.21

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  With respect to this22

objection calling for a legal conclusion only and not these23

peripheral issues, because we have a fact dispute about what24

his role in the company was, I look at this as a question25
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directed to a member of the senior management team actively1

involved in the due diligence process.  While he wasn't a2

shareholder, as I understand who the universe of shareholders3

was, it didn't mean that he didn't have a material interest in4

understanding this transaction, and I look at this simply as a5

viewpoint, and under those circumstances, I don't think it6

calls for a legal conclusion.7

It's simply asking him what was his understanding of8

the business points relating to this deal, and under those9

circumstances it's not a legal conclusion that he's being10

asked.  It's simply an understanding whether he understands --11

it's a question going to his understanding of who pays what to12

whom if the transaction doesn't close, and I think a business13

person at that level and that degree of participation in the14

process, whether he negotiated the document or not, whether he15

prepared the document or not, that's not relevant to his16

determination of what his understanding is as to a deal point,17

and under those circumstances and for those reasons I'm going18

to overrule the objection.19

Next.20

MR. EARLY:  Next is page 177, line 5, your Honor.21

THE COURT:  Okay.  177, 5, yes, I have that.22

MR. EARLY:  The question posed to the witness is,23

"What did Mr. Magliochetti tell you about the $7 1/2 million24

and his discussions with Mr. Wright?"25
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On its face, your Honor, the question calls for the1

context of an out of Court statement, and I assume it's being2

offered to prove the matters asserted therein in the answer. 3

That's hearsay.  There is no objection that I -- there is no4

exception to the hearsay objection which would qualify for Mr.5

Ford in his conversations with Mr. Magliochetti, another non-6

Addus employee, a negotiating party member, to be testifying7

about what Mr. Magliochetti said to him concerning his8

discussions, that is Mr. Magliochetti, with Mr. Wright.9

MR. STRUB:  Your Honor, I think we have to break10

this up, and looking at Federal Rule of Evidence 801(c),11

hearsay is a statement other than one made by the declarant12

while testifying at trial or hearing offered in evidence to13

prove the truth of the matter asserted.14

Now, Mr. Ford is testifying under oath subject to15

cross examination, so anything that Mr. Ford says about his16

own sensory perceptions, and his conversations obviously is17

not hearsay, so the portion of the testimony which is from18

177, lines 18 to 178, line 3, and I don't know if that's part19

of what Mr. Early is objecting to, that's clearly not even20

within the realm of hearsay because Mr. Ford is saying, "I21

told Andy that."22

THE COURT:  "What did Mr. Magliochetti tell you23

about the $7 1/2 million in his discussions with Mr. Wright?"24

MR. EARLY:  No.25
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MR. STRUB:  Okay.  So --1

MR. EARLY:  No, your Honor.  That --2

THE COURT:  Am I on the wrong question?3

MR. STRUB:  Your Honor --4

MR. EARLY:  I believe so, your Honor.  If again, the5

question at line 5 through 7 asks this witness, Mr. Ford,6

"What did Mr. Magliochetti tell you --7

THE COURT:  Yes.8

MR. EARLY:  -- about his" -- Magliochetti's,9

"discussion with Wright?" not his, Ford's, discussions with10

Magliochetti.  "What did Magliochetti tell you about11

Magliochetti and Wright's discussions?"  That's the question.12

MR. STRUB:  There's -- there are actually questions13

here, your Honor.  There's two -- so wait a minute.  Let me14

make it clear.15

Mr. Early, you've got this -- there are two16

questions here.  Are you only objecting to the question, lines17

5 through 7, and not to the question, lines 18 through 20?18

THE COURT:  Well, let's just do them one at a time.19

MR. EARLY:  Yes.20

MR. STRUB:  Okay.  So let's do -- okay.  So we've21

made it clear then, the only one we're dealing is with22

questions on --23

MR. EARLY:  The first question at page 177, line 5,24

and the answer is what I'm objecting to, the 18 - -25
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THE COURT:  I don't -- look, I'm --1

MR. EARLY:  The question posed at line 18 is not2

part of the --3

THE COURT:  Okay.  I'm looking --4

MR. EARLY:  -- objection.5

MR. STRUB:  Okay.6

THE COURT:  I'm looking at the question.7

MR. STRUB:  Okay.8

THE COURT:  And I'm trying to understand what the9

question is.  It doesn't call for -- the question seems to10

call for a report from Mr. Magliochetti to Mr. Ford, "What did11

you and Mr. Wright discuss?"  And the question is how I look12

at this question because it's syntactically ambiguous. 13

I could read this to say, "What did Mr. Magliochetti14

tell you about the $7 1/2 million?"  Secondly, "What did Mr.15

Magliochetti tell you about his discussions with Mr. Wright?"16

MR. EARLY:  But the answer, your Honor --17

THE COURT:  And the --18

MR. EARLY:  -- goes to the second one.19

THE COURT:  Well --20

MR. EARLY:  And that's the reason for the objection.21

THE COURT:  Okay.  So you're saying you don't think22

I can admit into evidence Mr. Ford's recollection of what Mr.23

Magliochetti told him -- Mr. Magliochetti's discussions with24

Mr. Wright?25
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MR. EARLY:  Correct.1

THE COURT:  And your response to this, Mr. Strub, is2

that when I read the answer, to the extent that it is seeking3

to introduce the truthfulness of a statement made by Mr.4

Magliochetti of what he and Mr. Wright were talking about, as5

Mr. Magliochetti relayed that to Mr. Ford, that that would be6

hearsay, and you're saying it's not hearsay because all we're7

dealing with is what was the impression left in Mr. Ford's8

mind?  Not the truth of the statement, but what his mental9

process was that was triggered by these discussions?  Is that10

the -- I'm trying to understand what your response is.11

MR. STRUB:  Your Honor, and I would refer the Court12

to the discussion in the "Bankruptcy Evidence Manual," section13

801.5 at pages 1,175 to 1,176.14

THE COURT:  Okay.15

MR. STRUB:  And I'm going to quote from that book.16

THE COURT:  All right.17

MR. STRUB:  "When the mere making of a statement is18

the significant fact, hearsay is not involved.  Such19

statements are frequently said to be offered solely for the20

fact said and not for the truth of its -- of the contents,"21

and in each case in this answer, we're simply offering this22

testimony to show that Mr. Magliochetti made these statements23

to Mr. Ford, not for the truth of the matter asserted, and24

there's going to be many documents that talk about statements25
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going back and forth between the parties merely to show that1

Mr. Magliochetti at the time said to Mr. Ford, for example,2

just picking out --3

THE COURT:  No, no.  Just on this question alone. 4

What you're saying is that whatever the response was, all that5

response is doing is serving to establish the fact that Mr.6

Magliochetti made a statement about his conversations with Mr.7

Wright, and you're simply doing this to demonstrate that a8

statement was made, and you're not offering it for the truth9

of the statement made?10

MR. STRUB:  Precisely, your Honor.11

THE COURT:  All right.  And I understand the12

distinction, having learned that the hard way in this13

courthouse in front of Mr. Steinberg.14

What's your response to the distinction that Mr. --15

MR. EARLY:  Your Honor, if --16

THE COURT:  -- Strub is drawing?17

MR. EARLY:  If the distinction that Mr. Strub is18

drawing is that it's not offered to prove the matter asserted,19

but to prove merely that it was said, then the objection20

becomes one of relevance because there's no issue in this case21

where it's relevant whether Mr. Magliochetti said this to Mr.22

Ford or not.23

THE COURT:  No, wait.  But now you're introducing24

another objection that you hadn't made before?25
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MR. EARLY:  Because I'm hearing a justification that1

we have not heard before.  I'm here a justification --2

THE COURT:  Well, he's simply saying --3

MR. EARLY:  -- under the hearsay rule.4

THE COURT:  -- it's not hearsay.  It's not hearsay.5

 It's not under an exception.  It's not under exclusion.  By6

definition --7

MR. EARLY:  No.  It --8

THE COURT:  -- it's not hearsay.9

MR. EARLY:  That's correct, your Honor.  He's saying10

it's not hearsay because it's not offered the matter in which11

it's --12

THE COURT:  I'll give you some -- I'll give you very13

little latitude, but go ahead, make your relevancy argument.14

MR. EARLY:  Well, the relevancy objection, your15

Honor, is there is no legal issue before the Court which would16

require proof one way or another whether as to Mr.17

Magliochetti at any time said anything to Mr. Ford.  So to try18

and take this out of the realm of hearsay by saying it's non-19

hearsay, now puts it into the realm of okay, then what is it20

being offered into evidence for, and under that standard the21

evidence says, fine, how does it relate to the issue of22

fraudulent conveyance, which is the only issue pled in this23

complaint, and the answer is it doesn't in any way.  It's24

obviously being offered for the content, regardless of the25
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assertion now that it's not being offered for the assertion of1

the content, and it's that content which is inadmissable as2

hearsay.3

THE COURT:  Mr. Strub, briefly.4

MR. STRUB:  Your Honor, all this is going to5

establish is that Mr. Magliochetti communicated his position6

concerning his discussions concerning this first amendment to7

others besides Mr. Wright, and that Mr. Magliochetti asked Mr.8

Ford to intervene with Mr. Wright is what one of the things9

that the Court is going to be looking at is a number of these10

e-mails talking about Mr. Magliochetti saying there was no11

option, and this just goes to show that Mr. Magliochetti was12

taking the position as to whether there was an option and13

communicating this not just to Mr. Wright, but other members14

of the management team. 15

It's part of the evidence that the Court is going to16

consider when the Court determines whether under Delaware law17

the defendants have met ultimate burden of showing that there18

was absolutely clear evidence that this agreement was entered19

into, and so this is part of the -- I mean, if you look at20

these statements, you know, Mr. Magliochetti's statement that21

he didn't have authority to do 15 million, let alone the 722

1/2, obviously that's an ultimate conclusion the Court's going23

to have to draw. 24

We're simply offering this testimony to show that25
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this was something that Mr. Magliochetti was communicating to1

all members in the management team, which is a relevant2

proposition in this case.3

THE COURT:  I've determined that it's not hearsay. 4

It's simply evidence moving in the direction of showing that5

the word, "discussions" between both sides about the rationale6

and the substance of the $7 1/2 million payment, and that I'm7

not viewing Mr. Ford's answer as establishing what was the8

nature of that agreement.  All I'm doing is determining that9

this was an item of discussion between the two parties, and10

I'll admit it for that purpose, and as to its relevance, it11

may have low weight, but it does appear to me materially12

relevant to the issues in this case.13

We have a $7 1/2 million payment under a purported14

first amendment agreement.  I have said from the very15

beginning that you folks are going to have to help me16

understand these documents; their sequence, their origin,17

their rationale, how the language should be construed, and any18

number of other things because there are major issues of19

contract construction that have been raised here, and as to20

the determination of reasonably equivalent value, I have to21

understand the nature of the transfer. 22

I understand the dollars.  The question is what was23

-- what was the intention of the parties in the contract term24

with respect to the 7.5, and from a fraudulent transfer25
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standpoint what was the nature of the transfer, and how should1

it be viewed from some objective standpoint, not what the2

parties intended, but I assume when I get to fraudulent3

transfer law and I'm dealing with reasonably equivalent value,4

that's subject to an objective standard, not how a party may5

have construed that.6

We know dollars went from A to B.  The question is7

is there a ground for the recoverability of those dollars8

because it was for less than reasonably equivalent value.  So9

of course, I'm going to need to understand that within the10

context of the transactions.11

So I'm going to overrule Mr. Early's objection,12

recognizing that the answer is not going to be viewed for the13

truthfulness of any statements made by Mr. Magliochetti either14

to the content of what he said or to what Mr. Wright said to15

him as relayed as part of this discussion. 16

You can't use it to -- it seems to me it's hard to17

establish this is a party admission by Mr. Wright when it's18

now being presented through Mr. Ford as to what Mr. Wright19

might have said to Mr. Magliochetti.  I hope we're not going20

down that road.21

MR. STRUB:  Well, and I think that's what's going to22

be raised in the next objection --23

THE COURT:  Okay.  Well, then --24

MR. STRUB:  -- because the next one --25
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THE COURT:  -- when we get to the next --1

MR. STRUB:  -- relates to --2

THE COURT:  -- objection I'll consider it then.3

MR. STRUB:  Right.4

THE COURT:  Go ahead, Mr. Early.5

MR. EARLY:  Your Honor, in light of the Court's6

rulings, we withdraw the third objection.  We're ready to7

proceed.8

THE COURT:  Okay.  Thank you.  All right.  Now the9

next witness is Mr. Heaney?  Are we read to go to --10

MR. EARLY:  No.11

MR. STRUB:  We had seen Mr. Heaney yesterday and we12

had seen Mr. Stasiewicz.  The next witness was going to be Mr.13

Ford that we were going to play for the Court, but as I14

understand the Court's preference --15

THE COURT:  No, no, no.  I'm sorry.  I made the16

mistake.  I meant Mr. Wright.17

MR. STRUB:  Mr. Wright.18

THE COURT:  Because you're basically, subject to19

your right to participate in the continued cross examination20

of Mr. Cimasi, subject to one or two issues that you might21

want to examine through redirect, you have no further22

witnesses to call, and this would be the submission of your23

proofs through these depositions.  Is that correct? 24

MR. STRUB:  Well, but your Honor, there's one25
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important element of proof that we haven't presented, and1

that's our exhibits, and we -- that was one of the issues that2

Mr. Early was raising is that we -- so we need to -- we're not3

closing our case.  We're simply allowing them to present their4

case out of order.5

THE COURT:  Okay.  I understand.6

MR. STRUB:  We're not resting.7

THE COURT:  Okay.  I understand that.8

All right.   Now we're ready for Mr. Wright?9

MR. EARLY:  I believe so, your Honor.10

THE COURT:  Okay.11

ANDREW WRIGHT, DEFENDANT'S WITNESS, SWORN12

THE CLERK:  Please be seated and speak into the13

microphone.14

MR. WRIGHT:  Okay.15

THE CLERK:  State your name.16

MR. WRIGHT:  Andrew Wright.17

DIRECT EXAMINATION18

BY MR. EARLY: 19

Q. Mr. Wright, what's your current position?20

A. CEO of Addus Healthcare.21

Q. And are you also a shareholder of Addus Healthcare?22

A. Yes, I am.23

Q. What percentage of the shares of Addus Healthcare do you24

hold?25
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A. 92.4 percent.1

Q. Would you briefly --2

THE COURT:  Before we get to this, Mr. Wright, I3

want to welcome you to the courthouse.  I hope you didn't have4

any trouble getting here.5

THE WITNESS:  I was escorted, your Honor.6

THE COURT:  Given the weather patterns.  What's7

that?8

THE WITNESS:  I said I was escorted.9

THE COURT:  Oh, I don't know about the escort.  I10

just hope you didn't have any trouble getting here from11

Chicago.  And Mr. Budy and Mr. Early have been updating you as12

the principal about what's been going on in the last --13

THE WITNESS:  Yes, they have.14

THE COURT:  -- five days?  Okay. 15

All right.  Go ahead.16

MR. EARLY:  I'm sorry, your Honor.  Are we ready?17

THE COURT:  We are.18

BY MR. EARLY: 19

Q. Mr. Wright, would you briefly trace your educational20

background to prior employment?21

A. I graduated from Drake University with a Bachelor of22

Science degree in business administration in 1969, and I23

immediately enrolled at Northwestern University's Kellog (ph.)24

School in the MBA program, and completed that in June of 1970.25
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Q. When you completed that in June of 1970, would you1

briefly trace for the Court your employment history following2

graduation?3

A. I took a position in management at Sears, Roebuck &4

Company in marketing research immediately, and stayed there5

for approximately 18 months.  I then went to work for a Sears'6

supplier as national marketing and sales manager, again for7

approximately a little bit more than two years.8

At that point I started my own business as a9

manufacturer's representative, representing that company and10

several others that I had met in the prior three and a half11

years.  I ran that business.  It was basically a one-man show.12

 It was me, and I was commission only, and did quite well,13

saved my earnings, and in 1979, approximately six years after14

starting that business I purchased a small company in Chicago15

named McMaid, Incorporated.16

THE COURT:  How do you spell that, please?17

THE WITNESS:  I'm sorry?18

THE COURT:  How do you spell it?19

THE WITNESS:  McMaid, capital M, small C, capital M20

A I D.21

THE COURT:  And that was in 1977?22

THE WITNESS:  1979.23

THE COURT:  Okay.24

THE WITNESS:  April.  McMaid had a small contract25
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with the city of Chicago, which was acting as an area agency1

on aging that was Paraprofessional Home Health Care, and was2

about 20 percent of McMaid's business.  I believe the volume3

was less than $100,000 a year.4

As I developed my -- continued to develop my5

manufacturer's rep business in marine industry and sporting6

goods, I began to attend some of the meetings that the area7

agency on aging in Chicago and the other referral agencies8

conducted on this program, and learned that -- realized9

obviously that we all knew that the population was aging, that10

realized more concretely that there was an opportunity here in11

care for the elderly.12

I began to pay some attention to that business, and13

over a period of about two years the -- that business grew by14

leaps and bounds from $100,000 annual rate in 1979 to 215

million in 1980 and 4 million by 1984.  It began to take a lot16

more of my time, and I --17

THE COURT:  It went from 100,000 to 200,000 to 418

million?19

THE WITNESS:  No.  From 100,000 in 1979 to --20

THE COURT:  Okay.  For part of the year?21

THE WITNESS:  Annual -- annual rate, yes.  About22

$8,000 a month in revenue.  By 1980 it was 2 million.23

THE COURT:  Okay.24

THE WITNESS:  And by 1984 it was 4 million.25
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THE COURT:  1984?1

THE WITNESS:  1984.2

THE COURT:  Okay.3

THE WITNESS:  The demand on my time by the health4

care segment of McMaid, Incorporated became much more5

interesting to me, and it was a significant demand on time,6

and I let the manufacturer's rep business wind down, and7

approximately in 1986 -- '85, '86 by this time the contract8

had been shifted actually by 1981 it had been shifted from the9

city to directly to the state of Illinois, and I was dealing10

with the state, and they asked me to transfer that contract. 11

They did -- didn't want to be affiliated in the home health12

care business with a company with a maid service name.13

So we transferred the contract to the parent company14

that I had formed in 1973, which was Wright Marketing, Inc.,15

and filed a dba as National Home Care Systems.16

BY MR. EARLY: 17

Q. "Dba" meaning?18

A. That Wright Marketing, Inc. would do business as National19

Home Care Systems.20

Q. Thank you.21

A. In the state of Illinois.22

In 1986 we were still strictly paraprofessional home23

health care services for the Illinois Department on Aging24

within the city of Chicago, and our volume had risen to25
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approximately 5 to $6 million. 1

We were approached by a small public company, American2

Community Services out of Salt Lake City, and they were in3

financial difficulties, and they offered to sell us their4

Illinois locations.  They had five in southern Illinois and5

two in Missouri.  We bought those and that really became the6

basis for Addus Healthcare.7

THE COURT:  That became the basis of what?8

THE WITNESS:  The basis for the current company,9

Addus Healthcare.10

Q. And beginning at that point, would you describe briefly11

for the Court, what are the various aspects of business that12

make up Addus Healthcare?13

A. Today or at the time of --14

Q. Please start briefly at the time, and then with a15

concentration in around 2000, 2001, and 2002, please.16

THE COURT:  Well, we've got 15 years between 198617

and 2001.18

MR. EARLY:  I just want to let the Court see how19

they got to where we were at the current time frame in front20

of the Court.21

THE COURT:  Okay.22

A. I guess the next major event in our corporate life was23

deciding that we wanted to expand now that we had felt we24

proved to ourselves we could operate multi locations in, you25
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know, geographically pretty far apart, that we would go ahead1

and expand wherever we had good opportunities across the2

country.3

We decided to bid the California In-Home Support Services4

contracts because they were the largest that you could obtain5

in -- in one contract, and in the --6

Q. And what year was that, Mr. Wright?7

A. 1986, 1987.  We bid the San Diego contract, and we were8

awarded that contract, and over a period of about five years9

we bid nine others in California, and we were awarded all of10

them, and these were all competitive bids.11

By that time the company's volume was approaching $5012

million, and we had determined that we wanted to be in the13

skilled home health segment as well as the paraprofessional. 14

We began searching for acquisition opportunities, and decided15

to concentrate in the state of California, and we purchased16

our first skilled home health agency in approximately 1991,17

San Francisco Home Care.  We purchased a second one in18

approximately '94 -- '93, '94.  That was Professional Reliable19

Nursing in Modesto, California.20

THE COURT:  You're going too fast.  Professional21

what?22

THE WITNESS:  Professional Reliable Nursing in23

Modesto, California.24

THE COURT:  And all the time you're still operating25
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out of Illinois?1

THE WITNESS:  Yes.2

THE COURT:  And when you say "we," who's the "we?" 3

Andrew Wright or is "we" now extending to some kind of4

permanent senior management team?5

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  Mark Heaney joined the company6

in 1985.7

THE COURT:  Okay.8

THE WITNESS:  He was -- he ran the local office for9

Staff Builders, Incorporated, which later changed its name to10

TLC.  He came to us in 1985.  He and I had met in meetings11

with the people in Illinois.  He was operating in the same12

program, and he came over and became chief operating officer13

in 1985.14

THE COURT:  Okay.  And how were you funding these15

acquisitions?16

THE WITNESS:  Out of cash flow.17

THE COURT:  Only through internally generated18

earnings, or you were doing these -- are these banked or are19

these equity deals, what?  How are you doing these deals?20

THE WITNESS:  We were doing that out of cash flow,21

out of retained earnings.22

THE COURT:  Okay. 23

A. Approximately 1995 we purchased our first home medical24

equipment company in the San Francisco Bay area.25
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THE COURT:  This is Addus buying a home medical1

equipment?2

THE WITNESS:  Yes.3

THE COURT:  Yes.4

THE WITNESS:  And that was the beginning of our home5

medical equipment division.  That company was Medical Home6

Care Services.7

THE COURT:  And this is in what year, 1996?8

THE WITNESS:  1995.  We also purchased our largest9

skilled home health agency at that time, Premier Health10

Connection, which was in the East Bay area of San Francisco. 11

That was 1995, and then over the period of the next three to12

four years we purchased a few other small home health agencies13

in California, and we purchased two more home medical14

equipment companies.15

THE COURT:  Okay.  So it seems to me a substantial16

part of your expansion is in California, and of the revenues17

that you're generating, annual revenues, the last number you18

gave me was 50 million, that was before you did some of these19

acquisitions.20

So after the 1995 acquisition of Premier -- what was21

it called, Premier what?22

THE WITNESS:  Premier Health Connection.23

THE COURT:  Okay.  After you closed that deal how24

much of your revenues were being generated from California25
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versus all other jurisdictions?1

THE WITNESS:  California for a while became our2

largest geographic source of revenue, and I guess I would3

estimate that by the time the company was close to 100 million4

in revenue.  California was probably 60 million of the 100.5

THE COURT:  Okay.  And Mr. Heaney was an Illinois6

resident?7

THE WITNESS:  Yes.8

THE COURT:  Okay.  And yet you still decided you9

could run this continually expanding enterprise out of10

Illinois?11

THE WITNESS:  Yes, but we did hire regional12

management.  We did hire at the vice president level regional13

management.14

THE COURT:  Okay.  I don't know enough about Chicago15

geography.  Your offices are in Palantine?16

THE WITNESS:  Palatine now.  At the time we're17

speaking about, they were in downtown Chicago.18

THE COURT:  Okay.  Through 1995, '96?19

THE WITNESS:  Downtown Chicago, yes.20

THE COURT:  Okay.  And you had a management team and21

support staff, not the deliverers of the medical services. 22

How many people were in your Chicago office as senior23

management and back office by 1996?24

THE WITNESS:  By 1996 approximately 30 people.25
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THE COURT:  Okay.  And in California before you got1

into the home medical equipment division, how much was that? 2

How many people did you have out in California doing3

management, accounting, and things of that sort?4

THE WITNESS:  Well, each acquisition we made had5

been a stand-alone company.6

THE COURT:  Okay.7

THE WITNESS:  And the management came with it, and8

that's part of what we were buying.9

THE COURT:  Okay.10

THE WITNESS:  We did add then, after we grew to a11

certain point, and I can't really say at what level that was,12

I guess it's when we sort of felt the pressure that traveling13

-- myself and Mark Heaney traveled to the west coast almost14

weekly.  One of the two of us was out there.15

We did a hire a regional vice president on the west16

coast.17

THE COURT:  Who was that?18

THE WITNESS:  The first one was Robert Shelor.19

THE COURT:  How do you spell that, please?20

THE WITNESS:  Sorry?21

THE COURT:  How do you spell that?22

THE WITNESS:  S H E L O R.23

THE COURT:  S --24

THE WITNESS:  S as in Sam, H E L O R.25
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THE COURT:  Okay.1

THE WITNESS:  He was actually from Missouri, and we2

had acquired -- acquired him when we bought the American3

Community Services, the ACSI offices.  He moved to California4

and became our regional VP there.  He later -- about two years5

later was replaced by Ken Kruser.6

THE COURT:  Okay.  How do you spell her?7

THE WITNESS:  K R U S E R.8

THE COURT:  K R --9

THE WITNESS:  K R U S E R.10

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  What year is that,11

1998 or so?12

THE WITNESS:  I'd say '98, '99.13

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  And then you decide14

you're going to expand to supplement your skilled care and15

paraprofessional care by acquiring medical equipment for home16

use?17

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  At that point in time managed18

care, especially in California, was viewed by the entire19

industry -- the entire health care industry as taking over the20

payment for non-government reimbursed home health care. 21

Kaiser Permanente was, you know, the original managed care --22

THE COURT:  Yes.23

THE WITNESS:  -- company, and California developed24

many of them.  So we, like others in our industry, believed25
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what we read in all of our industry rags that you had to be a1

one-stop shop or you were going to be out of business, that2

the managed care companies did not want to deal with company A3

for home health nursing, company B for home medical equipment,4

company C for respiratory therapy.5

THE COURT:  Okay.  So now you have to be vertical. 6

Is that it?7

THE WITNESS:  Actually horizontal.  We have to8

provide all -- we thought we had to provide all of the9

ancillary services that a managed care company would want to10

provide.11

THE COURT:  But you're having contracts now for the12

provision of these services and goods with Kaiser Permanente?13

 You're now entering into contracts to be a provider to the14

HMO?15

THE WITNESS:  Yes.16

THE COURT:  Okay. 17

THE WITNESS:  And we did start doing business with18

Kaiser Permanente with the acquisition of Premier Health19

Connection.20

THE COURT:  And what were some of the other21

organizations comparable to Kaiser Permanente?22

THE WITNESS:  Well, none of them are, were, or23

probably are as big in the state of California as Kaiser, but24

we did business Health Net.  We did business with physicians'25
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groups who were sub-capitated.  Bay Area Physicians was one. 1

Hill Physicians was another.  These are very large physician2

management companies.  Blue Cross/Blue Shield of California.3

THE COURT:  Okay.4

THE WITNESS:  Aetna, CIGNA, Travelers.5

THE COURT:  I remember the commercial.6

THE WITNESS:  Yes. 7

THE COURT:  But you're still providing services for8

persons covered by Medicare and Medicaid, correct?9

THE WITNESS:  Yes.10

THE COURT:  And you're saying that in that market in11

California the percentage of revenues from Medicare and12

Medicaid was shrinking, while the private pays and the13

commercial insurance companies were expanding; the mix was14

changing?15

THE WITNESS:  Well, not -- I guess if you look at us16

before we did any commercial insurance, yes, the mix would17

change, but the In-Home Support Services business, which is18

the paraprofessional home care, they name they give it in19

California --20

THE COURT:  What, In-House?21

THE WITNESS:  In-Home Support Services.22

THE COURT:  Okay.23

THE WITNESS:  That business continued to grow24

without -- we did do some additional contracting and bidding.25
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 We did win a few more contracts, but also just grew1

organically that the population was aging, and each contract2

we had, such as the San Diego County contract, expanded3

annually because there were more people admitted to the4

program by the county.5

THE COURT:  Okay.  But you're telling me that your6

reimbursements aren't coming from Medicare or Medicaid for7

these patients in your In-Home Support Services?8

THE WITNESS:  Those are Medicaid waiver programs --9

THE COURT:  Okay.10

THE WITNESS:  -- that are -- it's sort of a11

hodgepodge across the country as to how that reimbursement is12

managed.  It --13

THE COURT:  It's called Medicaid or Medicare?14

THE WITNESS:  Medicaid waiver.15

THE COURT:  Medicaid waiver.  Okay.  So a subscriber16

waives his Medicaid rights in lieu of benefits provided17

through the San Diego County contract?18

THE WITNESS:  Actually, it's the states have to file19

a Medicaid plan annually, and they -- they're the ones seeking20

the waiver from the federal government.21

THE COURT:  Okay. 22

THE WITNESS:  And basically the waiver is that they23

can change -- they can provide a program under their plan if24

it's approved by what is now called CMS --25
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THE COURT:  All right.1

THE WITNESS:  -- to provide services that are not2

technically directly billable to the federal government under3

Medicaid or Medicare.4

THE COURT:  Okay. 5

THE WITNESS:  So the state seeks the waiver, and6

then in these programs the states match the federal grant7

50/50.8

THE COURT:  Okay.  So you're running this business9

now over $100 million before add the medical equipment10

division?11

THE WITNESS:  That's about the time that we added12

the --13

THE COURT:  And you're now getting paid from14

multiple sources under different regulatory programs in15

California and in Illinois and Missouri?16

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  And by that time we had expanded17

to Pennsylvania and Delaware.18

THE COURT:  Okay.19

THE WITNESS:  And I believe by that time,20

approximately in the late '90's, early 2000 -- actually late21

'90's we had been invited by various agencies in the states of22

Oregon and Washington to bid, and we had, and we'd been23

successful, and we opened in those states.24

THE COURT:  Okay.  So you continue expand25
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operations.  You're still based in Chicago.  You and Mr.1

Heaney are flying back and forth, now even to more locations.2

 You have management in place from your acquisitions.  You3

have a regional vice president for your California-based4

operations, and we're at the edge of 1999?5

THE WITNESS:  Well, also in that period, and I can't6

without looking at personnel records pin it down exactly, but7

between '95 and 2000 we added other regional VPs.  We had one8

for the east coast operations.  We had one for the midwest9

operations.  We had one for California, and then under those10

vice presidential level people, we allowed them to designate11

or actually promote from the branch director level the better12

people to become an area director so that they, for example,13

Ken Kruser on the west coast, by 2000 had the states of14

Washington, Oregon, and California, and New Mexico, but he15

also had three area managers under him who visited those --16

you know, had branch locations designated to report to them17

directly, and he worked with them.18

THE COURT:  Okay. 19

THE WITNESS:  And we followed that same pattern and20

eventually added at the vice presidential level our registered21

nurses who had management experience, who then took over the22

management of the skilled home health offices.23

THE COURT:  Okay.  Go ahead, Mr. Early.24

BY MR. EARLY: 25
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Q. Mr. Wright, had you completed your answer about tracing1

the growth of Addus up to the year 2000?2

A. Up to the year 2000, no.  In 1999 we made our largest3

acquisition, which was Arcadia Services in Southfield,4

Michigan.  Arcadia was at the time $56 million in revenue, and5

had had a complete corporate structure in Southfield with a6

staff of approximately 80 in their corporate office.7

THE COURT:  And okay, so we're in southeast8

Michigan, an area I know very well, and you acquire this9

company in place, Arcadia Services.  It's based in the greater10

Detroit area, and what's the nature of its business?11

THE WITNESS:  Arcadia is -- is a combination of12

paraprofessional home care, much like the In-Home Support13

Services, but generally not under Medicaid waiver contracts.14

THE COURT:  Okay.15

THE WITNESS:  Generally under direct private pay.16

THE COURT:  Okay.17

THE WITNESS:  They also had a medical staffing18

division, and they operated on a semi-franchise model.  They19

call it the affiliate model.  Their local offices were owned.20

 The administrative office was owned by the affiliate.  The21

direct service employees were employees of Arcadia.22

THE COURT:  The administrative office is what you23

said --24

THE WITNESS:  Well, for example, they --25
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THE COURT:  -- was an affiliate?1

THE WITNESS:  -- their office in -- just pick a2

city, the office in -- they had an office in San Francisco. 3

That was owned by --4

THE COURT:  This is Arcadia?5

THE WITNESS:  Yes.6

THE COURT:  Okay.  So Arcadia, even though it's7

based in Southfield, has a scope of care that exceeds8

Michigan?9

THE WITNESS:  Oh, yes.  They were not exactly10

nationwide.  I mean, they did have -- they didn't cover every11

state, but they had affiliates in Maine and they had12

affiliates in Florida and affiliates in California, Arizona.13

THE COURT:  Okay.  And what was the cost of that14

acquisition, and you said it was your largest acquisition?15

THE WITNESS:  That was approximately $14 million.16

THE COURT:  Okay.  And after the acquisition you17

still maintained the administrative offices in Southfield?18

THE WITNESS:  Yes, we did.19

THE COURT:  And where were those, in Town Center?20

THE WITNESS:  I can't really tell you the building.21

THE COURT:  You don't remember the address or --22

THE WITNESS:  No.  I don't remember.23

THE COURT:  -- the area?  You didn't visit there24

frequently?25
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THE WITNESS:  Oh, when I went they picked me up at1

the airport and drove me there, and took me back, so --2

THE COURT:  All right.  Have you been there lately?3

THE WITNESS:  No.  We sold Arcadia --4

THE COURT:  Okay.5

THE WITNESS:  -- in May of 2004 I believe.6

THE COURT:  All right.  And you acquired it in 19997

you said?8

THE WITNESS:  Yes.9

THE COURT:  Okay.  Go ahead, Mr. Early.10

I mean, we skipped over the Home Medical Equipment11

Division.  What was the year of that acquisition?12

THE WITNESS:  The first one was approximately 1995.13

THE COURT:  Okay.  And the second?14

THE WITNESS:  I believe --15

THE COURT:  These are all -- these are all based in16

California basically?17

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  I believe they were -- they were18

both in about 1998.19

THE COURT:  Okay.  So this is part of your vertical20

-- I'm sorry -- your horizontal activities so that you can21

provide a wide base of services?22

THE WITNESS:  Yes.23

THE COURT:  Okay.  Ranging from in-house support24

equipment all the way through skilled nursing?25
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THE WITNESS:  Yes, and respiratory therapy.1

THE COURT:  Okay.  I know this is off the beaten2

path, Mr. Early, but what was the big fuss about venipuncture,3

and why did that cashiered?4

MR. EARLY:  I'm sorry, your Honor.  I didn't hear5

the Court's question.6

THE COURT:  There was a practice described in some7

of these reports called venipuncture.  It must mean injections8

or infusions through veins, and at one point that kind of9

service in the home was disallowed as a reimbursable amount. 10

Do you know what that's about?11

THE WITNESS:  That was merely drawing blood for a12

blood test.13

THE COURT:  Oh, okay.  And they decided that -- the14

feds or the regulators decided that that wasn't a properly15

reimbursable service to draw blood from the home?16

THE WITNESS:  Well, I think -- I think they really17

were looking at the cost that at the time was changed skilled18

home health care, Medicare reimbursed home health care was19

cost reimbursed, and frankly, the more inefficient you were,20

the more the government paid you.21

THE COURT:  Okay.  So that led to the establishment22

of institutions like Quest Diagnostics and all of these blood-23

drawing specialty firms?  Is that it?24

THE WITNESS:  Well, I think their -- CMS's thought25
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was that the average, for example, where Premier Health1

Connection was located, which was one of the highest2

reimbursement areas in the country for Medicare, the average3

nursing visit in 1995 was almost $100.4

THE COURT:  Okay.5

THE WITNESS:  And I think they decided that $100 to6

draw blood was a little bit much unless the person -- there7

were always outliers.  If somebody was absolutely homebound,8

bedridden, and couldn't go -- go to a physician's office, you9

could provide almost any service and bill for it with proper10

documentation and be reimbursed, but just for a Medicare11

recipient who's ambulatory, they would not pay for12

venipuncture anymore.13

THE COURT:  Okay.  So it's not a treatment.  It's14

simply a diagnostic test?15

THE WITNESS:  Yes.16

THE COURT:  Okay.  But was your firm or your17

multiple firms providing home health care services for18

ambulatory persons?19

THE WITNESS:  If they were -- if they were certified20

by their physician --21

THE COURT:  Yes.22

THE WITNESS:  -- to require home health care --23

THE COURT:  Okay.24

THE WITNESS:  -- then you had to have a doctor's25
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order.  The doctor had to order it.  If the doctor ordered it1

then they were provided it.  Now, they were supposed to be2

homebound, and there has been a constant conflict I guess --3

THE COURT:  Okay.4

THE WITNESS:  -- as to what constitutes "homebound."5

THE COURT:  All right.  But if you're providing some6

infusion services to patients at home for their convenience7

and to restrict their -- the necessity of their having to go8

out, were there firms that would do home visits to draw blood9

and provide other services that would fall outside the scope10

of your services?  Like you're a diabetic.11

THE WITNESS:  No.  The --12

THE COURT:  Over time there have been development of13

tests.  They have to draw your blood once or several times a14

day.  Now they have kits to do it, but that's only fairly15

recent, and if you have a condition that requires constant16

blood chemistry analysis, your blood has to be drawn on a17

fairly regular basis.  For example, if you're on Coumadin18

generally you have to have your blood drawn every one or two19

weeks to main -- to determine what the levels are, certain20

ratios, so --21

THE WITNESS:  I think that would be considered one22

of the outliers.  I mean, we currently have in Riverside,23

California our skilled Medicare certified skilled home health24

agency has approximately 18 -- 18 to 20 patients that are25
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outliers.  It's an unusual number, which is why I remember it.1

THE COURT:  Okay.  As low or high?2

THE WITNESS:  It's high.3

THE COURT:  Okay.4

THE WITNESS:  It's high because there we will be --5

now that Medicare skilled home health became episodically6

reimbursed approximately five years ago, they went from a7

temporary PPS program to a final PPS program, and under that8

reimbursement you provide all the services they require for a9

60-day period at a flat rate.10

THE COURT:  Okay.11

THE WITNESS:  However, a blind diabetic who may be a12

partial amputee --13

THE COURT:  Right.14

THE WITNESS:  -- would be considered an outlier, and15

you have to get pre-authorization for that --16

THE COURT:  Right.17

THE WITNESS:  -- but then you -- then you begin to18

bill basically by the visit.19

THE COURT:  Or if someone's suffering very severe20

osteoporosis and suffers repeated fractures of the vertebrae,21

that person isn't going to be treated as ambulatory.  Do you22

have outliers like that?23

THE WITNESS:  Well, probably not, but I must admit24

I'm not a clinician, and our clinical management is much more25
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educated on this than I am.  On a day to day basis CMS changes1

the rules.2

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  But in any event, so3

the regulatory environment for payment systems keeps changing.4

 You keep trying to respond in the marketplace to these5

changes in regulations.  You try to respond to market6

pressures so that you can provide services that are reimbursed7

by HMOs and commercial insurance companies, and you're8

continuing to grow the number of employees you have, the9

number of managers you have, the revenues you have, and now10

you have branch area regional managers, and oversight from11

your central offices in Illinois?12

THE WITNESS:  That's correct.13

THE COURT:  Okay.  And at any time do you14

contemplate that given the scale of your enterprise and giving15

-- given the capital needs, that it's time perhaps for you to16

explore going public through an IPO?  Did you ever seriously17

consider that or not?18

THE WITNESS:  No.  We did.  Yes, we did.19

THE COURT:  Okay.  And why didn't you go the IPO20

route?21

THE WITNESS:  Well, the initial time that we -- we22

actually did file an S-1 in 1991.23

THE COURT:  Okay.24

THE WITNESS:  But it was specifically designed for25
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us to make a specific acquisition.1

THE COURT:  Okay.  But I'm talking about now you2

have this tremendous scope of operations in California,3

operations extending to Washington, Oregon, New Mexico,4

Arizona, now along the east coast, Pennsylvania, Delaware, and5

this is a tremendously complicated business you're operating.6

How old are you now, Mr. Wright?7

THE WITNESS:  58.8

THE COURT:  58.  And you have a son who assists you9

in the business on a full-time basis?10

THE WITNESS:  No, he does not work at Addus11

Healthcare.12

THE COURT:  And hasn't?13

THE WITNESS:  Has not.14

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  So there are no other15

members of your family who are part of your senior management16

team?17

THE WITNESS:  You're -- that's correct.  There are18

not.19

THE COURT:  Okay.  So it's you, Mr. Heaney, and a20

few others that you're developing.  When does Mr. Budy join21

you as general counsel?22

THE WITNESS:  Approximately six years ago.23

THE COURT:  Okay.  So he comes in around 1999?24

THE WITNESS:  Yes.25
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THE COURT:  Okay.  And he's based in Illinois with1

you as well?2

THE WITNESS:  Yes.3

THE COURT:  Okay.  So now you have an in-house4

lawyer on a full-time basis, a COO, and who's your CFO?5

THE WITNESS:  Currently is David Stasiewicz.6

THE COURT:  And when does he join you?7

THE WITNESS:  He joined us in 2000.8

THE COURT:  Okay.  So you said you explored an IPO9

for a specific purpose in 1991.  Did you explore it company10

wide for 1998 or 1999?11

THE WITNESS:  No, we did not.12

THE COURT:  Okay.  And why not?  You thought you13

could still do it without the need of an IPO?14

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  We had -- at the time we15

acquired Arcadia, we frankly had no debt.16

THE COURT:  Okay.17

THE WITNESS:  We had -- we actually got our first18

line of credit -- bank line of credit to really allow us to19

make acquisitions.20

THE COURT:  And when was that?  You got bank lines21

before Arcadia or after Arcadia?22

THE WITNESS:  Before Arcadia we got a bank line of23

credit.  I'd say it was about 1995.24

THE COURT:  Okay.  So you continued lines of credit25
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for acquisition purposes or for working capital purposes or1

both?2

THE WITNESS:  Actually for both.  We didn't need it3

if we hadn't made acquisitions, so we put in place so we could4

make acquisitions and then have capital to operate those5

businesses.6

THE COURT:  Okay.  So your -- you don't need to go7

to the public markets.  You're not at this point -- here you8

are in your early '50's and you're not ready to retire and go9

into some other line of work.  You're still finding this a10

very challenging and a profitable activity for you.  You're11

not building a business for your son, and you're still in good12

health and active, correct?13

THE WITNESS:  Yes.14

THE COURT:  All right.  And the management strain15

isn't exhausting you or anything of that sort?16

THE WITNESS:  Well, it was from time to time17

exhausting, but I enjoy working.18

THE COURT:  Okay.  And you've enjoyed excellent19

health? 20

THE WITNESS:  Sorry?21

THE COURT:  And you've enjoyed excellent health?22

THE WITNESS:  Yes.23

THE COURT:  Okay.  Because you strike me as very24

vigorous and very trim, but here you are running a company now25
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with revenues substantially a million -- $100 million, and1

you're doing acquisitions and you're still the man?2

THE WITNESS:  Yes, but we have -- we have an3

executive management team and --4

THE COURT:  Okay.5

THE WITNESS:  -- they do a very good job.6

THE COURT:  Okay.  But you're actively involved in7

all aspects of the business through this period of time?8

THE WITNESS:  Yes.9

THE COURT:  I mean, you're not an absentee owner by10

any stretch of the imagination.  You're actively involved in11

the acquisition strategies, setting policies for the company,12

reviewing personnel at all various levels in management ranks,13

and you're continuing to keep up with all the developments in14

the field in terms of payment systems and changes in15

regulations?16

THE WITNESS:  Well, I'd say that's partially17

accurate.  By the year 2000, 2001 we were approaching $25018

million in revenue, 225, 233.19

THE COURT:  Right.20

THE WITNESS:  And I don't think any one person can21

be involved in all of the personnel decisions and the22

valuations.  We had --23

THE COURT:  No.  I'm talking about your senior24

managers.  I'm assuming --25
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THE WITNESS:  Oh, yes.1

THE COURT:  -- you're not hiring and firing or2

reviewing recruitment portfolios for skilled nurses or even3

managers in particular branch offices, but as the COO, you4

have to coordinate all of this.  You're the principal5

shareholder.6

THE WITNESS:  Yes.7

THE COURT:  It's your business and you haven't8

distributed any significant percentage of the shares to your9

senior managers?10

THE WITNESS:  Mr. Heaney is a shareholder.11

THE COURT:  Yes, but to a nominal extent, isn't he?12

 Wasn't it 5 percent or so?13

THE WITNESS:  He might describe it as nominal.  I14

think it's significant.15

THE COURT:  Okay.  But you have other percents given16

to your son and daughter?17

THE WITNESS:  Yes.18

THE COURT:  Okay.  So of the shareholders, no one19

has anything like minority control?20

THE WITNESS:  That's right.21

THE COURT:  Okay.  And who are the -- who are the22

members of your board of directors in 1999, 2000?23

THE WITNESS:  Myself, Mark Heaney, my wife.  '99,24

2000.  We changed recently, so I --25
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THE COURT:  Okay.  For that period of time.  So you1

don't have any outside independent directors?2

THE WITNESS:  No.3

THE COURT:  Okay.  And do you have major hobbies or4

other interests that you're pursuing at the same time?5

THE WITNESS:  I have some real estate investments6

that I have --7

THE COURT:  Okay.8

THE WITNESS:  -- dabbled with over about a ten-year9

period.10

THE COURT:  Okay.  But you're not involved in11

international racing teams and yachts?12

THE WITNESS:  No.13

THE COURT:  You're not shooting for a five handicap14

at one of the major golf courses?  You're not doing a lot of15

parasailing?16

THE WITNESS:  No.17

THE COURT:  You don't do a lot of ultra-hazardous18

activities?19

THE WITNESS:  No.20

THE COURT:  You're not dropped off from the top of a21

mountain in some remote area and ski down?22

THE WITNESS:  None of those.23

THE COURT:  Okay.  So your life is your business?24

THE WITNESS:  Basically.25
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THE COURT:  Plus your family, and how many children1

do you have?2

THE WITNESS:  Two. 3

THE COURT:  Okay.  And these are both adults now?4

THE WITNESS:  Yes.5

THE COURT:  Okay.  As of 1999.  All right.  And are6

you active in any non-profit activities or any charitable7

activities or any trade associations?8

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  I'm on the board of trustees at9

Drake University.10

THE COURT:  Okay. 11

THE WITNESS:  And --12

THE COURT:  that's your alma mater?13

THE WITNESS:  Yes.14

THE COURT:  Okay.  Does that mean you have to help15

them do fundraising?16

THE WITNESS:  I try to avoid that part of it, but17

they get me as a contributor.18

THE COURT:  Yes, but that's the reason you're there,19

right?  The successful model of a business person.20

Okay.  So you're on the Drake board and what else?21

THE WITNESS:  Well, off -- well, over the years I've22

been on some committees in Illinois and various health care23

associations.  Governor Thompson --24

THE COURT:  Mm hmm.25
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THE WITNESS:  -- appointed me to his task force on1

aging in 19 -- I'd have to guess on that one.  '97, '98.2

THE COURT:  Okay.  So you're -- not only are you an3

entrepreneur, but you now have public recognition through4

serving on the board of a major university in the midwest, and5

you're also appointed by the governor to statewide committees.6

 So your expertise in health care is being recognized.  Your7

success in business is being recognized, correct?8

THE WITNESS:  Yes.9

THE COURT:  All right.  And so these kinds of honors10

carry with them certain time commitments, certain burdens, but11

it gives you an opportunity to meet with other successful12

business people and talk about their businesses.  It gives you13

networking possibilities, allows you to maintain currency in14

the development of the field with respect to aging and things15

of that sort.  So you're always listening to consultants and16

experts and things of that sort?17

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  To the extent that I have time18

to do that.19

THE COURT:  Okay.  Well, do you know how much of20

your time on these committees and boards constituted on an21

annual basis in 1999, 2000?22

THE WITNESS:  Probably eight to ten business days a23

year.24

THE COURT:  Oh, okay.  And in terms of your average25
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week of work, how many hours a week are you working?1

THE WITNESS:  50 to 60.2

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  And do you take3

limited vacations during this period of time?4

THE WITNESS:  Yes.5

THE COURT:  Okay.  Bet you have quite a few air6

miles.  I mean, you're a frequent flier, isn't that it?7

THE WITNESS:  Actually now I'm not.8

THE COURT:  Okay.  But you said for a while you and9

Mr. Heaney --10

THE WITNESS:  Yes.11

THE COURT:  -- were going back to the west coast12

weekly?13

THE WITNESS:  At that time I was a frequent flier.14

THE COURT:  Okay.  So when did you stop so much15

flying?16

THE WITNESS:  As we built our regional management17

and I felt that we had good people in place, and that them18

reporting to Mark Heaney was working fine --19

THE COURT:  Okay.20

THE WITNESS:  -- I felt less of a need to be on21

site.22

THE COURT:  Okay. 23

THE WITNESS:  As we added branches it was becoming24

impossible anyway, so we had to develop a method, like all25
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companies, to manage it.1

THE COURT:  Okay.  But it never got to the point2

where you thought it was just beyond your personal endurance,3

it was just taking too much energy, too much time?  You never4

got to the point where in 1999 and 2000 you said, "Hey, I need5

to take a rest?"6

THE WITNESS:  Well, I think that's why I began to7

look at selling the company.8

THE COURT:  Okay.  But beginning to sell the company9

assumed with it that you were still going to play a very10

active role in management?  You weren't selling the company11

and then spending your time in real estate investment, getting12

out of the health care field, were you?13

THE WITNESS:  Well, my thought was and what I14

discussed with all potential buyers was that I would stay on15

for a period of time and be active.16

THE COURT:  For transition?17

THE WITNESS:  Yes.18

THE COURT:  Okay.  And you also had an opportunity19

to look at other companies similarly situated and see what20

they were doing -- other holders of majority control shares,21

and see what arrangements they were making?22

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  Yes.23

THE COURT:  Okay.24

THE WITNESS:  It's probably one of the reasons I25
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decided not to go public.1

THE COURT:  Okay.  Because you knew enough from some2

of those accounts you had read in the literature, or your --3

as you call them, "the rags?"  I mean, you were following what4

was going on in your competitive companies and other entities5

in the industry?6

THE WITNESS:  Oh, yes.  I had watched companies our7

size go public and had watched some of them succeed and some8

of them fail, and as time went on regulations were getting9

more onerous, and it would probably not be a reduction in10

energy level, and I was looking for a -- an exit strategy and11

future retirement.12

THE COURT:  Okay.  Because you had been working13

steadily since your graduation from business school?14

THE WITNESS:  Yes.15

THE COURT:  Okay.  But basically running first your16

rep business and then expanding through health care and17

continuing to build it over a period of 20 years?18

THE WITNESS:  Yes.19

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right. 20

Go ahead, Mr. Early.21

BY MR. EARLY: 22

Q. Mr. Wright, I confess I've lost track, but did you23

complete your answer with respect to the growth of Addus up24

until about the year 2000?25
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A. I believe I did.1

Q. Okay.  I want to go back to one of the topics that you2

and the Court were addressing.  You had stated I believe that3

you had undertaken at some point in time financing as you4

expanded and bought companies, and I think you stated it was5

both to finance operations and for whatever purpose?6

A. To make acquisitions.7

Q. Who was the lender with whom you first made these8

arrangements?9

A. The initial lender was Comerica Bank.10

Q. Who at Comerica Bank was your principal loan office or11

with whom you coordinated?12

A. Frances Dean.13

Q. And when you were with Comerica Bank, how would you14

describe the lending relationship from your viewpoint?15

THE COURT:  What year was this?16

THE WITNESS:  I've been trying to really place this17

back in my mind in time.  This was before '95.  I think I told18

you we got our first line in '95.  I think it was probably19

more like '91 or 2.20

THE COURT:  Okay.  And these are -- and these are21

borrowings through a commercial division of Comerica Bank22

based in Illinois?23

THE WITNESS:  Yes.24

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.25
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Q. What were the nature of those financing arrangements, I1

mean in terms of letters of creditor or revolving line of2

credit or loans, or just generally speaking what were they?3

A. Well, it was both.  It was a revolving line of credit for4

working capital and acquisitions and also the bank issued5

letters of credit to secure our workers compensation program.6

Q. And approximately what were the sums of those letters of7

credit and revolving line of credit?  And I recognize that8

changed over time, so you can qualify your answer over time.9

A. It probably started out -- the letters of credit started10

out at 2 or $3 million, and I believe they peaked at 1511

million.  It might have peaked at 19 million and now come back12

to 15.13

Q. Did there come a time when you shifted your lender14

relationship to somebody other than Comerica?15

A. The Illinois operations of Comerica were purchased by16

LaSalle.  I'm not exactly sure what year that was.  It was in17

the middle '90's I believe.  So we went Fran Dean and Comerica18

to LaSalle.19

Q. And that's my question.  So Fran Dean went from Comerica20

to LaSalle, and your lending relationship went from Comerica21

to LaSalle with Fran Dean?22

A. Yes.23

THE COURT:  Who is Fran Dean?  Is that one name or24

two names?25
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THE WITNESS:  Frances Dean, two names.1

THE COURT:  Okay.  And it's D E A N?2

THE WITNESS:  Correct.3

MR. EARLY:  Yes, your Honor4

THE WITNESS:  Yes.5

THE COURT:  Okay.  And that's a male or a female?6

THE WITNESS:  Female.7

THE COURT:  Okay.  So she was your banker?8

THE WITNESS:  She was our principal.9

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  So as the bank that10

she was affiliated was acquired by LaSalle, she went over --11

was she still in the same office?  It was just a new name on12

the door?13

THE WITNESS:  I believe she actually moved14

buildings.  I don't believe they took Comerica's building.15

THE COURT:  Okay.  Okay.  So now you're with a16

larger bank, but you still maintain the one to one17

relationship with your principal banker, Ms. Dean?18

THE WITNESS:  Yes.19

THE COURT:  Okay.  And this is a relationship that20

at this point is eight to ten years old?21

THE WITNESS:  By 2001, yes, we'd been with her ten22

years.23

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.24

BY MR. EARLY: 25
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Q. And just to clarify, Mr. Wright, LaSalle Bank is owned by1

whom?2

A. ABN AMRO.3

Q. And ABN AMRO, to your knowledge, is one of the largest4

banks in the world?5

A. Yes.  Based in the Netherlands.6

Q. Okay.  Now, Ms. Dean continued to be your lender7

relationship point person right through the period of time8

we're talking about here in 2000 and 2001, did she not?9

A. Yes.  She --10

Q. During the ten years that you had this relationship with11

Ms. Dean, would you describe to the Court the nature of the12

relationship and your perception of it?13

A. Well, it was a very good relationship.  We didn't even14

have our receivables audited by LaSalle until I believe the15

year 2000.16

Q. Did that relationship change at some point?17

A. Yes, it did.18

Q. At what point?19

A. It really began to change when we got involved with Med20

Diversified.21

Q. Okay.  We'll come back to this subject a bit later, but22

let me stop and go back to another subject. 23

First, a minor point.  You and the Court talked about24

Stasiewicz currently being the chief financial officer of25
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Addus.  Do you recall that?1

A. Yes.2

Q. Who was the chief financial officer of Addus prior to Mr.3

Stasiewicz?4

A. Ron Ford.5

Q. And Mr. Ford was there during the years 2000 and 2001. 6

Is that correct? 7

A. Yes, he was.8

Q. Okay.  So when Mr. Stasiewicz came to Addus, I believe9

you said it was in 2000, to whom did he report at that point10

in time?11

A. He reported to Ron Ford.12

Q. Thank you.  Now,13

THE COURT:  Okay.  Let's see if I understand this. 14

It doesn't rise to the level of judicial notice, but I was15

very familiar with the kind of lending arrangements that16

Comerica engaged in because in Detroit it started as Detroit17

Bank and Trust.  Comerica was in the western part of the18

state.  It then began moving east, and then it continued to19

expand along with National Bank of Detroit, so two competitors20

in the market, and there's a different culture that operates21

when you're in that community bank or state-based bank under22

Comerica, and when you switch over to LaSalle. 23

So it doesn't surprise me that your receivables24

weren't being audited while you were under Comerica's domain,25
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but once you get into LaSalle it's a much different lending1

environment, isn't it?2

THE WITNESS:  It didn't change until, and again, the3

date -- the year might be off a little bit.  It might have4

been '98.  It might have been '99 when La -- we were growing.5

 We had made more acquisitions, and our credit needs were6

growing and LaSalle decided that they wanted to have a partner7

--8

THE COURT:  Right.9

THE WITNESS:  -- and their initial partner that they10

chose was Bank of America. 11

THE COURT:  Okay.12

THE WITNESS:  And they chose Bank of America because13

they did a lot of asset-based lending and they had the staff -14

-15

THE COURT:  Okay.16

THE WITNESS:  -- for auditing receivables and the --17

THE COURT:  So Bank of America became a participant18

in the loan?19

THE WITNESS:  Yes.20

THE COURT:  Okay.  So they wanted the expertise that21

Bank of America brought now that you've gone below the ranges22

of the lower end of the middle market and now you're a23

substantial player in the market?24

THE WITNESS:  Yes.25
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THE COURT:  I mean, you're way beyond the middle1

market at $250 million?2

THE WITNESS:  Well, I think they were looking at the3

size of our credit facility, and when it was $20 million they4

were comfortable.5

THE COURT:  Right.6

THE WITNESS:  When it grew to $45 million they --7

someone up above Fran Dean looked at and said, "We think maybe8

this is beyond what we should have invested in one client."9

THE COURT:  Okay.  So it's not -- but I mean, part10

of it's a function of the size of your credit needs.  Part of11

it's a function of the complexity of your business.   Part of12

it's LaSalle deciding that it needs to tap into the expertise13

in asset-based lending.14

THE WITNESS:  Yes.15

THE COURT:  As applied to your company, but did you16

view your company as one qualifying under the category of17

asset-based lending, or did you still yourself by and large as18

a cash flow borrower?19

THE WITNESS:  Well, I still saw us a cash flow20

borrower, and I frankly was surprised that a company -- the21

banking company the size of ABN AMRO on a 45 or $50 million22

credit facility wanted a partner.23

THE COURT:  Okay.  But for whatever reasons now, you24

ended up making submissions to persons other than Fran Dean? 25
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I mean, was --1

THE WITNESS:  Fran remained our day to day contact.2

THE COURT:  But now everything had to be reviewed by3

committees and committees and committees?4

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  There were always committees.5

THE COURT:  But --6

THE WITNESS:  We didn't make presentations to them.7

THE COURT:  Okay.  But did you -- you said you felt8

the nature of the relationship changing?  Now you were being9

subject to audits on your receivables where you hadn't been10

before?11

THE WITNESS:  Yes.12

THE COURT:  Okay.  And what other changes in the13

nature of your banking relationship were there?14

THE WITNESS:  Well, along with audits come fees, so15

it became more expensive to operate than it was when LaSalle16

was treating us as sort of a large mom and pop borrower, you17

know, in their own backyard.18

THE COURT:  Okay.  But the larger you get, doesn't19

often that lead to a reduction in your fees and costs because20

now you're such an important customer, and now in effect21

you're achieving some economies of scale in your borrowing22

costs?23

THE WITNESS:  Well, we had very good rates --24

interest rates, and the fees that they charged us for letters25
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of credit were --1

THE COURT:  Standard?2

THE WITNESS:  -- incredibly small in the beginning.3

THE COURT:  Okay. 4

THE WITNESS:  But the auditing fees when Bank of5

America came in were kind of -- were a shock to me because we6

had never paid them before.7

THE COURT:  Okay.  But what was the magnitude that8

you were beginning to have to pay on annualized basis for9

auditing your receivables?10

THE WITNESS:  I believe it was close to $100,000 a11

year.12

THE COURT:  Okay.  And that's for lines of credit13

and the like that are 45 million, and you found that a high14

cost to $45 million?15

THE WITNESS:  Well, it wasn't the only cost, but16

yes, we'd never paid them before, and --17

THE COURT:  Okay.18

THE WITNESS:  -- frankly, it approached the cost of19

our annual certified audit, and I guess just not being used to20

paying those fees, I thought it was a lot.21

THE COURT:  All right.  I guess once you get to play22

in the big leagues you get to pay the tariffs.  Okay.23

And what were the costs of your audits?  You said24

they were about 100,000 a year or more?25
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THE WITNESS:  Yes.  They've ranged from 85 to 150,1

depending upon the year.2

THE COURT:  Okay.  And that relationship for many3

years was with BDO Seidman?4

THE WITNESS:  Yes.5

THE COURT:  And that hadn't changed?6

THE WITNESS:  We changed at one time.7

THE COURT:  Well, when did you start with BDO8

Seidman as your auditors?9

THE WITNESS:  I actually started with BDO Seidman10

when I purchased McMaid, Incorporated in '79 because they11

audited McMaid, or they didn't audit.  They prepared the12

books.13

THE COURT:  Mm hmm.  So did you have a personal one14

on one relationship with a senior manager or a partner or15

director or -- I mean, did you always have your man or your16

woman at BDO Seidman who was your primary contact point, and17

that person remained the same, just as you had with Fran Dean,18

or you didn't have the same type of relationship?19

THE WITNESS:  The accounting management side of it20

or the account management side changed from time to time, and21

for many years I considered the tax partner, Sherwin Gilbert,22

to be my main contact.23

THE COURT:  Okay. 24

THE WITNESS:  He was on our account from the25
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beginning through the late '90's.1

THE COURT:  Okay.  And the reason for doing these2

audits was because of your bank covenants?  I mean, you3

wouldn't have to do audits in a privately-held company absent4

bank covenants, would you?5

THE WITNESS:  Well, we did.  You had to have audited6

financial statements to bid IHSS contracts in California.7

THE COURT:  I'm sorry.  You needed -- I don't8

understand what those acronyms stand for?9

THE WITNESS:  Oh, the In-Home Support Services10

contracts that we bid in California.11

THE COURT:  Okay.12

THE WITNESS:  The first one was 1987 I believe --13

'86, '87.14

THE COURT:  Okay.  So in order to qualify as a15

bidder then you had to have audited financials?16

THE WITNESS:  Yes.17

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  So then later on the18

loan covenants may have been further reinforcement, but as19

long as you wanted to be in the in-home support services in20

the state of California bidding with San Diego and other21

counties, you needed to have audited financials?22

THE WITNESS:  That's right.23

THE COURT:  Okay.  So you had a lot of experience24

with audited financials, management letters, and all that25
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other stuff from 1987 from one of the larger accounting firms1

in the United States, correct?2

THE WITNESS:  Yes.3

THE COURT:  All right.  Go ahead, Mr. Early.4

BY MR. EARLY: 5

Q. Mr. Wright, I think in one of your prior answers with the6

Court you also talked about the possibility of offering Addus7

in an initial public offering or going to market in some other8

way.  When did you really start to make those considerations9

as to selling Addus in some way?10

A. Well, initially it was the late -- the very late 1980's,11

early 1990's, and we engaged William Blair for a public12

offering, and that was all written around purchasing a company13

based here on Long Island that serviced the New York14

metropolitan area in the New York State Personal Care Program15

-- Personal Care Aid Program.16

THE COURT:  What was the name of the company?17

THE WITNESS:  All Metro Health Care.18

THE COURT:  Oh, okay.  So you looked at that as a19

target?20

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  We had actually negotiated a21

purchase agreement.  We had placed money with them.  They22

placed their stock in escrow, and then we were going to go23

public to raise the money to buy the company.24

THE COURT:  Okay.25
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THE WITNESS:  And also to raise some additional1

working capital.2

BY MR. EARLY: 3

Q. You didn't do that though, did you?4

A. No, we didn't.5

Q. Did you continue a relationship with William Blair &6

Company?7

A. Yes, we did.8

Q. You may have to expand a little bit for the Court on who9

William Blair is.10

THE COURT:  Oh, I thought it was Boyer.  Is it B L A11

I R?12

MR. EARLY:  Yes, your Honor.13

THE WITNESS:  Yes.14

THE COURT:  And that's an investment banking firm?15

THE WITNESS:  It's an investment banking firm, a16

middle-market firm with I think a very good national17

reputation based in Chicago.18

THE COURT:  Okay.  So it's not an individual.  It's19

a firm.20

THE WITNESS:  It's a firm, yes.21

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.22

Q. When you retained William Blair what was your23

understanding of their reputation?24

A. Well, they had an excellent reputation, and they had25
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participated in IPO's with all of the majors, Goldman Sachs,1

Salomon Brother.2

Q. To the best of your knowledge, do they continue to be a3

successful investment banking firm in the midwest today?4

A. Yes, they are.5

Q. Do you continue to have a relationship with them today?6

A. Yes.7

Q. We were talking earlier about your thoughts and your8

attempts to in some way sell or sell an interest in Addus, and9

you just talked about the New York attempt in the late '80's.10

 What was your next thoughts in that regard and your next11

actions?12

A. Our next thoughts were -- or my next thoughts were to13

seek a buyer for the company, and my idea was a strategic14

buyer, and we engaged a company from the United Kingdom15

frankly because at the time I felt that the market in the U.S.16

was not as good for selling a company to a strategic buyer as17

it might have been to sell a large platform home health18

company to a European entity that wanted to be here.19

THE COURT:  Excuse me.  I don't understand the20

concept of "strategic buyer" as you use it.  What -- strategic21

buyer is one kind of purchaser as opposed to another kind of22

purchaser.  So what did you understand a strategic buyer to23

mean?24

THE WITNESS:  Strategic buyer would be someone who's25
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already in our business such as Gentiva (ph.), or had they had1

the money, TLC.2

THE COURT:  Okay.  And that would be to expand3

existing operations?4

THE WITNESS:  Well, it would be to diversify my5

personal investment from being --6

THE COURT:  No, no, no.  From the standpoint of the7

strategic buyer.  You said it would be a competitor or someone8

in the same market.9

THE WITNESS:  Yes.10

THE COURT:  And that buyer is opposed to what other11

kind of buyer, a new entrant into the market?12

THE WITNESS:  Financial buyer like a private equity13

firm.14

THE COURT:  Okay.  And that's a distinction that you15

as businessmen recognize between a financial buyer and a16

strategic buyer?  Those are terms that businessmen are17

familiar with, and particularly those in the investment18

community?19

THE WITNESS:  Yes. 20

THE COURT:  And the advantage to you of a strategic21

buyer over a financial buyer or vice versa is what?22

THE WITNESS:  Well, a strategic buyer would23

generally have the ability to achieve synergies from an24

acquisition and reduce costs by eliminating duplicative25
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overhead, similar to one bank buying another bank.1

THE COURT:  Okay.2

THE WITNESS:  Whereas a financial buyer is looking3

for a platform upon which they can expand and eventually take4

public or sell.  They -- it varies.  It changes from year to5

year and the market changes, but --6

THE COURT:  This is a so-called financial buyer?7

THE WITNESS:  Pardon me?8

THE COURT:  This is the financial buyer?9

THE WITNESS:  Yes.10

THE COURT:  Okay.  So this is a private equity firm11

that wants to acquire a private company with the anticipation12

that at some point they will take the company public and get a13

better return on the equity investment?14

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  Or either take it public or15

frankly, there's a lot of smaller private equity companies buy16

a company, fund it, help management grow it, and sell it to a17

larger private equity company.18

THE COURT:  Okay.  But in terms of your own personal19

goals, would it matter whether it was a strategic buyer or a20

financial buyer to you?21

THE WITNESS:  Well, I guess that changes like22

everything.  I'm human, and my attitude changes from year to23

year, month to month.24

THE COURT:  Okay.  But we're back in 2000 and25
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beginning to go 2001.1

THE WITNESS:  Yes.2

THE COURT:  You're thinking of a strategic3

acquisition from another operating company?4

THE WITNESS:  Yes, and the advantage to me there5

would probably have been a higher valuation and definitely6

that I would have an exit strategy personally, that I would7

not have to run the company for another five or ten years.8

THE COURT:  Okay.9

THE WITNESS:  Whereas --10

THE COURT:  And for a private equity firm you'd11

still have the management?12

THE WITNESS:  A private equity company probably13

wouldn't want to buy our company without a commitment from me14

for three to five years.15

THE COURT:  Okay.  But if your exit strategy is to16

be able to exit within five years, what's the difference17

between three and five years with a private equity and up to18

five years with a strategic buyer?  I don't understand the19

material difference as to you.20

THE WITNESS:  Well, a strategic buyer might not need21

me to stay for more than a year.22

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  And in the financial23

buyer situation there's likely to be a longer need for your24

continued active management?25
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THE WITNESS:  Yes.  They're looking for a1

commitment.2

THE COURT:  Okay.  And at this point in time when3

you're in your early 50's you weren't prepared to make that4

kind of commitment to a private equity firm to stay there for5

another five years?6

THE WITNESS:  My preference was to move on within a7

few years.8

THE COURT:  Okay.  And you're indicating that a9

private equity firm would pay a lower -- a lower value for10

your company?11

THE WITNESS:  Generally, because they -- that12

varies.  I was about to say that the market changes from year13

to year.  Some years private equity firms are paying more, and14

some years strategic firms are paying more.15

THE COURT:  Okay.  And we're now -- what year are we16

in, 1999 or when do you start seriously giving thought to17

being acquired by -- your interest being acquired by a18

strategic buyer?19

THE WITNESS:  That's approximately right.  I believe20

we engaged SP Merger Group in early 2000.21

THE COURT:  Okay.  Now you started to say something22

about your going to Britain to look for an investment bank --23

investment firm there?24

THE WITNESS:  They had actually been in the U.S.,25
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and --1

THE COURT:  We're now talking about this specific2

company called SP Merger Group?3

THE WITNESS:  Yes.4

THE COURT:  And that's based in London?5

THE WITNESS:  In London.6

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  But it had operations7

in the U.S.?8

THE WITNESS:  They had offices in New York, yes.9

THE COURT:  Okay.  So you thought this would be a10

company with a larger customer base of strategic buyers?11

THE WITNESS:  I felt that a foreign health care12

company that wanted to be in the United States would pay a13

higher price than Gentiva or someone who's already here and is14

nationwide and would just be consolidating.15

THE COURT:  Okay.  This is a foreign health care16

company that wants now to spread to domestic home health care17

from a territorial perspective, i.e., the U.S.?18

THE WITNESS:  Yes.19

THE COURT:  Okay.  And so did you enter into some20

engagement agreement with SP Merger?21

THE WITNESS:  Yes, we did.22

THE COURT:  Okay.  And what year was that?23

THE WITNESS:  Spring of 2000 I believe.24

THE COURT:  Okay.  Go ahead, Mr. Early.25
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MR. EARLY:  Your Honor is exactly where I was going1

next.  You're prescient.2

THE COURT:  Okay.3

BY MR. EARLY: 4

Q. Mr. Wright, tell me about --5

THE COURT:  You want to take a break now?6

MR. EARLY:  Well, actually this would be a fine7

time, your Honor.  We have been going for two hours, so if we8

could take 15 minutes, I would appreciate it.9

THE COURT:  Okay.  You may step down, Mr. Wright.10

We'll be back here on that clock at 10:30.11

MR. EARLY:  Five-minute break.12

(Off the record/On the record)13

THE COURT:  Please be seated. 14

Sorry we're running so late.15

MR. STEINBERG:  Your Honor, one little housekeeping16

matter.  We're going to be giving to Mr. Early and your clerk17

a CD --18

THE COURT:  Okay.19

MR. STEINBERG:  -- that will have the video20

deposition transcript of the three witnesses so that they'll21

be able to have it in their offices, you know, as well as the22

Court.  We'll all be having the same thing.23

THE COURT:  All right.  But what kind of software do24

I need to run it?  Is there a program?25
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MR. STEINBERG:  Any Windows.  Media Player will be1

able to do that, your Honor.2

THE COURT:  Okay.  Thank you.3

Mr. Early, it's now coming on to quarter of 11:00. 4

How long do you think your direct examination of Mr. Wright5

will run?6

MR. EARLY:  Your Honor, I could be optimistic and7

say that I would only expect a couple more hours, but based on8

experience, I think it will probably go at least the rest of9

the day.10

THE COURT:  For your direct?11

MR. EARLY:  Yes, sir.12

THE COURT:  Okay.  So then we're going to anticipate13

seeing Mr. Wright here again for cross?14

MR. EARLY:  We have been prepared for that15

possibility, your Honor.16

THE COURT:  Mr. Wright, I tried to do this tomorrow,17

but apparently I didn't give the parties and the lawyers18

sufficient notice, and there's some conflicting personal19

engagements because I hate to break up the flow of this. 20

What Mr. Early was suggesting in his tactful21

response was that it would go a lot faster if I allowed him to22

do the examination, but I just want you to show that I do have23

an interest in the testimony, and my concerns may run in a24

slightly different direction, but I'm always fascinated by25
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entrepreneurs who over a sustained period of time grow such1

companies, and I'm not planning to publish an article in the2

Reader's Digest on some of the most unforgettable characters3

I've met, but I am fascinated by your history and by your4

accomplishments, and so I hope you'll forgive me for asking5

questions of my own, more often to do nothing more than6

satisfy my curiosity about how someone operates in your7

universe, but I'll let Mr. Early ask the next question.8

MR. EARLY:  No, your Honor, I just want to make9

clear, thus far all of your Honor's questions have been those10

that I had in my outline anyway, so we're exactly on the same11

page.12

THE COURT:  All right.13

BY MR. EARLY: 14

Q. Mr. Wright, when we broke you were talking a little bit15

about S & P Mergers I believe.  Would you expand, please, upon16

what you did with them and what your experience was?17

THE COURT:  Is it S & P or was it just SP?18

THE WITNESS:  SP.19

THE COURT:  Yes.  Okay.20

A. We engaged them as investment bankers to represent the21

company and ostensibly to find or concentrate on European22

based or UK based strategic buyers, and over a several month23

period we met with them and explained our business, and put24

together an offering memorandum with them, and then they went25
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out to the market, and unfortunately from my point of view,1

they concentrated on United States based strategic and more2

often, financial buyers.3

In fact, to my recollection, we didn't have -- we had4

meetings through SP, several, but we didn't have any with a UK5

based buyer that came through them.6

Q. And again, what time period was this?7

A. 2000, and I don't recall if we terminated that engagement8

late in 2000 or early in 2001.  I think it might have been9

early in 2001.10

Q. Did SP Mergers bring you anyone to -- I'm sorry.  Let me11

back up.12

When you were working with SP Mergers, what was your13

direction to them in terms of what you, Addus, was looking14

for?15

A. I was looking for a buyer for the company, preferably a16

strategic buyer, and preferably a buyer from the UK. 17

I think to correct what I said a minute ago, they did18

bring one buyer that was basically UK based that we did meet19

with while their engagement was in force.  We met with several20

U.S. buyers.21

Q. Okay. 22

MR. EARLY:  Your Honor, just for the Court's23

edification, there is an exhibit in the exhibit book, Exhibit24

Number 12, which relates to this retention.  I do not intend25
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to use it or go into, but I simply bring it to the Court's1

attention --2

THE COURT:  All right.  But --3

MR. EARLY:  -- as a matter of the record.4

THE COURT:  -- do you also have the exhibit on the5

offering memorandum?6

MR. EARLY:  It's not an offering memorandum, but it7

is a document related --8

THE COURT:  No.  That's the engagement letter.9

MR. EARLY:  Pardon?10

THE COURT:  I think that's the engagement letter,11

right?12

MR. EARLY:  It's actually a presentation --13

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.14

MR. EARLY:  -- of Addus.15

THE COURT:  Okay.16

MR. EARLY:  And a description of Addus done in17

connection with the retention of SP?18

THE COURT:  Okay.  But I thought he said that they19

put together an offering memorandum, and my only question is20

is there a stipulated admission as to the offering memorandum21

itself?22

MR. EARLY:  No, your Honor.23

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.24

THE WITNESS:  I might have mis-spoke as to how I25
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characterized it.  It was -- sometimes it's called a1

confidential business memorandum, but it was basically a2

description of our company.3

THE COURT:  Okay.  So that's the Exhibit 12 then?4

MR. EARLY:  That's Exhibit 12.5

THE COURT:  Okay.  It just doesn't have the formal6

category of an offering memorandum as investment bankers7

understand that package.  I mean, when we talk about offering8

memoranda, there are certain industry guidelines that are9

generally satisfied by investment bankers, correct, and this10

is something short of that?11

MR. EARLY:  That's correct, and your Honor, as long12

as we're talking about it, it will only take a minute to look13

at it.  Let's look at Exhibit 12, please.14

(Trial Exhibit 12, Confidential Business Memorandum Dated15

November 2000, Marked)16

BY MR. EARLY:  17

Q. Mr. Wright, on your right there are a series of binders.18

 It should be 1 -- book 1 of 9, tab number 12.19

(Pause in proceedings)20

THE COURT:  Mr. Early, sometimes in connection with21

offering companies for sale through the Bankruptcy Court,22

although they're generally asset sales rather than stock23

sales, we talk about information packages that are often24

prepared with the assistance from investment bankers or other25
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such consultants.  Is this something that you think it's fair1

to describe as an information package?2

MR. EARLY:  I'd rather let the witness testify about3

it.4

Q. Mr. Wright, having had a chance to look at Exhibit 12,5

would tell the Court what Exhibit 12 is, please?6

A. Well, it's basically a description of our company at that7

point in time, and description of the industry and potential8

growth projections.9

Q. Now, I notice it's on its cover sheet dated November of10

2000.  I take it that the information which comprised it was11

compiled prior to that date?12

A. That's right.13

Q. And how was it used with SP Mergers in your arrangement14

with SP Mergers?15

A. They contacted a list of companies and private equity16

companies, strategic buyers that they believed would be or17

should be interested in perhaps acquiring Addus Healthcare,18

solicited letters of interest, and when they got them, then19

they entered into a confidentiality agreement, and subsequent20

to that they would send out the document here.21

Q. Okay.22

MR. EARLY:  Your Honor, I have no further questions23

on the document unless the Court does.24

THE COURT:  No.25
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MR. EARLY:  Okay.1

Q. Now, I think, Mr. Wright, we were talking, and I'm not2

sure if you completed your answer with respect to when you3

were working with SP Mergers -- you should keep that book in4

front of you.  We're going to need it again in just a moment.5

When you were working with SP Mergers, what did you6

express to them was your desire as Addus that they be bringing7

to you in the way of opportunities or alternatives?8

A. I told them that primarily I wanted a strategic buyer.  I9

thought from what I had been reading and watching in the10

industry and in business media that UK based or European based11

buyers might be a better route to go for us.12

Q. And you used the term, "strategic buyer" and defined that13

earlier to the Court, but just for clarity speaking, you're14

talking about rather than say, for example, a venture capital15

group, somebody who is already in the health care industry?16

A. Yes.17

Q. Okay.  Did you consider during this time frame or before18

that venture capital groups and pure equity investors?19

A. Yes, and I did not tell them that they shouldn't bring20

those to us, and they did bring a few.21

Q. You stated your preference was for a strategic buyer.22

A. Yes.23

Q. Why was your preference for a strategic buyer at this24

point in time?25
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A. Well again, I thought that there would be synergies such1

that they could pay a better price.2

THE COURT:  Hasn't that already been asked and3

answered?4

MR. EARLY:  I'm ready to move on if your Honor5

thinks it has been.6

THE COURT:  All right.  Okay.  Go ahead.  Move on.7

MR. EARLY:  Okay.8

Q. Mr. Wright, in the same time frame now, in the middle,9

third, and fourth quarters of 2000, did you also have10

discussions with anyone else regarding a possible merger or11

acquisition of Addus?12

A. You mean outside of SP Mergers or --13

Q. Yes.  Yes.  Leaving SP Mergers aside for the moment.14

A. Prior to SP Mergers we had received constant phone calls15

from investment bankers and people representing private equity16

firms wanting to bring us potential buyers.17

Q. Did you have any discussions with any potential buyers in18

that time frame?19

A. My recollection is that most of the potential buyers that20

we met with in that time frame met with us through SP.21

Q. Okay.  Did you have any discussions with a company called22

I believe Amedisys?23

A. Amedisys.  Yes.24

Q. Amedisys. 25
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A. Yes.  Yes.1

Q. Would you tell us about those?  First of all, what was2

the timing of those discussions?3

THE COURT:  I don't -- could you spell the word,4

please, so I can --5

THE WITNESS:  A M E D I S Y S.6

THE COURT:  A M E D I S Y S?7

THE WITNESS:  Yes.8

THE COURT:  And --9

THE WITNESS:  It's Amedisys Health Services I10

believe.11

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  I got it.  Go ahead.12

A. They were a small public company, and they had received13

the solicitation from SP, and they had signed the14

confidentiality agreement, received this document, and their15

CFO at the time came to Palatine and met with us for about16

three hours.17

Q. And did anything come of those discussions?18

A. He re-contacted us and made an informal inquiry or offer19

I guess.  He sort of outlined a valuation and what he wanted20

to do with the company if he bought it, and which basically21

consisted of he wanted to sell the HME Division and he wanted22

to sell Arcadia Health Care Services, and he wanted to keep23

basically the Addus Home Health operation.24

Q. Did -- in this offer or informal offer, how ever you wish25
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to characterize it, did he give you any terms and conditions?1

A. He just -- he gave me a price range.2

Q. What was that price range?3

MR. STEINBERG:  I object.  I object, your Honor.4

THE COURT:  Isn't this straight out hearsay?5

MR. STEINBERG:  It's hearsay, and not only that, we6

had requested documents relating to this, and we never got7

anything in connection with this in discovery.8

MR. EARLY:  I can answer the second question first.9

Q. Mr. Wright, do you have any documents in your possession10

relating to this, or was this all oral?11

A. This was all oral.12

MR. STEINBERG:  All right.  Well, then I have a13

hearsay objection, your Honor.14

MR. EARLY:  I don't understand the hearsay15

objection.  This witness is in Court testifying with respect16

to what was said to him with respect to a potential business17

offer.  He's not talking about any out of Court statement.18

MR. STEINBERG:  Your Honor, the out of Court19

statement is the statement that someone was making to him in20

connection with an offer.21

THE COURT:  I thought we were getting to what was22

the outline of the terms and conditions and what was the23

acquisition strategy, and it seems to me that you're trying to24

prove the fact that someone was prepared to purchase the25
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company on an informal set of terms, and outlined the1

structure of the acquisition. 2

Surely you're trying to establish the fact that3

there was such an offer made and under such terms.  If you're4

not, then I don't understand why we're asking this question. 5

We're not asking what kind of sense perceptions Mr. Wright6

had, whether he acted favorably or unfavorably.  I assume he's7

testing the market, and this is part of the SP Merger8

engagement.9

So I'm going to sustain the objection for the10

reasons stated.11

Q. Mr. Wright, did you receive any other offers or enter12

into any other discussions during this time period for the13

possible sale or disposition of Addus?14

A. Yes.  We -- Ron Ford and I met with Timothy Aitken of15

Trans World Home Health in their New York offices, and --16

THE COURT:  All right.  I'm just trying follow this.17

 Timothy Aiken, A I K E N?18

THE WITNESS:  A I T K E N.19

THE COURT:  A --20

THE WITNESS:  A I T K E N.21

THE COURT:  All right.  And he's with what company?22

THE WITNESS:  Trans World Home Health, which has23

since changed its name to Allied Health Care.24

THE COURT:  Okay.  But at the time you met with him25
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he was in New York, and the company is now known as what?1

THE WITNESS:  Now it's -- it's know known as Allied2

Health Care.3

THE COURT:  Okay.  Go ahead, Mr. Early.4

BY MR. EARLY: 5

Q. So you had how many meetings?6

A. We had three meetings with Mr. Aitken.7

Q. And did those meetings lead to any offer or terms and8

conditions for the purchase of Addus?9

A. Yes.  We had a -- we had a discussion, and --10

MR. STEINBERG:  Your Honor, I'm going to object to11

the extent he starts to get into terms.  I was going to let12

him answer yes or no, but if he -- now he's exceeding the13

scope of the question, which was just whether he had meetings.14

THE COURT:  I'm going to overrule the objection.15

We're now trying to determine the extent of the16

activity in soliciting offers.  So I'm trying to understand17

whether this company was in play, and what the private market18

response was.  I think it can be admitted for that limited19

purpose.  It doesn't require a yes or no.  The question was,20

"Did you meet with them for several -- several occasions?  Did21

it result in any offer?"  Answer, "We had a discussion," and22

that's when you objected, so I'll --23

MR. EARLY:  I thought the answer --24

Q. Mr. Wright, did you receive from these -- as a result of25
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these discussions?1

A. Yes, we did.2

Q. What were the terms of that offer?3

A. He had --4

MR. STEINBERG:  I object again on hearsay, your5

Honor, and --6

THE COURT:  Okay.  If he's now going to describe the7

terms and conditions and were these reduced to -- I guess the8

next question is was this reduced to any written submission or9

just oral?10

THE WITNESS:  It was just oral.11

THE COURT:  All right.  Then I'll sustain the12

objection.13

Go ahead.14

Q. Mr. Wright, do you recall receiving an offer from Frank15

Magliochetti as the principal and chief executive officer of16

Chartwell in December of 2000?17

A. Yes, I do.18

Q. Would you tell the Court please --19

THE COURT:  That's the first time you had an20

expression of interest from Mr. Magliochetti in December 2001,21

not before?22

THE WITNESS:  Yes.23

MR. EARLY:  December -- your Honor, the date the24

witness's question and answer was December 2000.25
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THE COURT:  Oh, I'm sorry.  Okay.  2000.  All right.1

THE WITNESS:  2000.  Yes.2

Q. Would you tell the Court how you knew Frank Magliochetti3

prior to December of 2000?4

A. Our Home Medical Equipment --5

THE COURT:  Doesn't that presuppose that he knew him6

before 2000, before you get to, "How come you came to know7

him?"8

MR. EARLY:  I'll do it again, your Honor.9

THE COURT:  I just think you need to lay the10

appropriate foundation.11

Q. Mr. Wright, did you know Mr. Magliochetti prior to12

December of 2000?13

A. Yes.  I --14

Q. How did you know Mr. Magliochetti prior to December of15

2000?16

A. Our Home Medical Equipment Division in California had17

joint ventured with Chartwell Diversified Services in the Bay18

area for the provision -- to provide the ancillary health care19

services to a large physician's group that was sub -- sub-20

capitated.21

THE COURT:  Okay.  If I'm going to --22

A. We provided the --23

THE COURT:  If I'm going to understand that answer,24

you're going to have to break it down.25
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There were -- there was a joint venture with1

Chartwell in the San Francisco Bay area, and I don't2

understand what the terms of the joint venture -- what was the3

scope of the joint venture again, please?4

THE WITNESS:  Chartwell was the sub-contractor to5

this physician's group that was capitated for home -- all home6

health care services by Health Net, Health Net being an HMO in7

California.  Chartwell sub --8

THE COURT:  Go slowly.  I'm trying to follow this.9

THE WITNESS:  Okay.  I'm sorry.10

THE COURT:  Capitated by, what was it called, Health11

Net?12

THE WITNESS:  Health Net. 13

THE COURT:  Okay.  And that was an HMO.14

THE WITNESS:  It's an HMO.15

THE COURT:  And to be capitated means that this16

physician's group had a contract to provide services to the17

subscribers of this HMO and when you say "on a capitated18

basis," you're telling me what?  What does it mean to have a19

contract "on a capitated basis?"20

THE WITNESS:  It means that Chartwell was being paid21

X amount of money per member per month --22

THE COURT:  Okay.23

THE WITNESS:  -- and they would then provide24

whatever services were required without any further billing.25
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THE COURT:  Okay.1

THE WITNESS:  Chartwell themselves provided the2

infusion services -- home infusion therapy --3

THE COURT:  Okay.4

THE WITNESS:  -- as a licensed home infusion5

pharmacy.  They did not in the Bay area have home medical6

equipment, not did they have respiratory therapy.7

THE COURT:  Okay.  So they're providing home health8

-- home infusion therapy?9

THE WITNESS:  Yes.10

THE COURT:  Okay.  And they're doing that in the11

capacity as a licensed what?12

THE WITNESS:  Licensed home health pharmacy.13

THE COURT:  Okay.  And what did they need equipment14

for to do the home health infusion?15

THE WITNESS:  Well, they were capitated.  They were16

taking the -- all of the ancillary home health care services,17

and they only directly themselves provided the home infusion.18

THE COURT:  So where did they get the ancillary19

services from?20

THE WITNESS:  They subcontracted with our home21

medical equipment company, Medical Home Care Services.22

THE COURT:  Okay.  But that's just to bring in23

equipment, is it?24

THE WITNESS:  Is to bring in equipment, service the25
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equipment, and it included respiratory therapy provision of --1

THE COURT:  Okay.  What's respiratory therapy,2

oxygen tents or oxygen tanks with tubes?3

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  Oxygen tanks and oxygen4

concentrators.5

THE COURT:  Okay.  This is for people who have6

pulmonary problems?7

THE WITNESS:  Yes.8

THE COURT:  Okay.  So you have -- your firm had some9

expertise in providing that care?10

THE WITNESS:  Yes.11

THE COURT:  And you had the appropriate license or12

expertise so Health Net would recognize that as a bundled13

service for the home infusion therapy?14

THE WITNESS:  Yes.15

THE COURT:  Okay.  But are people on home infusion16

therapies persons generally also in need of respiratory17

therapy, or are you dealing with a different group of18

patients, those not needing infusion therapy, but needing19

respiratory therapy?20

THE WITNESS:  It could be both.21

THE COURT:  Okay.  But was it generally both?22

THE WITNESS:  Generally it would be different23

patients.24

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  So they decide --25
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Health -- this company decides it's more advantageous for1

them, given the capitation, to subcontract this work with you,2

but you called it a joint venture?3

THE WITNESS:  Yes.4

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  And how many5

subscribers were you dealing with?6

THE WITNESS:  Offhand, I would be estimating.  I7

don't recall.8

THE COURT:  Well, what do you estimate it?9

THE WITNESS:  Approximately 5,000.10

THE COURT:  Okay.  And this is in the Bay area where11

you already have existing facilities --12

THE WITNESS:  Yes.13

THE COURT:  -- and services?  Okay.  But you're not14

supplying all the other ancillary services; skilled nursing or15

--16

THE WITNESS:  No.17

THE COURT:  -- paraprofessional or --18

THE WITNESS:  That's right.19

THE COURT:  Just a very limited --20

THE WITNESS:  Yes.21

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  So this was first22

introduction to Chartwell, and what was it called in the Bay23

area?24

THE WITNESS:  It was Chartwell Diversified25
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THE COURT:  All right.  Go ahead, Mr. Early.1

BY MR. EARLY: 2

Q. At this point in time, that is December of 2000, did you3

have an opinion regarding Mr. Magliochetti's character and4

competence in the health care field?5

A. Through his affiliation with Chartwell, him being the6

CEO, yes.7

Q. What was that opinion?8

A. Chartwell had a very high quality reputation in the9

industry, and had joint ventures with many major teaching10

hospitals that they called their National Centers of11

Excellence, and they had a great reputation.12

THE COURT:  Well, one of those NCO's was in the Bay13

area?14

THE WITNESS:  I don't recall, because all we did15

them was this contract with --16

THE COURT:  Okay.  So you just knew of their17

affiliations?18

THE WITNESS:  Yes.19

THE COURT:  Okay.  Because I thought the NCOE that20

we talked about in California was in the Davis and Sacramento21

Valley, not in the Bay area, but okay, so you know them, and22

do you know when Mr. Magliochetti acquired an ownership23

interest in Chartwell?24

THE WITNESS:  No, I do not.25
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THE COURT:  So I mean, Chartwell could have1

developed a high quality reputation before Mr. Magliochetti2

got into the picture?3

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  Could have, yes.4

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  So he has -- the firm5

that he owns has a reputation for high quality service, and6

you're aware that there are various affiliations with one or7

more National Centers of Academic Excellence?8

THE WITNESS:  Yes.9

THE COURT:  Okay.  Go ahead.10

BY MR. EARLY: 11

Q. Mr. Wright, would you turn to tab 9 of the first book of12

exhibits, which should be in front of you?13

(Trial Exhibit 9, Letter from Frank Magliochetti to Andrew14

Wright Dated December 21, 2000, Marked)15

THE COURT:  Mr. Wright, you're the first one that16

said anything nice about Mr. Magliochetti.  Only teasing.17

MR. EARLY:  Well, your Honor certainly has seen more18

of Mr. Magliochetti than I have, but --19

THE COURT:  I have seen Mr. Magliochetti --20

MR. EARLY:  -- I want Mr. Wright to talk about the21

Mr. Magliochetti he saw.22

THE COURT:  -- in the back of the room escorting a23

great year-round tan.  He never testified.  He never came to24

the front rows, and so my observations of Mr. Magliochetti25
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were only perceptions of his personage, not anything about his1

business activities.2

Q. Mr. Wright, do you have Exhibit 9 in front of you?3

A. Yeah.  Yes, I do.4

Q. Exhibit 9 is a letter on Chartwell letterhead from Frank5

Magliochetti addressed to you dated December 21st of 2000.  Do6

you see that?7

A. Yes.8

Q. Did you in fact receive this on or about December 21st of9

200010

A. Yes, I did.11

Q. And what is Exhibit 9?12

A. It's an offer to purchase Addus Healthcare.13

Q. What are the fundamental terms and conditions of this14

offer?15

THE COURT:  Is this an offer to purchase?  I thought16

it simply says this is an outline of a proposal.  Wouldn't we17

call this something more like a term sheet?18

THE WITNESS:  Yes.19

THE COURT:  Okay. 20

THE WITNESS:  It's a proposal to purchase Addus21

Healthcare.22

Q. Mr. Wright, would you read the last sentence in the first23

paragraph of Exhibit 9, please?  Would you read it aloud?24

A. "The closure of this transaction requires due diligence25
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to the satisfaction of Chartwell, its legal counsel, and its1

funding source."2

Q. It's the next sentence that I want you --3

A. Next sentence.  "This letter represents a non-binding4

letter of interest as set forth in item 13 of this document.5

Q. Now again, would you outline what you understood to be6

the terms and conditions being contained in this offer?7

A. Chartwell -- Frank Magliochetti and Chartwell had8

suggested a valuation of $70 million less outstanding debt and9

it constituted very little cash and a lot of notes.10

THE COURT:  But I'm looking at this.  You were11

talking about a strategic investor, and this is an asset12

purchase proposal, not a purchase of shares, at least as I13

read the first sentence.14

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  That's how -- that's how he15

started out.16

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.17

THE WITNESS:  Yes.18

THE COURT:  So it's not a stack -- a stock sale;19

it's an asset sale?20

THE WITNESS:  His suggestion was an asset purchase,21

yes.22

THE COURT:  Okay.  But that fell outside the scope23

of the engagement you had at this time with SP Mergers?24

THE WITNESS:  Well, no.  It wasn't what we were25
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looking for, and with our company it's impractical.1

THE COURT:  Okay.2

THE WITNESS:  But their engagement agreement would3

have covered any kind of sale.4

THE COURT:  Okay.  And why did you say it was5

impractical?6

THE WITNESS:  We have so many licenses and contracts7

that would have to be changed, and our state -- state8

government contracts, which constitutes probably currently9

two-thirds of our business, 70 percent, you cannot assign10

those contracts.  Each and every one would have to have11

permission from the agency involved.12

THE COURT:  Okay.  And if there were acquisition of13

the shares, you wouldn't have to have any regulatory approvals14

for the transfer of the license or any approvals of any15

assignment of the contract rights with the state agencies?16

THE WITNESS:  In the states that we're currently in,17

largely the answer to that would be no.  You just file a18

change of ownership form.19

THE COURT:  Okay.20

THE WITNESS:  At the time when we owned Arcadia,21

Arcadia had licensed operations in Florida.  Florida state22

Medicaid requires prior approval.23

THE COURT:  Okay.  So you're aware of the process at24

least with respect to one of your operating divisions?25
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THE WITNESS:  Yes, and the one other state that I1

know that requires long-term prior approval is New York, and2

we were not in New York.3

THE COURT:  Mr. Wright, I know what the term, "long"4

means in that context based on limited experience, but okay,5

so you didn't have direct experience, but you knew that there6

were certain jurisdictions in which this process would, as you7

say, prove to be impracticable because of what, the risk of8

non-approval, the amount of management time invested in it,9

the cost?  I mean, why is it -- I'm trying to understand why10

it's impractical.11

THE WITNESS:  Well --12

THE COURT:  If you can get regulatory approval, why13

does that make it impractical?14

THE WITNESS:  All of the above, frankly, because you15

don't get regulatory approval from approximately 200 different16

regulatory agencies all at the same time.17

THE COURT:  Okay.18

THE WITNESS:  And it's difficult then to transfer19

some licenses this month, others next month, handling the20

billing, who owns the billing, and even within a given branch21

with -- some of our branches have 12 or 13 contracts, and they22

wouldn't all transfer simultaneously, so --23

THE COURT:  Okay.24

THE WITNESS:  -- it becomes an administrative and25
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accounting nightmare.1

THE COURT:  Okay.  Thank you.2

BY MR. EARLY: 3

Q. Mr. Wright, did you have discussions with Mr.4

Magliochetti concerning this offer?5

A. Yes, we did.6

Q. Would you tell the Court, please, about the nature of7

those discussions?8

A. Well, among the discussions were that an asset sale was9

impractical and that his methodology of valuation was not in10

my -- to my way of thinking proper.11

Q. What did he say to you about his method of valuation, and12

what did you say to him?13

A. I'm not sure I --14

Q. What were the nature of the discussions about why you15

considered his method of valuation improper?16

A. Well, he had suggested subtracting, besides the debt,17

which probably would be normal, all payables and that's my18

recollection at the moment.19

Q. How many meetings did you have with Mr. Magliochetti?20

A. Probably had four meetings with him.21

Q. Over what time frame?22

A. Between June of 2000 and December.23

Q. So the offer that we're looking at here in Exhibit 924

resulted from discussions that had been taking place over a25
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period of the prior six months?1

MR. STEINBERG:  Objection, your Honor. 2

Mischaracterizes the testimony by calling it an offer.3

THE COURT:  You can rephrase.  The testimony is that4

he had at least four meetings with Mr. Magliochetti over this5

period of time, June 2000 to December 2000.  June 2000 through6

December 2000, correct?7

MR. STEINBERG:  Your Honor, I'm sorry.  I had8

trouble hearing what you just said.9

THE COURT:  I thought the question was, "Is it true10

that you had at least four meetings with Mr. Magliochetti11

during the period of June 2000 through December 2000 with12

respect to the terms and conditions of a proposed sale?" and13

what's the objection to that?14

MR. STEINBERG:  Your Honor, he said -- his question15

started to go, he said, "The offer that you received from Mr.16

Magliochetti."17

MR. EARLY:  I'll rephrase the question, your Honor.18

 We can move on.19

MR. STEINBERG:  And I objected to the use of the20

word --21

MR. EARLY:  I'll rephrase the question.22

THE COURT:  Okay.23

Q. Mr. Wright, the proposal that is Exhibit 9 that24

represents a non-binding letter of interest is the result of25
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discussions taking place between you and Mr. Magliochetti1

between what period of time?2

A. Between June and December of 2000 and -- 2000.3

Q. And you testified earlier that you had approximately four4

face to face meetings with Mr. Magliochetti?5

A. Yes.6

Q. Were there other phone calls as well?7

A. Yes, there were.8

Q. Were there phone calls between your staff and his staff?9

A. Yes.10

Q. Were there face to face meetings between your staff and11

his staff?12

A. Yes.13

Q. As a consequence of all that, did your opinion of Mr.14

Magliochetti's character and integrity change in any way?15

A. Well, we were surprised -- I was surprised when I got16

this letter because his prior offer through his representative17

was significantly different, not necessarily in overall value,18

but in the make-up of the proposal.19

THE COURT:  Well, what I'm trying to understand is20

you testified that because of all of these timing problems and21

all of these hundreds of contracts and the reimbursement22

practices, that it would become an administrative accounting -23

- become an administrative accounting nightmare to try to do24

this seriatim, contract by contract, office by office, state25
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agency or local agency by local agency, and that you told him1

it was impractical, then do you have any explanation for why,2

after having told him on repeated occasions that this deal3

can't be done as an asset deal, he then sends you a non-4

binding letter of intent to do an asset deal.  I mean, haven't5

you already told him this isn't going to fly?6

THE WITNESS:  I don't believe in our prior7

discussions we -- that I had assumed anything other than a8

stock sale, and I think that's one of the surprises that we9

had with this letter.10

THE COURT:  Okay.  So you weren't having discussions11

before then about an asset sale?  It was only about a stock12

sale? 13

THE WITNESS:  My recollection is that we -- he may14

have discussed an asset sale in the meetings before this, and15

that we had told him that we didn't think it was practical,16

and but this is what came through.17

THE COURT:  Okay.  Well, I can anyone can send you18

anything in the mail.19

THE WITNESS:  I'm sorry.  I --20

THE COURT:  I said I assume anyone can send you21

anything in the mail.  What you do with it is another story. 22

Okay.  So you get this thing that is a non-binding letter of23

interest.  I'd call it a term sheet, and it's signed by Mr.24

Magliochetti in this Exhibit 9.25
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Go ahead, Mr. -- I got that far, surprise about this1

structure, and then what?2

BY MR. EARLY: 3

Q. Mr. Wright, would you turn in that same book to Exhibit4

11?5

(Trial Exhibit 11, E-Mail from Ron Ford to Andrew Wright Dated6

December 19, 2000, Marked)7

Q. Exhibit 11 appears to be an e-mail from Ron Ford to --8

THE COURT:  Wait.  Did we skip from 9 to 11?9

MR. EARLY:  Yes, your Honor.10

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.11

Q. Exhibit 11 appears to be an e-mail from Ron Ford to you -12

- actually to you twice if I read that correctly, dated13

December 19th, 2000.  Do you see that?14

A. Yes.15

Q. Would you take a moment to review that, please?16

(Pause in proceedings)17

A. Okay.18

Q. Now, do you recall receiving this?19

A. Yes.20

Q. Okay.  Was it customary for Mr. Ford to communicate with21

you by e-mail concerning financial matters for Addus?22

A. Yes, it was.23

Q. Okay. 24

THE COURT:  He's your man.  He's your employee. 25
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He's your division manager, was it?1

THE WITNESS:  CFO.2

THE COURT:  Regional manager?3

THE WITNESS:  CFO.4

THE COURT:  CFO.  Okay.  All right.  And he's in5

your office?6

THE WITNESS:  Yes.7

THE COURT:  In Palantine, right --8

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  Yes. 9

THE COURT:  So he's sending you e-mails within the10

same office?11

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  We did that frequently.  I12

traveled quite a bit on business, and --13

THE COURT:  Okay.14

THE WITNESS:  -- accessed e-mail from home as well.15

THE COURT:  Okay.16

THE WITNESS: 17

Q. Mr. Wright, Mr. Ford begins, "Today, December 19th, I18

spoke with Mary McGuinness (ph.), the M & A consultant for19

Chartwell concerning the Addus deal."  Do you see that?20

A. Yes.21

Q. Had you spoken with Mrs. McGuinness or Ms. McGuinness22

prior to that?23

A. I think I had one conversation with her, maybe two.24

Q. He continues and says, quote, "Frank Magliochetti is25
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attempting to get board approval to put together a LOI some1

time end of this week or early next week."  Do you see that?2

A. Yes. 3

Q. Now, the date of this is the 19th of December, correct?4

A. Yes.5

Q. And the date of the letter we just looked at, the6

proposal for a binding letter of intent was December 21st,7

correct?8

A. Yes.9

Q. Was the Exhibit 9, the proposal for a binding letter of10

intent that we just looked at, the LOI which is referred to in11

Mr. Ford's memorandum?12

A. I believe it was supposed to be.13

Q. Yes.  Now, the deal that Chartwell has intimated to me is14

next described by Mr. Ford in his e-mail to you.  Do you see15

that?16

A. Yes.17

Q. Does that differ from what you received on the 21st?18

A. Significantly.19

Q. How?20

A. Well, this is $50 million in cash, and what came was $1021

million in cash.22

Q. And you consider that significant?23

A. Yes, I do.24

Q. All right.  At the risk of restating the obvious, why is25
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that significant to you as opposed to receiving it in some1

other -- compensation in some other form?2

A. Well, anything other than cash carries significant3

business risk.4

Q. Anything else about these terms and conditions that are5

outlined here in Mr. Ford's e-mail to you that was different6

from what you saw on the 21st?7

A. I'd have to look back at the 21st.  The valuation was8

higher, but the cash was lower.9

Q. Okay.  Mr. Ford says in about the middle of this e-mail,10

quote, "I have told Mary to have Frank present his offer as he11

sees fit, but that I thought his valuation was low."  Period.12

 End quote.  Did you share Mr. Ford's opinion at that time?13

A. Yes, I did.14

Q. Why?15

A. I felt that Addus Healthcare, with the national footprint16

that we had, was worth more than a single location small home17

health agency, and five times EBITDA was more a -- an initial18

evaluation methodology for a single location home health19

agency.20

Q. Okay.  Now --21

THE COURT:  Wait.  I'm trying to understand this. 22

Five times EBITDA you said would be more appropriate as a term23

for a single location?24

THE WITNESS:  For a small -- yes.  A small one, two,25
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or three location home health agency.1

THE COURT:  Okay.  But isn't he talking about the2

price here rather than value, or you don't draw that3

distinction?4

THE WITNESS:  Well, he's doing both.5

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  Okay.  So Mr. Ford,6

who's your CFO, says he's already told Mary, a representative7

from Chartwell, that "This valuation is low, but go ahead, do8

whatever you want."9

THE WITNESS:  He's basically telling her to have10

Frank send what he wants, but yes, that this is low.11

THE COURT:  Okay.12

THE WITNESS:  Actually, the -- as I think about it,13

the proposal that came, while it has a number that looks14

higher, $70 million, it actually is lower with less cash.15

THE COURT:  Lower in terms of what, in terms of16

cash?17

THE WITNESS:  In terms of cash and this discussion18

between his M & A rep -- consultant.  He indicated that it was19

50 million cash, plus they would assume the debt, and what20

came was a $70 million valuation minus the debt, and only 1021

million cash.22

THE COURT:  And what was the debt at this time?23

THE WITNESS:  Approximately 27 to $28 million.24

THE COURT:  Okay.  So the net to you is 43 -- 42 to25
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43 million of which only -- how much is cash?1

THE WITNESS:  In the proposal that came in writing2

signed by Frank, 10 million was cash.3

THE COURT:  Okay.  So the rest would be in other4

forms of financial accommodation?5

THE WITNESS:  Yes.6

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  Go ahead.7

BY MR. EARLY: 8

Q. Mr. Wright, you can turn back to Exhibit 9 if you want or9

not, but the last page of Exhibit 9 contains a signature line10

for your signature, which is blank.  Did you agree to enter11

into this letter of intent with Mr. Magliochetti?12

A. No, I did not.13

Q. Why not?14

A. The valuation I thought was inappropriate.15

Q. Okay.  During your discussions with Mr. Magliochetti16

between June and December --17

THE COURT:  Let's just -- I mean, it's inappropriate18

based upon certain components, not enough cash if that goes to19

valuation, too much risk, but did you have -- but did you have20

a number in mind of what would be an appropriate valuation?21

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  I thought that Addus Healthcare22

should be sold for at least 75 million.23

THE COURT:  Okay.  So you're just $5 million apart24

here then?25
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THE WITNESS:  No, because his 70 million was then1

going to subtract the debt.2

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  So it's $75 million,3

and what would happen to the debt?  The debt would be assumed4

or would be satisfied out of the 70?5

THE WITNESS:  Assumed at that level.6

THE COURT:  Okay.  So then it becomes a $75 million7

deal plus an assumption of 27 to $28 million?8

THE WITNESS:  Yes.9

THE COURT:  Okay.  So now we're looking at over 10010

million?11

THE WITNESS:  Yes.12

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right. Go ahead, Mr. Early.13

BY MR. EARLY: 14

Q. Mr. Wright, would you turn to Exhibit Number 10 in the15

book?16

(Trial Exhibit 10, Cover Letter Dated December 21, 2000 from17

Frank Magliochetti to Andrew Wright, Proposal for a Non-18

Binding Letter of Intent, and Financials of Addus Dated19

February 13, 1999, Marked)20

Q. Exhibit 10 begins with a cover letter dated December21

21st, 2000 on Chartwell letterhead from Frank Magliochetti to22

yourself.  This did not appear in Exhibit 9 that we just23

looked at.  Do you recall receiving this cover letter on or24

about December 21st?25
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A. Yes, I do.1

Q. Okay.  And just for purposes of identifying the document,2

it then proceeds to have --3

THE COURT:  Is this -- you're --4

Q. -- five pages which appears to be identical to what we5

just looked at, which is the proposal for a non-binding letter6

of interest that we just talked about as Exhibit 9, correct?7

A. Yes.8

Q. It then also has what appears to be audited financials of9

Addus dated February 13th, 1998, correct?10

A. Yes.11

MR. STEINBERG:  I'm sorry, counsel.  I lost where12

you were there, so what did you say?13

MR. EARLY:  I'm just --14

THE COURT:  He's comparing --15

MR. EARLY:  I'm just reviewing with the witness what16

compromises this exhibit number.  It is a cover letter, the17

21st proposal for a non-binding letter of intent which we18

discussed, and the Addus financials.19

MR. STEINBERG:  All right.  Thank you.  Sorry.20

MR. EARLY:  And the witness has confirmed all that.21

THE COURT:  Okay.  But when I look at this, you're22

asking me to compare, is it 9?23

MR. EARLY:  I haven't asked him to compare anything24

yet, except just to identify what the documents are, your25
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Honor.1

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.2

MR. EARLY:  And I'm not going to ask him to compare.3

 My questions are going to be solely with respect to the cover4

letter.5

THE COURT:  Okay.  Go ahead.6

Q. Mr. Wright, would you take a moment to read that letter7

to yourself, that is the first page of Exhibit 10?8

(Pause in proceedings)9

A. Okay.10

Q. Mr. Magliochetti says in the first paragraph, third11

sentence, quote, "It is also my strong belief that bringing12

our companies together and capitalizing on our unique13

synergies creates a very powerful force within our market." 14

Period.  End quote.15

Did you have discussions with Mr. Magliochetti prior to16

December 21st regarding synergies of a potential acquisition17

of Addus by Chartwell?18

A. Yes, I did.19

Q. What were those discussions?20

A. The most concrete discussion was that Chartwell21

Caregivers, which was a Texas company that did approximately22

80 million in revenue, was identical, it was an in-home23

support services business strictly within the state of Texas,24

and we had compared notes about how they ran that business and25
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how we ran our west coast operation, which was approximately1

the same size, and we were significantly more efficient, and2

we discussed the fact that we could probably on that division3

alone create 3 to $3 1/2 million of savings.4

THE COURT:  3 million, what was that?5

THE WITNESS:  3 to $3 1/2 million of administrative6

cost reduction.7

THE COURT:  Okay.8

A. We had also discussed --9

THE COURT:  This is by applying the techniques you10

used in running the business in California and applying those11

same to Texas for the same kind of business?12

THE WITNESS:  Yes.13

THE COURT:  Okay.14

A. We had also discussed the synergies that would exist on15

the west coast between our HME Division and their infusion16

therapy business.  They, as an infusion -- home infusion17

pharmacy, were licensed to provide respiratory medications18

while we provided oxygen and home visits by respiratory19

therapists.20

THE COURT:  This is what's referred to later on21

Resource Pharmacy?  What was the name of the supplier on the22

west coast for infusion therapy?23

THE WITNESS:  I don't recall.24

THE COURT:  But you said it was a pharmacy?25
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THE WITNESS:  Yes.1

THE COURT:  Okay.  And it was a licensed provider of2

the kinds of things that become the subject of infusion3

therapy?4

THE WITNESS:  Yes.5

THE COURT:  Okay.6

THE WITNESS:  They also had -- had -- they had7

pharmacies in many locations.  Actually, our Medical Home Care8

Services operation in Burlingame had a pharmacy license, but9

it was a limited pharmacy license.  So there are various types10

of pharmacy licensed.11

While we were licensed as a pharmacy for a home12

health -- home medical equipment, we were not licensed to13

provide respiratory medicines, and Chartwell was.14

THE COURT:  Okay.  But if you're simply providing15

oxygen, is that a respiratory medicine?16

THE WITNESS:  No.  We were fine with oxygen.  We17

were licensed for oxygen.18

THE COURT:  Okay.19

THE WITNESS:  But respiratory therapy patients20

oftentimes take inhaled drugs, nebulizer drugs, and we did not21

have a pharmacy license to handle those, nor to dispense them.22

THE COURT:  Okay.23

THE WITNESS:  It's a pretty profitable part of the24

business, and Chartwell did have that license.25
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THE COURT:  Okay.  What did you understand "DSO" to1

mean?2

THE WITNESS:  Days sales outstanding.3

THE COURT:  Days sales outstanding?4

THE WITNESS:  Outstanding, yes.5

THE COURT:  Okay.  And what does that mean?6

THE WITNESS:  The number of days of sales that are7

in receivables as opposed to having been collected.8

THE COURT:  So he says that we're turning our around9

our receivables in less than 90 days?10

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  That's what this says.11

THE COURT:  All right.  And that your company and12

his company are going to be able to hit this target of13

combined DSO in less than 90 days, right?14

THE WITNESS:  Yes.15

THE COURT:  And what did you understand "Access to16

capital in a capital constrained health care marketplace."  I17

understand what the word "capital constrained health care18

marketplace," that it's hard to get capital, but what did you19

understand the words, "his access to capital" mean in this20

context?21

THE WITNESS:  Access to capital?22

THE COURT:  Yes.  I mean, why would he have superior23

access to capital in this tight market as opposed to your24

access?25
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THE WITNESS:  Well, that was his claim, and at this1

point in time we had not done any diligence on Chartwell. 2

They had done some diligence on us.  So I don't know.3

THE COURT:  Was this an important business4

consideration for you to be able to get superior access to5

capital?  You already had existing lines of credit with6

Comerica/LaSalle.  Were you suffering from a need for working7

capital or was this equity or what?  I don't understand this.8

THE WITNESS:  No.  At this point in time we were9

not.10

THE COURT:  Okay.11

THE WITNESS:  I think Frank's point was that he felt12

he had lined up significant amounts of capital to make other13

acquisitions and roll up the industry and finance working14

capital.15

THE COURT:  He had lined up capital to do other16

acquisitions and what else?17

THE WITNESS:  What she defined as "rolling up" or18

explained as "rolling up the industry."19

THE COURT:  Rolling up the industry.  Okay.  So20

that's some kind of consolidation --21

THE WITNESS:  Yes.22

THE COURT:  -- of prior operators into a larger23

organization?24

THE WITNESS:  Yes.25
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THE COURT:  And what was that going to do for you?1

THE WITNESS:  Well, he had -- at one point here he2

had suggested that some of the consideration would be stock in3

the new entity, and there were earn-out features, and hitting4

these targets would be financially rewarding.5

THE COURT:  Okay.  But in order to do that, he had6

to have access to capital?7

THE WITNESS:  Yes.8

THE COURT:  Okay.  Go ahead, Mr. Early.9

BY MR. EARLY: 10

Q. Mr. Wright, my last question to you was a question11

regarding discussions with Mr. Magliochetti concerning12

synergies between the two companies.  Had you completed your13

answer with respect to the substance of those discussions?14

A. At this point in time, yes.15

Q. Okay.  Now, you did not do this deal, so to speak, with16

Mr. Magliochetti at this time, correct?17

A. That's right.18

Q. This is December of 2000, correct?19

A. Yes.20

Q. Did you continue to have meetings or discussions with Mr.21

Magliochetti periodically into the next year, 2001?22

A. Yes, we did.23

Q. Did you continue to have discussions with others with24

respect to possible investments in or acquisitions of Addus25
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other than Mr. Magliochetti?1

A. Yes.2

Q. Okay.  Before we get back to Mr. Magliochetti, would you3

tell us what the other discussions consisted of?4

A. We met with a private equity firm from Texas, the5

Carruthers (ph.) Group, and they came to Palatine with a woman6

CEO that they were backing, and they were looking for a7

national platform.  I don't recall her name.  We met with them8

for about four hours. 9

They did, as I recall, send us a very informal indication10

of value, which I found to be inadequate.11

Q. Do you remember what that was?12

MR. STEINBERG:  Objection, your Honor.  Hearsay.13

THE COURT:  Mr. Early, why not?14

MR. EARLY:  Well, in the first place, it's not an15

out of court statement by a declarant.  It is, I assume from16

the witness's testimony, that it's clear that this was a17

written offer with respect to a potential valuation, and the18

witness is not testifying with respect to what was said by an19

out of court declarant.  The witness is testifying with20

respect to his receipt of an offer which was made in the21

course of negotiations.22

THE COURT:  All right.  Well, I'll overrule it for23

that limited purpose.24

MR. STEINBERG:  Your Honor, I would like to25
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supplement that objection.  It violates the best evidence rule1

to the extent they're relying on a written document, and I2

would argue that it's hearsay for that reason as well.3

Q. Do you have the question, Mr. Wright?4

A. Yes, I do.5

Q. What was -- would you answer it, please?6

A. They said that they wouldn't pay more than four times7

EBITDA for any company.8

THE COURT:  Now we're into hearsay.  Now you are9

telling me what the statement was as to their valuation.10

It's one thing to be receiving some offer.  That's a11

fact.  You're having expression of interest either orally or12

in writing, but if you're now being told the discussions with13

them that this is what the valuation is, now it is hearsay14

because you're trying to establish the value being offered by15

participants in the market.16

MR. EARLY:  Your Honor, the term, "value" came from17

the witness's answer as to why he turned the offer down.  The18

statement's not being offered for this proof of value.  The19

statement is being offered for proof with respect to what was20

in the marketplace at this time that Mr. Wright was receiving21

in addition to Mr. Magliochetti's offers.22

THE COURT:  Well, how do I know what the proof --23

how do I know what the marketplace is unless we get to the24

terms and conditions, and if we get to the terms and25
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conditions now we're back to hearsay.1

So I understand your effort to go around this, but I2

still think we end up in the same place.3

MR. EARLY:  Your Honor.4

THE COURT:  Go ahead.5

MR. EARLY:  Well, where I'm going, your Honor, is to6

simply answer your Honor's question.  There's a difference, as7

I understand it, and your Honor can inform me to the contrary,8

between what we're talking about in terms of value for9

purposes for fraudulent conveyance and what we're talking10

about in the marketplace in terms of offers of terms and11

conditions for potential acquisitions or mergers.12

I'm simply asking the witness to testify --13

THE COURT:  I agree that --14

MR. EARLY:  -- what was being put on the table at15

that point in time to him.16

THE COURT:  But the only thing that's being put on17

the table come in the form of terms and conditions.  There's18

no independent statement of value.  So let's -- I'll grant the19

objection.  Let's move on.20

Q. Mr. Wright, did you in fact pursue any further21

discussions with the Texas group?22

A. No, I did not.23

Q. Did you have any other discussions with anyone else prior24

to August of 2001 other than Mr. Magliochetti and the Texas25
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group to which you've testified?1

A. Timothy Aitken from Trans World Home Health.2

Q. And we've talked about that earlier, so this was3

something that was renewed or was that -- did that occur in4

this time frame?5

A. That occurred in this time frame.6

Q. And we've talked about that previously.  Any others?7

A. Yes.  We met with Madison Dearborn Partners from Chicago.8

Q. Who is Madison Dearborn Partners?9

A. They are a private equity fund.10

Q. And did they -- did those discussions result in an11

expression of interest on their part?12

A. Yes, they did.13

Q. Okay.  Did you receive an expression of interest from14

them in writing?15

A. An informal one, yes.16

Q. Do you have that today?17

A. No, I don't.18

Q. Okay.  Did you accept that informal expression of19

interest?20

A. No, I did not.21

Q. Why not?22

A. It was for a partial, a recapitalization, a partial23

purchase, an investment in the company, and they were looking24

at a very small initial investment, and I didn't find that to25
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be compelling.1

Q. During this time frame prior to August of 2001, did you2

have any other such similar discussions other than with Mr.3

Magliochetti?4

A. Yes.  Beeken, Petty & Company from Chicago, which is also5

a private equity firm.6

THE COURT:  What was it called, Beeken what?7

THE WITNESS:  Beeken, Petty.8

THE COURT:  P E T T --9

THE WITNESS:  I think it's B E E K E N.10

THE COURT:  I'm sorry.  B E E --11

THE WITNESS:  B E E K E N.12

THE COURT:  Yes.13

THE WITNESS:  And Petty, P E T T Y.  Beeken, Petty &14

Company.15

THE COURT:  Okay.  And that was an equity firm?16

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  Actually, a couple of them were17

former Madison Dearborn partners.18

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.19

Q. And did those discussions result in an expression of20

interest on the part of them?21

A. Yes, they did.22

Q. Did they make to you any offer in connection with that23

expression of interest?24

A. Yes.  It was similar to the Madison Dearborn.  They were25
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cut from the same cloth I guess.1

Q. And did you accept or reject that expression of interest?2

A. I rejected that.3

Q. All right.  Any others that you can think of?4

A. Yes.  We had met with National Home Health Care.5

Q. Who is National Home Health Care?6

A. They're a small public company actually located in the7

New York area.8

THE COURT:  I asked this question before, and I9

guess we didn't follow through it.  I'm still trying to10

understand where Palatine is.  How far is that from the loop?11

MR. EARLY:  Palatine's approximately 17 miles from12

the loop, your Honor, northwest of the city.13

THE COURT:  Okay.  And where is it in relationship14

to Schaumburg and the airport?15

MR. EARLY:  Same general vicinity, your Honor.16

THE WITNESS:  Just north of Schaumburg.17

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  So now I know what it18

looks like.  And you moved your corporate offices there?19

THE WITNESS:  Yes.20

THE COURT:  Was that closer to your residence?21

THE WITNESS:  Yes.22

THE COURT:  And where was your residence?23

THE WITNESS:  In Barrington, Illinois.24

THE COURT:  Barrington?25
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THE WITNESS:  Barrington.  Yes.e1

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  Did you meet Mr.2

Early on the commuter trains?3

THE WITNESS:  No.  I think Mr. Early lives in the4

city.5

THE COURT:  Okay.  Mr. Early.6

MR. EARLY:  The witness is once again correct.  I do7

live in the city, your Honor.  Commuter trains and I do not8

get along.9

Q. Mr. Wright, you were talking about other expressions of10

interest that you had received in this time, and I think we11

were in the middle of one, and if you could complete that?12

THE COURT:  What's that Shakespearean library in13

Chicago?14

MR. EARLY:  I'm sorry, your Honor.15

THE COURT:  Isn't there a special Shakespearean16

library, one of the major collections in downtown Chicago?  Is17

it the Newbury (ph.) or something of that sort?18

MR. EARLY:  Well, there is the Newbury Library, yes,19

your Honor.20

THE COURT:  And doesn't it have a major Shakespeare21

collection?22

MR. EARLY:  It has a lot of old collections, your23

Honor.  I'm not sure that they necessarily specialize in24

Shakespeare, but I must confess I've never set foot in it.25
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THE COURT:  Okay.  Do you go to the Art Institute a1

lot?2

MR. EARLY:  I do.3

THE COURT:  And the symphony?4

MR. EARLY:  We do not go to the symphony.  We go to5

the lyric opera.6

THE COURT:  Oh, okay.7

MR. EARLY:  And I think your Honor would find, just8

as I do, that the seating in neither is not conducive to9

comfort.10

THE COURT:  It just reminds me, Mr. Wright, apropos11

of nothing, that I was a graduate student at the University of12

Chicago, and we got married the end of my first year, and we13

lived in the near north, and we thought the idea of being able14

to live in the near north side, we were near Balboa Harbor,15

was as close to heaven as we could get, because we'd walk down16

the street and peer into these very large homes bordering the17

lake, and they had beautiful wainscotted libraries, and we18

thought, "Boy, that's living," but we did get a chance to go19

down to downtown Chicago and things of that sort, and you20

know, if we could have, we would have stayed there21

indefinitely.22

We just, as young marrieds, there couldn't have been23

a nicer place except for the Winter and the soot and this24

practice of walking your dogs up and down the street, rather25
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large dogs with your pooper scoopers, and I just had a little1

trouble adjusting to that side, but living in Chicago as a2

young grad student, that was fantastic.  Some of my friends3

still live there.  I didn't want to live on the south side. 4

That I could tell you.5

MR. EARLY:  There are portions of the south side6

that are very nice, your Honor.7

THE COURT:  Yes.  Some of them are.8

MR. EARLY:  Beverly, Hyde Park area among others.9

THE COURT:  I lived in Hyde Park.10

MR. EARLY:  Then your Honor knows.11

THE COURT:  Well, the thing that always fascinated12

me were those tremendous apartment buildings built in the13

middle of the street, and rumor had it that they were owned by14

the state of New Mexico or something of that sort, but I was15

there in 1962 to 1964, and Hyde Park hadn't quite completed16

it's renaissance, but there was much more going on in downtown17

Chicago than there was in Hyde Park.  Good book stores in Hyde18

Park.19

MR. EARLY:  Well, your Honor, I used to play tennis20

over in Marquette Park, so I'm somewhat familiar with the area21

and the time frame you're talking about.22

THE COURT:  And you know, I'd wander across the23

Midway Pisance (ph.) to go to the law school, thinking that24

was another halcyon establishment.  They were so serious, but25
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all they wanted to do was talk about law and economics and1

Milton Friedman, and I said, okay, I'm off this boat. 2

Frederick Hike (ph.) and Milton Friedman, that's all you got3

to here in Chicago.4

Going back to this testimony.5

So here you are in Palatine.  I now know where it6

is.  You relocate your offices and you're having discussions7

with one or more of these private investment or private equity8

firms, and you met with National Home Health Care in the New9

York area, right?10

THE WITNESS:  Yes.11

THE COURT:  Okay.  And what was the nature of12

National Home Health Care?  What kind of company was that?13

THE WITNESS:  Well, they are a home health care14

company like we are.15

THE COURT:  So that would be the strategic investor16

you've been talking about?17

THE WITNESS:  Yes.18

THE COURT:  Okay.  So this is really the first19

strategic investment -- first strategic buyer that you're20

meeting other than Magliochetti?21

THE WITNESS:  No.  We had met with Timothy Aitken22

with -- of Trans World Home Health, and that was strategic,23

and Amedisys was also strategic.24

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  Go ahead.  Thanks.25
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All right.  So we're going to focus on National Home1

Health Care, Mr. Early?2

MR. EARLY:  Yes.3

BY MR. EARLY: 4

Q. Mr. Wright, would you tell the Court the nature of those5

discussions, please?6

A. Those discussions actually were more a merger.  It was7

not a sale.  National Home Health Care, while they had some8

cash in the bank, were pretty conservative about it.  Didn't9

want to spend it, and we were looking at merging the two10

companies.  Actually, they would acquire us for stock, but the11

discussions were such that Addus Healthcare shareholders were12

actually would become larger shareholders in National Home13

Health Care than the National Home Health Care shareholders14

because we were a larger company.15

THE COURT:  So you then have a control position in16

this merged company?17

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  I would have.18

THE COURT:  All right.19

Q. Other than Mr. Magliochetti and those that you've20

testified about, did you have any other discussions or21

expressions of interest --22

THE COURT:  Well, what happened to the discussions23

with National Home Health Care, they just terminated?  It24

wasn't the deal you wanted?25
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THE WITNESS:  It was kind of a mutual situation in1

some respects. 2

THE COURT:  Okay.3

THE WITNESS:  Fred Fialco (ph.), who was the CEO and4

the controlling shareholder, I think he held 35 percent and5

still holds 30 probably, has a son who at the time seemed like6

a youngster to me, but I think by now he's 45 or so, and his7

son was not in favor -- his son worked in the company and was8

the vice president and was looking to be CEO.9

THE COURT:  Okay.10

THE WITNESS:  He wasn't exactly excited about the11

merger and me becoming the CEO.12

THE COURT:  Okay.  So anyway, the discussions13

stopped at this point?14

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  I entertained the discussion,15

but it wasn't what I was looking for anyway.  I was looking16

for a significant liquidity event, and --17

THE COURT:  Okay.18

THE WITNESS:  -- a future -- a near future exit19

strategy.20

THE COURT:  Okay.  Go ahead.21

BY MR. EARLY: 22

Q. Mr. Wright, other than those that you've discussed, and23

other than Mr. Magliochetti, were there any other discussions24

you had prior to August of 2001 regarding expressions of25
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interest in investment or purchase of Addus?1

A. Well, going back how far?2

Q. We've -- just in the year 2001.3

A. No.  I think that was it.4

Q. Okay.5

MR. EARLY:  Your Honor, I'm at a logical breaking6

point.  We can either continue for a while or break here at7

the Court's convenience.8

THE COURT:  It's up to you folks.  I'm -- what would9

be the next logical breaking point in terms of 10 minutes, 2010

minutes, or more than a half an hour?11

MR. EARLY:  It would be more on the order of a half12

an hour or more, your Honor.13

THE COURT:  All right.  Ms. Cronin?14

THE CLERK:  I'm fine.15

THE COURT:  All right.  So we'll go to 12:30.16

MR. EARLY:  All right.17

THE COURT:  If someone needs to take a break, they18

can signal me.19

Q. All right.  We've talked about everybody now other than20

Mr. Magliochetti.  From January of 2001 to August of 2001, did21

you continue to have discussions and meetings with  Mr.22

Magliochetti?23

A. Yes, we did.24

Q. About how often did those discussions occur?25
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A. From January of 2001 to August?1

Q. Correct.2

A. There was a rather quiet period in the beginning of the3

year, and I believe that was -- my speculation is that that4

was Magliochetti and Chartwell working out their deal with E-5

Med Soft.  I believe Frank first came back to us around May or6

June.7

THE COURT:  I thought E-Med Soft was Med8

Diversified?  Did you think it was a different company?9

THE WITNESS:  Well, Chartwell was not part of E-Med10

Soft until mid-2001.  Actually, I think right before the11

letter of intent or around that time.12

THE COURT:  Okay.13

THE WITNESS:  Maybe it was July.14

THE COURT:  But the vehicle that Mr. Magliochetti15

had at that point was Chartwell?16

THE WITNESS:  Chartwell, yes.17

THE COURT:  Okay.18

THE WITNESS:  Prior, when we -- when we got these19

2000 letters it was just Chartwell.20

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  Go ahead.21

So it's quiet in the beginning of the year.  That's22

the first quarter of 2001?23

THE WITNESS:  2001, yes.24

THE COURT:  Okay. 25
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THE WITNESS:  And I believe around May, might have1

been June, early June we had a call -- I had a call from2

Frank, and he actually stopped by in Palatine and told us that3

he had lined up the money to make the acquisition and that he4

was working on it, and wanted to stop by and say hello and5

make sure we were still interested in doing something, but he6

said at that point he couldn't talk too much about it.7

Q. I'm sorry.  What was the date on this again, Mr. Wright?8

A. I think it was late May, early June of 2001, and I9

believe he came back in July and then told us about -- told me10

and Mark Heaney and others about E-Med Soft and what his plans11

were, that Chartwell was going to be acquired, and that12

basically Chartwell was going to become the surviving entity,13

and Frank was going to be the CEO.14

Q. And the date again on those discussions was15

approximately?16

A. July of 2001.17

Q. Okay.  When did you hear from Mr. Magliochetti again?18

I'm sorry.  Before we go to that, you were just19

testifying in response to the Court's questions about your20

knowledge about E-Med Soft, Med, and Chartwell's relationship.21

 Would you tell us, please, what your perception was of what22

was going on with Chartwell, E-Med, and Med Soft in this time23

period, that is the Summer of 2001?24

A. Well, Frank had told us when he came back in July -- I'm25
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pretty sure it was July.  I might have had a meeting with him1

in late June, but that he was working out a merger to merge2

Chartwell into a dot com company that had not done well with3

its dot com enterprise, and that it was a public vehicle, that4

he was going to be able to raise financing through that5

vehicle, that he had convinced the --6

THE COURT:  So your statement is that Chartwell is7

at that point privately held?  Chartwell was --8

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  Chartwell was privately held, to9

my knowledge, yes.10

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.11

A. That he had convinced them that they should shut down12

their dot com business and stop, you know, cut off the burn13

rate, stop the bleeding, and create a diversified home health14

care company through this vehicle, and that he had arranged15

financing with it -- with it and with them.16

Q. Okay.  Did Mr. Magliochetti discuss with you at that time17

what E-Med Soft was and what they had in terms of assets?18

A. Yes.  We had some pretty significant discussions about19

that.  He indicated that they had some assets that could be20

applied to the health care industry and some assets that21

couldn't.22

Q. What were the assets that he indicated to you could be23

applied to the health care industry?24

A. There were a few.  The major one that he touted that25
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wasn't quite complete yet was a software system that he1

claimed would be able to combined with any other large2

proprietary billing and accounts receivable software system in3

the industry.4

Q. Was this of interest to you?5

A. This was of extreme interest.6

Q. Why?7

THE COURT:  He said that he was going to have access8

to a technology, software system, not completed that was going9

to allow his company to communicate with any other large10

proprietary what?11

THE WITNESS:  Health care billing or accounts12

receivable system.13

THE COURT:  So it's a jazzed up billing system?14

THE WITNESS:  Yes, but the concept is a pretty15

powerful had it worked, and at that point he told me it did16

work in trial basis, and they were just cleaning it up.17

One of the largest problems even today with health18

care and the myriad of billing systems that are proprietary19

and can't communicate with each other.20

THE COURT:  Okay.  And he was going to jump that21

barrier?22

THE WITNESS:  Yes.23

THE COURT:  Okay.24

THE WITNESS:  They also had a distance medicine25
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system, which was basically a software system, which we1

actually did use and still have active in our conference room2

today.3

THE COURT:  Okay.4

Q. Okay.  Mr. Wright, you've talked about what he had.  Why5

is that of -- was that of interest to you in 2001?6

A. Well, we all had issues with billing, and in --7

Q. Sorry.  When you say "we," who do you mean?  Do you mean8

Addus or everyone in the health care industry?9

A. Everyone in the health care industry.10

Q. I'm sorry to interrupt you.  Thank you.11

A. For example, Blue Cross/Blue Shield of California we had12

contracts with them, and from a CEO level until you get into13

it, when I first hear we're doing -- going to do business with14

Blue Cross/Blue Shield of California, I think of that as two15

entities.  They have probably 150 plans, and every plan is16

different, and in order to bill them you have to change your17

system to load in all 150 plans or you get referral for, you18

know, plan A, and you don't have the billing in for plan A you19

can't bill until you -- if you don't have your system changed20

to fit plan A specs, you have to change your system.  That's21

probably the simplest part.22

Commercial systems like HBOC handle that pretty well, but23

it's pretty -- it's very labor intensive.24

THE COURT:  What's it called, a commercial -- you25
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mean this is some software package that --1

THE WITNESS:  Software package that you can buy --2

THE COURT:  -- you can buy off the rack?3

THE WITNESS:  McKesson (ph.) owns it now.4

THE COURT:  What's it called?5

THE WITNESS:  HBOC.6

THE COURT:  But aren't there companies like People7

Soft and others that have major information systems trying to8

sell those in the market or adapt to this market, or this9

requires a high degree of specialized expertise in an10

industry, and it's not available to other major developers of11

industrial commercial software?12

THE WITNESS:  That's correct.  It requires13

specialized expertise and a lot of time, and what -- just that14

one example of Blue Cross/Blue Shield, now multiply that by 1215

major national insurers, and then throw in Medicaid billing,16

which for some reason even though EDS, Electronic Data17

Systems, handles most of the state's Medicaid billings, almost18

every state is different.19

So when you get a billing system you're told, "We20

have a system that will communicate with all platforms without21

having to write proprietary language for each platform," it's22

a pretty powerful proposal.23

Q. So you found this to be an interesting synergy with24

respect to discussions you were having with Mr. Magliochetti25
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at this time?1

THE COURT:  There's no pressure for CMS to the2

various providers to tell him that, "We want you to have3

compatible systems.  We want one system to be able to talk to4

the other system, and if you don't --5

THE WITNESS:  CMS puts some pressure on the6

industry, but --7

THE COURT:  Okay.8

THE WITNESS:  -- private insurers like CIGNA and9

Aetna are not necessarily dealing with CMS directly.10

THE COURT:  Okay.  And everyone's complaining --11

THE WITNESS:  Yes.12

THE COURT:  -- among the providers the reimbursement13

strategies are constantly fouled up, so if you're billing14

CIGNA, Aetna, and everybody else in the world, each of -- many15

of the companies that are the providers, even on a scale your16

size, are having difficulty cranking out these statements,17

these invoices, to comply with the system requirements for18

each and every plan, and yet in this universe the industry19

can't get together and pool its resources to come up with one20

system?21

I mean, it's got to be frustrating on both sides of22

that situation.23

THE WITNESS:  It is, but frankly, from the payer's24

point of view, the Aetnas, the CIGNAs and the others --25
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THE COURT:  Yes.1

THE WITNESS:  -- I believe they think they make2

money by not paying claims on time.  So they're not concerned3

with how difficult it is for Addus Healthcare or Gentiva to4

bill them.5

THE COURT:  But every time you walk into the6

doctor's office, your primary care physician or some7

specialist and goes it for more than ten minutes, they start8

complaining about the inability to get paid by various HMO's,9

various insurance companies, by Medicare and Medicaid.  Every10

provider complains of the same experience, and yet with all11

this bellyaching, with all this frustration, with all this12

wasted administrative overhead, the industry hasn't come13

together -- the provider industry particularly in home health14

care, and forced these various providers to use the same15

platform or the same operating software?  None of you are16

powerful enough to force these changes?17

THE WITNESS:  That's basically.  Home health care18

is, if you put it all together, is less than 5 percent of the19

dollars that are spent on health care in the United States.20

THE COURT:  Okay.  But doesn't every other segment21

of the industry have the same frustrations if they're all22

facing the same kinds of payer systems?23

THE WITNESS:  I would imagine.24

THE COURT:  Okay.  And yet when the president of the25
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United States proposed systems to try to simplify this, he met1

with major opposition from industry.2

THE WITNESS:  He wouldn't have met with opposition3

from me.4

THE COURT:  Okay.  Good.  I'm glad to know that.  I5

mean, this has been a long, highly publicized problem, and so6

you're saying if Magliochetti really had the key to the7

universe and you had access to it, that would be a substantial8

-- that could result in substantial efficiencies for you --9

THE WITNESS:  Substantial, yes.10

THE COURT:  -- and reduce overhead?11

THE WITNESS:  Absolutely.12

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  Go ahead.13

BY MR. EARLY: 14

Q. Mr. Wright, did I understand your prior answer to state15

that one of the systems that you're speaking about here that16

you were discussing with Magliochetti was in fact subsequently17

used by Addus?18

A. Yes.19

Q. Which system is that?20

A. Their Trestle -- Trestle subsidiary.21

Q. And is --22

A. T R E S T L E.23

Q. Is that still being used by Addus today?24

A. Yes, it is.25
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Q. Successfully?1

A. Yes.2

Q. And do you consider it to be an improvement over what you3

had in June of 2001?4

A. Significantly, yes.5

Q. Okay.  Now --6

THE COURT:  But what's the limited scope of that7

software?8

THE WITNESS:  It's a distance medicine or tele-9

medicine system.10

THE COURT:  Okay. 11

THE WITNESS:  That's run by a computer process, and12

it's pretty efficient.  We use it for conferencing without13

traveling.  We used it in health care -- in correctional14

health care at one time.15

THE COURT:  Okay.  And you're still having the same16

degree of confidence with the new owners?17

THE WITNESS:  We paid -- my recollection is we paid18

them a one-time license fee and bought the software, and we19

haven't had to update it.20

THE COURT:  Okay.21

THE WITNESS:  So we're not really dealing with them22

now.23

THE COURT:  You could have bought it for a song.  It24

took Med D forever to sell Trestle, as far as I was concerned,25
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and the return it got was very modest.1

In any event, so you paid the one-time licensing2

fee, and if you need upgrades you'll deal with that then?3

THE WITNESS:  Yes.4

THE COURT:  Okay.  But how does tele-medicine5

translate into conferences?6

THE WITNESS:  Well, it's basically the same concept7

that actually a system that's good enough for tele-medicine is8

really good for conferencing, and that you have good focus,9

and we're just using, since we're not in the correctional10

health care business anymore, we're using it for business11

conferences between major offices.12

THE COURT:  Okay.  So that's a secondary benefit13

even if you're not using it for tele-medicine?14

THE WITNESS:  Yes.15

THE COURT:  I don't know what "tele-medicine" means.16

 This means sending prescriptions through e-mail?17

THE WITNESS:  No.  It would -- it would mean that a18

radiologist, for example, from a remote location could read an19

X-ray that is at another location.20

THE COURT:  Okay.  But I thought you talked about21

this in terms of pharmaceuticals, or did I misunderstand you?22

THE WITNESS:  No.  Correctional health care.  We had23

a division that provided health care in prisons and jails.24

THE COURT:  And you got out of that business?25
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THE WITNESS:  We did, yes.1

THE COURT:  And why did you get out?2

THE WITNESS:  It's highly competitive, and as major3

players came in and bid down the prices, we elected not to4

meet their price.5

THE COURT:  Btu wasn't a fair amount of this also6

for AIDS and AIDS related diseases?7

THE WITNESS:  Tele --8

THE COURT:  I mean, when you talk about health care,9

what kind of health care do you provide to prisoners?10

THE WITNESS:  Everything but acute care.  We11

provided podiatry, dentistry.12

THE COURT:  Okay.13

THE WITNESS:  Anything you could provide in the14

prison was provided there.  Providers generally came in15

unless --16

THE COURT:  Steroids for muscle building?  Isn't17

that what --18

THE WITNESS:  That wasn't one of our specialties.19

THE COURT:  Isn't that what they do in the yard all20

the time?  Okay.  All right.  So you got out of that business,21

too competitive, prices are going down, and -- but this22

software allows you to do other things with it that help23

enhance your business?24

THE WITNESS:  Yes.25
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THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  Go ahead.1

Did Mr. Magliochetti show you some beta testing of2

this new system, or he just talked about it?3

THE WITNESS:  He talked about it a lot, and we had4

our IT director speak with his people, but as far as, you5

know, this platform called Platform Consolidating Software, at6

that point he was not allowing us to send people in to look at7

it because he said it wasn't quite finished.8

THE COURT:  Okay.  So you have this vision of what9

would happen, but he's not allowing you to have your IT people10

come in and test it because it's not done yet.11

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  He said it wasn't -- it wasn't12

completed yet, and they wanted their own beta testing first.13

THE COURT:  Okay.  But that's just a kind of side14

advantage of an association with his company?15

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  It would have been significant,16

but it wasn't the primary reason.17

THE COURT:  Okay.  Go ahead, Mr. Early.18

BY MR. EARLY: 19

Q. Mr. Wright, any other discussions that you were having20

with Mr. Magliochetti at this time concerning potential21

synergies of a Med Diversified/Chartwell acquisition of Addus?22

A. Well, yes.  At the time they were negotiating with us,23

they were negotiating with TLC, and we had known TLC for quite24

a while, and --25
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Q. How did you know TLC for quite a while?  What was your1

experience with them?2

A. Well, they were direct competitors in some markets.  We3

had skilled home health -- Medicare certified skilled home4

health in certain markets.  They were much larger and more5

nationwide than we were, but we butted heads occasionally in6

our markets. 7

Mark Heaney had come from TLC, from Staff Builders that8

became TLC, and our vice president for skilled care at the9

time, Jill Rosenberg (ph.), was also a TLC alum.  So we knew10

the business and we knew -- I had met the CEO, Steve Savitsky11

at a couple of industry gatherings.12

TLC at this point in time we had determined that we had a13

program for building our skilled care business from our In-14

Home Support Services clients, and with -- at the time Arcadia15

in the fold we had approximately 30,000 In-Home Support16

Services clients at any one point in time that we saw on a17

weekly basis, and we had determined that we -- these people18

are frail, elderly or they wouldn't be on the program, and19

they had frequent hospitalizations, and when they came out20

they generally got skilled home health care through Medicare,21

and we had determined that we could probably capture a lot of22

our own clients for skilled home health care through a23

coordination of care program. 24

We had designed it and tested, and it worked pretty well,25
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but the roll-out would require that we license more of our1

offices for Medicare provided services, and we only had at the2

time approximately five I think, maybe less.  Three -- three3

to five Medicare certified licenses, so we could only cover4

approximately 3 percent of our IHSS case load, but with TLC --5

THE COURT:  Could only cover 3 percent of what?6

THE WITNESS:  Of the In-Home Support Services case7

load for skilled care, because we only had three or four8

licenses.9

THE COURT:  Okay10

THE WITNESS:  But TLC had licenses all over the11

country, and one of the things we were looking at with Frank12

was how good this program could be and how much of our case13

load could be covered by TLC.14

THE COURT:  So if you had Chartwell, TLC, and Addus,15

there could be additional synergies.  Is that -- we're talking16

about the synergies still?17

THE WITNESS:  Yes.18

THE COURT:  Okay.  And so that would allow you to19

expand your market, increase the number of licensed care20

providers, correct?21

THE WITNESS:  What we were planning to do in22

discussions --23

THE COURT:  Because if you're butting heads in the24

same market --25
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THE WITNESS:  No.1

THE COURT:  -- what's the advantage?  I mean, you2

can't have two players in the same market, right?3

THE WITNESS:  Right.4

THE COURT:  So who gives, TLC or Addus?5

THE WITNESS:  We were going to give up skilled care6

because they were the larger skill care provider.  They were7

going to give up the small amount of paraprofessional home8

care that they had because we were the larger paraprofessional9

provider.10

THE COURT:  Okay.  And so you were having direct11

discussions with Savitsky?12

THE WITNESS:  That came later.13

THE COURT:  Okay.  But you know Savitsky from14

industry.  You know what he's doing.  You've been competing15

with him in this market.  You got some former officers,16

managers from his operations.  You're both recognized as17

significant players in the market, but this is before18

Magliochetti comes into the picture, correct?  You knew the --19

you knew the TLC people independently?20

THE WITNESS:  Yes.21

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.22

THE WITNESS:  Yes.23

THE COURT:  And did you ever start any discussions24

with a merger or acquisition or joint ventures with TLC and25
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the Savitskys's?1

THE WITNESS:  Not -- not really.2

THE COURT:  Okay.  Why do you smile when I say that?3

THE WITNESS:  Well, I -- going way back, I'd have to4

actually guess at the year, 1995 perhaps.5

THE COURT:  All right.6

THE WITNESS:  I did make a small play for TLC and7

bought stock, and made a few phone calls and was trying to see8

if we could actually take over TLC.9

THE COURT:  Okay.10

THE WITNESS:  And that didn't quite work out, but11

the stock purchase price was fine.12

THE COURT:  Okay. All right.  So you knew the13

Savitsky's.  You looked at potential acquisition.  Did they14

ever suggest that they were interested in acquiring you?15

THE WITNESS:  No.  We didn't have discussions like16

that.  I probably would not have.17

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  Then Mr. Magliochetti18

gets into the picture, and you know that he's negotiating to19

acquire TLC?20

THE WITNESS:  Yes.21

THE COURT:  And that's publicly known in the trade?22

THE WITNESS:  I don't know if it was known in July.23

 I just don't recall.24

THE COURT:  When did you first come to learn about25
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it?1

THE WITNESS:  When we were discussing the -- my2

recollection is when we were discussing the first letter of3

intent.4

THE COURT:  Okay.5

THE WITNESS:  It was known to me that NCFE was6

financing both Chartwell and TLC, and that Frank had in his7

mind that TLC would come into Med Diversified.8

THE COURT:  Okay.  And did that cause you any9

concerns to have your financing from NCFE, or did you regard10

that as an advantage?11

THE WITNESS:  I was not interested in NCFE financing12

at all --13

THE COURT:  Mm hmm.14

THE WITNESS:  -- prior to merging into Med15

Diversified.16

THE COURT:  Okay.  But once you started talking17

about merging into Med D did the NCFE facility appear18

attractive or unattractive?19

THE WITNESS:  I never -- I never did like the NCFE20

facility.  I think NCFE was for companies that could not get21

bank financing.22

THE COURT:  And you already had bank financing?23

THE WITNESS:  We already had bank financing.24

THE COURT:  Okay.  And so their rates were also25
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higher?1

THE WITNESS:  The rates were higher.  Compliance was2

more difficult.3

THE COURT:  Okay.  Was there any concern expressed4

by Mr. Magliochetti that he could -- that he would have an5

interest in getting access to your lenders, LaSalle, and that6

because of your existing relationships, perhaps LaSalle would7

entertain financing a larger operation?8

THE WITNESS:  Those discussions came later.9

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  Go ahead, Mr. Early.10

BY MR. EARLY: 11

Q. Mr. Wright, we were talking about synergies in your12

discussions with Mr. Magliochetti prior to August of 2001. 13

Were there any other discussions that you wish to inform the14

Court of regarding those discussions?15

A. Well, we had -- we had discussed that I would sit on16

their board most likely, and that Mark Heaney would run the17

In-Home Support Services business for Med Diversified, and18

there were some discussions at the time that perhaps Ron Ford19

would be entertained as becoming CFO.  That sort of went on20

and developed over time after the letter of intent.21

Q. Why did you consider those to be synergies?22

A. Well, you had three companies potentially coming together23

that all had corporate headquarters, all had CEO's, all had24

CFO's, all had duplicative branch offices in the same25
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geography, and we felt that there were a lot of administrative1

costs to be eliminated.2

Q. Was it important to you that if there were to be a merger3

that your management team would survive in that merger?4

A. Yes, it was.5

Q. Why?6

A. Well, I watched the TLC Group for probably 15 years, and7

I had seen them stumble financially more than once.  I think8

anybody can stumble once, but I think they stumbled four or9

five, six times, and I was not interested in having what I10

spent all my life building being run by TLC.11

Q. You had mentioned earlier that Mr. Heaney and I think Ms.12

Rosenberg came from TLC, correct?13

A. Yes. 14

Q. During their tenure at Addus have you found them to be15

valuable members of your management team?16

A. Well, yes.  Mr. Heaney especially.17

Q. Okay.  I'm sorry.  I may have interrupted your earlier18

answer as to why you considered this important.  If I did,19

would you please complete it?20

THE COURT:  You didn't want stumble bums to ruin21

your operation?22

THE WITNESS:  Basically, yes.23

THE COURT:  Okay.  And you also had a sense of24

loyalty to your managers that had been with you for quite a25
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long time, and you wanted to see them have greater1

opportunities.  Is that it?2

THE WITNESS:  Yes.3

THE COURT:  And presumably they'd be adequately4

compensated for the greater responsibilities?5

THE WITNESS:  Absolutely, and there couldn't have6

been a sale or a merger of Addus into anything without7

management's enthusiasm.8

THE COURT:  Okay.9

MR. EARLY:  Your Honor, it's been 30 minutes.  I'm10

at a logical breaking point.  I can continue or we can break,11

as the Court pleases.12

THE COURT:  All right.  We can break now.13

But you said you made -- you knew about TLC.  You14

had in effect, dated insider information.  You competed with15

them in the marketplace.  You knew that they had some prior16

financial difficulties.  Was that because they continued to do17

acquisitions or was it some other cause for TLC to have18

difficulty?19

THE WITNESS:  TLC had made some very bad20

acquisitions in my opinion, and while they had some good21

branch offices, and they had some good affiliates that were22

good competitors and did well, senior management in my opinion23

was not good at handling finances and making acquisition24

decisions, and as part of Med Diversified, they wouldn't be25
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doing that.1

THE COURT:  Okay.  So that part would be2

neutralized?3

THE WITNESS:  I'm sorry?4

THE COURT:  That part would be neutralized?5

THE WITNESS:  Yes. 6

THE COURT:  Okay.  I just -- but weren't you7

concerned about -- I mean, here you've been having discussions8

time and again, hurry up and wait, with Magliochetti in 2000 -9

- from June of 2000 to December 2000.  Then you learn that10

he's going to do TLC, and were you concerned that if he did11

TLC and Addus at the same time or close to the same time that12

he might not be able to pay you the cash components that you13

were looking for, that he would have spent that money doing14

the TLC deal first?  Was there a rush to determine who was15

going to be the first merger candidate, you or TLC?16

THE WITNESS:  There was a little bit of that, and17

frankly, Magliochetti had told us in the beginning that he was18

going to do the Addus deal and then TLC.19

THE COURT:  Okay.  And what changed his mind?20

THE WITNESS:  I'm not sure that he ever told me the21

truth.22

THE COURT:  Okay.  Well, could it also be the case23

that you were playing hardball, that until he was prepared to24

make an offer on your terms, you weren't willing to close with25
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him, and you had expressed considerable dissatisfaction with1

his December 2001 letter of intent?2

THE WITNESS:  Well, the final letter of intent was3

August 20th, 2001, and he had not acquired TLC yet, and I was4

very satisfied with that letter of intent.5

THE COURT:  Okay.  So we're beyond the December. 6

Now we got something in August after we skip --7

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  We're --8

THE COURT:  We skipped a whole set of stages.  Okay.9

MR. EARLY:  Your Honor, that's the next testimony10

I'm trying to get to.11

THE COURT:  All right.  Thanks.12

All right.  We'll see you here at 1:15 if that's --13

MR. EARLY:  That's fine, your Honor.  Before we go,14

one housekeeping matter.  We promised yesterday to the Court15

we would have our reply on the misrepresentation issues. 16

Today I have it for filing instanter with the Court now.17

THE COURT:  Okay.  Well, these have to be filed18

electronically, don't they?19

MR. EARLY:  We will do that as well, your Honor.20

THE COURT:  Mr. Strub, did you file your memorandum21

electronically?22

MR. STRUB:  Yes, your Honor, we did.  We filed it a23

couple days ago.24

THE COURT:  All right.  Off the record.25
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(Off the record/On the record)1

THE COURT:  All right, Mr. Early.2

BY MR. EARLY: 3

Q. Mr. Wright, before we broke we were discussing your4

discussions with Mr. Magliochetti in the Summer of 2001.  Did5

there come a time in August of 2001 when you received a letter6

of intent from Mr. Magliochetti on behalf of Med Diversified?7

A. Yes.8

Q. Would you look at Exhibit 14 in the white book that9

should be directly in front of you?10

MR. EARLY:  Volume 1, tab 14.11

(Trial Exhibit 14, Letter of Intent from Med Diversified Dated12

August 10, 2001, Marked)13

THE COURT:  Okay.14

Q. That's dated August 10th, 2001.  Would you review that15

and identify it for the Court, please?16

A. This is the initial letter of intent that I received from17

Med Diversified.18

Q. Is that your signature in the lower right hand?19

A. Yes, it is.20

Q. And do you recognize the signature of Frank Magliochetti?21

A. Yes. 22

Q. So is that his signature in the lower left?23

A. Yes, it is.24

Q. In general terms, you talked a great deal about the25
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discussions you had with Mr. Magliochetti leading up to this.1

 Was this unanticipated or did you expect to have a letter of2

intent on or about August 10th?3

A. I did expect to get it, yes.4

Q. Okay.  What was it that led you to express to Mr.5

Magliochetti that you would be willing to receive such a6

letter of intent?  What were the things that you had discussed7

with him which, unlike some of the other people we've talked8

about here previously, you led him to believe that you would9

be willing to receive this letter of intent?10

A. Well, we had discussed overall value and the amount of11

cash versus potential stock, and this was an overall value12

that I thought was appropriate.13

Q. Well, let's look at that.  In the third full paragraph it14

says, "Med will pay to Addus or its designees, hereinafter15

Addus shareholders, the total sum of $47,500,000 in cash at16

the closing with an earn-out provision based upon a scale17

using a forward looking income statement projection."  Period.18

 End quote.19

Do you see that?20

A. Yes.21

Q. Was this the level of cash that you and Mr. Magliochetti22

had discussed that you would be willing to accept?23

A. Yes, it is.24

Q. Was cash more important to you than other forms of25
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compensation?1

A. At this point in time it was, yes.2

Q. Why?3

A. Because I was intending to diversify and leave the4

business within at least -- at most two years.5

Q. But that being said, why is cash preferable to you under6

those circumstances than stock, notes, or other forms of7

compensation?8

A. Cash carries zero business risk.9

Q. I take it from your answer that stock, notes, et cetera10

carries some degree of risk?11

A. Yes.  Definitely.12

Q. Okay.  The letter continues in that same paragraph, "The13

earn-out will be equal to a maximum of $15 million payable in14

cash or stock," and then continues. 15

Did you have discussions with Mr. Magliochetti with16

respect to that?17

A. Yes, we had.18

Q. What was the nature of your discussions as to -- what19

would be the basis for the earn-out?20

A. The basis of the earn-out was going to be our forward21

looking projections as to what Addus Healthcare would produce22

after a closing, and basically my understanding was there23

would be a fraction.  The numerator would be what we actually24

achieved, and the denominator would be the projection25
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multiplied by 15 million, and it couldn't go over 15 million.1

THE COURT:  Just a second.  The fraction, the2

numerator was achieved?3

THE WITNESS:  Achieved EBITDA, yes.4

THE COURT:  Okay.  And what was the denominator?5

THE WITNESS:  The denominator would be the projected6

EBITDA.7

THE COURT:  Okay.  Multiplied by what?8

THE WITNESS:  By the $15 million figure.9

THE COURT:  Okay.10

THE WITNESS:  Which could go down, but not up.11

THE COURT:  Which could go down?12

THE WITNESS:  The 15 million was a cap.13

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.   Go ahead.14

BY MR. EARLY: 15

Q. Mr. Wright, under that formula, if Addus's EBITDA turned16

out to be less than you projected, would that lower the17

payout?18

A. Yes, it would.19

Q. What if it was considerably less than you projected?20

A. It could lower it as far as the fraction would go.21

Q. So from that, was it in your best interest to make the22

best possible projection of EBITDA pursuant to such a23

provision?24

A. Yes, it was.25
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Q. Now, if you'll continue to the --1

THE COURT:  I need to understand this, if we may.2

There's an earn-out, and this is over what period of3

time?  Is there any indication of what period of time this4

earn-out would be, or is that still to be negotiated?5

THE WITNESS:  My understanding was it was for the6

following complete fiscal year after closing.7

THE COURT:  Oh, just one fiscal year?8

THE WITNESS:  Just one fiscal year.9

THE COURT:  Okay.  So even if you achieved 5 percent10

of the EBITDA over your projection, that would still create11

additional earn-out?12

THE WITNESS:  Yes.13

THE COURT:  Okay.  And if you had negative achieved14

EBITDA, what then?15

THE WITNESS:  There would be no earn-out.16

THE COURT:  But there'd be no obligation for you to17

return shares of stock or anything else of that sort?18

MR. STEINBERG:  Sorry, your Honor.  I couldn't hear19

what you said.20

THE COURT:  If he didn't have a positive EBITDA21

during the fiscal year after the closing, would he be22

obligated to repay any of the consideration that he had23

already, the cash or the cancellation of any shares or notes24

or whatever.25
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There was no downside risk to you?1

THE WITNESS:  Well, other than 47.5 I did not think2

it was the full value of the company.  I guess the risk was3

that would be it.4

THE COURT:  Okay.  But you -- but it would never be5

in a situation in which if you fell below a positive EBITDA,6

you'd have to return some of the consideration that had7

already been paid, correct?8

THE WITNESS:  Based on the letter of intent, no, but9

there were obviously going to be lots of clauses in a purchase10

agreement.11

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  Go ahead.12

BY MR. EARLY: 13

Q. Mr. Wright, we're going to get to this point in great14

detail as we go through your testimony, but standing right15

here at this point in time in August when you received this16

letter of intent, if you had first -- first of all, in your17

dealings with Med through -- from August of 2001 through the18

following year, August of 2002, did you ever intend to deceive19

or defraud Med?20

A. No.21

Q. If you had, I want you to assume for a moment that you22

were personally in a position who wanted to do that, can you23

do that for me?  Assume that you --24

A. Assume that?  Yes.25
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Q. Yes.  Certainly you've run into some people in your life1

who you think probably were capable of that in the business2

world, right?3

A. Yes.4

Q. Okay.  If it were your intent to deceive, misrepresent,5

and benefit yourself under the terms of this letter of intent6

with this kind of an earn-out, would it have been in your best7

interest to peg EBITDA and project it as low as possible?8

A. Yes.  Definitely.9

Q. Okay.  Moving on, it says, the paragraph says,10

"Notwithstanding the non-binding nature or other provisions of11

this letter of intent, the parties agree to be legally bound12

by one provision, to wit, that neither Addus nor the other13

shareholders may negotiate, discuss, confer, or consult with14

any other interested parties besides Med regarding the15

purchase of Addus or substantially all of its assets for an16

initial period of 30 days from the execution of this letter of17

intent, and thereafter, either party may terminate this18

provision upon five days notice -- five days prior written19

notice."  Period.  End quote.20

Do you see that?21

A. Yes.22

Q. What did you understand that to be?23

A. It was basically a no-shop clause, that we could not24

negotiate with any other party.25
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Q. And what is your understanding of a no-shop clause?1

A. Specifically that we entertain offers -- other offers,2

could not enter into negotiations.3

Q. Okay.  Now, this provision was cancelable by either4

party, correct?5

A. Yes.6

Q. I recognize we're going to talk about a subsequent letter7

of intent, but did you ever cancel the no-shop provision?8

A. No.9

Q. Did you ever seek to?10

A. No.11

Q. Did you ever want to prior to signing the stock purchase12

agreement on January 8th, 2002?13

A. No.  I don't think so.14

THE COURT:  We're only talking about a 30-day period15

here.16

MR. EARLY:  I'm coming to that, your Honor.17

THE COURT:  All right.18

MR. EARLY:  I apologize for taking this in steps,19

but --20

THE COURT:  All right.  Go ahead.21

MR. EARLY:  -- I do want to make it clear to the22

Court what went down.23

THE COURT:  All right.24

Q. Now, Mr. Wright, did there come a time when you spoke25
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with Mr. Magliochetti about not following through with this1

letter of intent that we've just discussed?2

A. Yes.3

Q. Would you tell the Court why first you had those4

discussions with Mr. Magliochetti?  What gave rise to your5

discussions with Mr. Magliochetti about canceling this letter6

of intent?7

A. Well, just prior to signing the letter of intent, which8

was consistent with our discussions for the entire eight or9

ninth-month period that we had been talking, actually 12-month10

period we had been talking to Frank Magliochetti, I was11

concerned as to whether or not he had actually raised the12

funding for Med Diversified, E-Med Soft at that time, and he13

assured me that he had, and that he had begun to execute his14

business plan of shutting down the dot com aspect of the15

business, and then we saw the 10-K for March 31st, '01 filed16

with the SEC.  We saw it just about --17

THE COURT:  What was the date?18

THE WITNESS:  I'm sorry?19

THE COURT:  What was the date, 3/31 what?20

THE WITNESS:  2001.  Which was the end of the fiscal21

year for E-Med Soft, and I saw that basically the following22

day after signing this.  It had been filed on August 1st, and23

I was fairly angry that Frank had not disclosed to me prior to24

me signing this --25
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THE COURT:  Mr. Wright, I'm trying to track this and1

I know it's important.  You're speaking too fast for me to2

take notes.3

THE WITNESS:  Your Honor, I apologize, your Honor.4

THE COURT:  Something was filed with the SEC for the5

fiscal year ended 3/31, 2001?6

THE WITNESS:  Yes.7

THE COURT:  And that was filed of record what date?8

THE WITNESS:  Filed August 1st as I recall.9

THE COURT:  Okay.  And then continue with the rest10

of your statement.11

THE WITNESS:  Well, it was their 10-K annual filing,12

and it was reporting very negative results for E-Med Soft, and13

I felt that Frank should have advised me of that prior to me14

entering into this letter of intent.15

THE COURT:  Well, why didn't you -- if you knew what16

the fiscal year was why didn't you say, "Frank, it's more than17

four months since you completed your fiscal year.  Do you have18

a draft statement or a final statement of your year-end19

earnings and your 10-K?"  Why didn't you just ask for it if20

you knew the date?21

THE WITNESS:  I believe we may have, and were told22

that it wasn't ready.  We had asked for lots of financial23

information.24

THE COURT:  Okay.  So if you didn't have it and you25
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knew it was due, why wouldn't you just simply say, "I'll sign1

this once I see your financials?"2

THE WITNESS:  I believe it was a bit more of an3

emotional reaction on my part as to whether I should trust4

what Frank had to say or not.  I realized that E-Med Soft had5

never made money like most dot coms, and that when it was6

filed it was probably going to be negative, but I think I just7

didn't realize the magnitude of the losses.8

THE COURT:  But this was after you anticipated that9

the Chartwell companies would be folded into this surviving10

entity?11

THE WITNESS:  Yes. 12

THE COURT:  Okay.13

THE WITNESS:  But the 10-K was for a prior period.14

THE COURT:  Oh, okay.  What was the date of the15

merger as you understood it with Chartwell and E-Med?16

THE WITNESS:  I'm -- I believe it was right around17

the end of July, the first part of August.18

THE COURT:  Okay.  So I'm trying to understand.  Did19

you think it was an obligation of Mr. Magliochetti to give you20

a copy of his most recent public filing?21

THE WITNESS:  I thought it was an obligation of a22

future business partner to, yes, provide me with financial23

information on a timely basis.24

THE COURT:  If it was publicly filed around August25
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1st, wouldn't you have access to those 10-K's as a member of1

the investment community?2

THE WITNESS:  I don't believe that they were3

immediately available.  I think --4

THE COURT:  If you file your 10-K on 8/1, 2002 based5

upon your experience, you don't know how long it takes for6

that to be publicly accessible in 2001 -- 2002?7

THE WITNESS:  I think it takes a few days, if not a8

month before it's online.  I'm not quite sure, but I don't9

think it's the next day.10

THE COURT:  So did you talk to Mr. Budy, your in-11

house general counsel, about when you might be able to review12

public filings by Mr. Magliochetti's company?13

THE WITNESS:  I believe we discussed that, but I14

also think we were just checking online frequently with the15

Edgar online Web site.16

THE COURT:  Okay.  Well, what -- if this was -- this17

came in on what date?18

THE WITNESS:  The letter of intent or the --19

THE COURT:  The letter of intent.20

THE WITNESS:  August 10th.21

THE COURT:  Okay.  I see a fax number of 8/11.  Is22

that your return or the date you received it?23

THE WITNESS:  That's the return to me.24

THE COURT:  Of what, the fully signed agreement?25
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THE WITNESS:  Yes.1

THE COURT:  Okay.  So if you signed it on 8/10, 20022

-- I mean 8/10, 2001, when did you receive it, on that day? 3

So you signed it the very day you got it?4

THE WITNESS:  The letter of intent?  Yes.  Frank5

wanted it right away.  It was done by fax.6

THE COURT:  Okay.  And since he had taken so long to7

submit this from the last one, weren't you in a position to8

say, "I want to think about this," or "I want to have an9

opportunity to look at your public filings?"  I mean, just10

because he was in a rush, why did you have to be in a rush?11

THE WITNESS:  Well, we'd been dealing with Frank for12

-- for a year, and the timing -- if I think about the timing,13

he had financing that he wanted to get completed.  Some of it14

he said he had completed.  He wanted to have the letter of15

intent to make a public announcement.16

THE COURT:  Did you ask him for any evidence of his17

commitment to make sure that he had the funds necessary to18

close?19

THE WITNESS:  Yes.20

THE COURT:  And what was the response?21

THE WITNESS:  I saw some short form debentures, and22

Frank and Mitchell Stein had explained to me how they had23

financing arranged.  Mitchell Stein had a litany of financing24

arranged.25
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THE COURT:  Who's Mitchell Stein?1

THE WITNESS:  He was a large -- very large2

shareholder in E-Med Soft.3

THE COURT:  Okay.4

THE WITNESS:  Had been on the board of directors,5

and was brought in by Frank initially I thought as the6

attorney negotiating the deal with us, including the letter of7

intent.8

THE COURT:  So you saw some, you said short form?9

THE WITNESS:  Debentures.10

THE COURT:  But did you ask to see any master11

agreements under which those debentures were being issued?12

THE WITNESS:  Initially for the letter of -- this13

letter of intent, no, I did not.14

THE COURT:  Okay.  But any press releases that he15

was going to make or announcements had to be cleared with you?16

THE WITNESS:  Yes.17

THE COURT:  All right.  Did he show you these18

announcements, ask for your prior approval?19

THE WITNESS:  I think that came later because I20

terminated this letter of intent I believe the following day.21

THE COURT:  Oh, okay.22

THE WITNESS:  Within certainly a few days.23

MR. EARLY:  Your Honor, in that regard I think we24

can shed some further light on that.25
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THE COURT:  All right.1

THE COURT: 2

BY MR. EARLY: 3

Q. Mr. Wright, would you -- in response to the Court's4

questions, would you please turn to the next book of exhibits5

that's over there, and tab 23, Exhibit 23 in the second book.6

 Keep the other book in front of you, please, as well.7

(Trial Exhibit 23, E-Mail from Andrew Wright to Frank8

Magliochetti Dated August 11, 2001, and E-Mail from Frank9

Magliochetti to Andrew Wright Dated August 11, 2001, Marked)10

THE COURT:  No money was to be paid once the11

execution of this letter of intent was executed by you?  I12

don't see any deposit or any other monetary consideration to13

be transferred to you upon the execution of this letter of14

intent?15

THE WITNESS:  No.  There was no.16

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  So --17

MR. EARLY:  Tab 23, book two, your Honor.18

THE COURT:  I'm looking at tab what?19

MR. EARLY:  Tab 23.20

THE COURT:  Okay.21

MR. EARLY:  Book two.22

THE COURT:  This is an e-mail?23

MR. EARLY:  It's actually two e-mails, your Honor,24

and like many of the exhibits that you will see, they are in25
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reverse order. 1

Q. So Mr. Wright, I want to start the bottom of page -- the2

first page of Exhibit 23 appears to be an e-mail from you3

dated Saturday, August 11th, to Frank Magliochetti with carbon4

copies to Ed Budy and others.  Do you see that?5

A. Yes.6

Q. And then what follows I believe is the text of that e-7

mail?8

A. Yes.9

Q. And you went that e-mail on August 11th to Frank?10

A. Yes, I did.11

Q. And just to complete the exhibit, and then we'll start to12

talk about it, the top part of that first page of Exhibit 2313

is an e-mail dated Saturday, August 11th, the same day from14

Frank Magliochetti to you, correct?15

A. Yes.16

THE COURT:  Wait a minute.  I'm trying to17

understand.  Am I --18

MR. EARLY:  The bottom is --19

THE COURT:  Am I looking at the reply or am I20

looking at what was sent by Mr. -- there's a prior e-mail --21

MR. EARLY:  We're going to look at both, your Honor.22

THE COURT:  What's that?23

MR. EARLY:  We're going to look at both.24

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right. But this is25
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Magliochetti's response.1

MR. EARLY:  Correct. 2

THE COURT:  Okay.3

MR. EARLY:  Is what you see first, but actually in4

time it's the response to what --5

THE COURT:  Okay.6

MR. EARLY:  -- follows here, the way this exhibit is7

printed out.8

THE COURT:  Okay.9

Q. Now, we may as well clear up something right now, Mr.10

Wright, about the technology that appears on these e-mails. 11

When you're sending e-mails to Frank, most of the time you're12

in Chicago, correct?13

A. Yes.14

Q. And he's in Andover?15

A. Yes.  Correct.16

Q. Those are different time zones, are they not?17

A. Yes.18

Q. So when we look at these e-mail and their timed, for19

example, yours is timed 5:06 p.m., and his reply is timed 5:0420

p.m.  Do you see that?21

A. Yes.22

Q. What's your understanding of why that result occurs?23

A. Well, first of all, different times on the computers,24

which are not accurate, and I guess my understanding is that25
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my receipt time stamps on our e-mail server and my sending1

time stamps on -- from my PC as I understand it.2

Q. Okay.  So with all that having been said, let's begin3

with your communication --4

THE COURT:  I thought we were simply talking about5

an hour difference between Chicago and Boston, or does it mean6

more than that?  I'm getting lost.  I mean, I know there's an7

hour difference.8

MR. EARLY:  That's what it means, your Honor.  We've9

had some confusion in the depositions with the fact --10

THE COURT:  Okay.11

MR. EARLY:  -- that when you look at a set of e-12

mails like this, somebody says, "How can the reply be sent13

before the original message was sent?"14

THE COURT:  Okay.15

MR. EARLY:  And I simply wanted to clear that up now16

so that we didn't get into later and waste time on it.17

THE COURT:  Okay.  I'm familiar with that kind of18

controversy.19

MR. EARLY:  Okay.  Good.20

THE COURT:  I've dealt with it in other cases.21

All right.  So --22

Q. So we're going to start with your e-mail to Frank, which23

is the second e-mail as part of this exhibit, okay, Mr.24

Wright?25
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A. Yes.1

Q. Is that what you were just talking to the Judge about in2

terms of your communication to Frank after you had had a3

chance to review the E-Med Soft financial filing, the 10-K?4

A. Yes, it is.5

Q. Okay. 6

THE COURT:  Okay.  I mean, I'm trying to understand7

the sequence of this.  You signed the letter of intent on8

August 10th, and then forward that to Mr. Magliochetti, and9

there's a copy forwarded as an attachment, an e-mail?  I mean,10

how do you -- how do you transmit your acceptance of the11

letter of intent?12

THE WITNESS:  We faxed the letter of intent with my13

signature.14

THE COURT:  Okay.15

THE WITNESS:  And Frank Magliochetti faxed it back16

the following day with his signature.17

THE COURT:  Oh, so when he sent it to you he hadn't18

signed it?19

THE WITNESS:  No.  I don't believe he had.20

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  Okay.  So you end up21

just with a fax?  Is it a fax of a fax or what?  You faxed it22

to him with his signature -- with your signature.  He then23

faxes it back with his, but I assume his is a second24

generation fax?  He's taking your fax copy.  He's signing it25
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originally, and then he's faxing that to you, correct?1

THE WITNESS:  I believe so, and I then believe we2

mailed originals, but --3

THE COURT:  Okay.4

THE WITNESS:  -- that would have been handled by Mr.5

Budy.6

THE COURT:  Okay.  So this e-mail wasn't designed in7

effect to cut off the delivery of your acceptance?  I send8

something by mail and then I have second thoughts about it,9

and it's an acceptance of an offer, I then resort to a10

different medium of communication, and I know it's going to11

take three days to reach Los Angeles.  I sign it and send it12

out in the 6:00 o'clock mail on Friday afternoon, and then I13

have second thoughts on Saturday, and from my home I send an14

e-mail because I already know the e-mail address of my partner15

here to be.  I send it to him, but you weren't sending it to -16

- you weren't sending it -- you weren't sending your fax on17

Saturday to cancel the fax he had yet to receive.  He already18

got your acceptance, right?  There's no issue about he already19

knew that you had accepted it?20

THE WITNESS:  Yes.21

THE COURT:  Okay.  So we're not having one of these22

mailbox rule problems?23

MR. EARLY:  I don't believe so, your Honor.  It says24

it's a non-binding letter of intent.  My understanding of the25
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mailbox rule is it applies only to offers and acceptances on1

final contracts, but I could be wrong.2

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  Okay.  So he enters3

into this letter of intent.  It does some provisions that are4

binding.  You can't shop this for 30 days.5

MR. EARLY:  That is the one provision which is6

binding, and I think the witness has already he considers7

himself so bound.8

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  So then on Saturday9

from his home, he sends out an e-mail to Mr. Magliochetti10

expressing his concerns?11

MR. EARLY:  Correct, your Honor.12

THE COURT:  All right.  Okay.13

BY MR. EARLY: 14

Q. Now Mr. Wright, if you'll read -- re-read your e-mail? 15

It begins in the second sentence, "I am very concerned about16

the financial condition of E-Med Soft as disclosed in that17

filing, the 10-K."  Do you see that?18

A. Yes.19

Q. "I am asking that you make sure that no public disclosure20

of the existence of this LOI is made until I am provided with21

evidence satisfactory to me that the financing for the closing22

payment of $47.5 million and the potential earn-out of $1523

million is in place, and that the requirements of the funding24

source on E-Med, in order for that funding source to provide25
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these funds are reasonable, and that E-Med Soft can reasonably1

be expected to meet those requirements.  Do you see that?2

A. Yes.3

Q. Did you express that same sentiment to Mr. Magliochetti4

verbally in phone conversations following this e-mail as well?5

A. Following the e-mail, yes.6

Q. Okay.  Did you receive responses from Mr. Magliochetti to7

that point, to your request for that reassurance?8

A. Yes.9

Q. All right.  Let's now turn -- and I'll come back to this10

-- your letter in just a minute, but let's turn the page back11

to Mr. Magliochetti's response to you.12

It looks to me to be the same day, computer talk13

notwithstanding, roughly within the same hour.  Would you14

agree with me?15

A. Yes.16

Q. All right.  And in that e-mail Mr. Magliochetti says, " I17

think all of your concerns could be resolved with a simple18

phone call to me rather than this long memo.  I thought you19

were aware of the following."  He then lists five subsections.20

 I'd like to take each one of them in order.21

"E-Med merged with Chartwell last week."  Were you aware22

of that?23

A. I wasn't aware at the time until I got this e-mail.  I24

knew they are about to, but --25
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Q. What was your reaction solely -- just to take these one1

point at a time, what was your reaction to that advice from2

Mr. Magliochetti in response to your request for reassurances,3

and I'm sorry.  I should have finished that quote.  It also4

goes on to say, "Our sales are 200 million and EBITDA of 195

million with 26 million of long-term debt."6

So my question is given your request for reassurances7

about Med having the financing to purchase Addus, what was8

your reaction to point number one, the merger with Chartwell?9

A. Well, it was step one in what he had to do to be able to10

access financing, and that E-Med Soft had always lost money,11

and Chartwell was a profitable company.12

Q. So is it fair to say you considered that a positive13

response to your request?14

A. Yes.15

Q. Point two, "A condition of close was Med would write down16

their entire balance sheet and they would exit all businesses17

not producing a positive cash flow."  Period.  End quote.18

What was your reaction to that?19

A. Well, Frank had already told me that.  This being put20

down in writing I guess was a little bit extra reassurance.21

Q. Point number three, "I thought you were aware of Med22

having an $80 million financing commitment completed with23

SCM."  Period.  End quote.24

Were you aware on August 11th that Med had an $80 million25
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financing commitment with SCM?1

A. My thought here is that Magliochetti mis-typed, or else2

he uses a different name.  I thought he meant San Diego Asset3

Management.4

Q. Okay.  We'll come -- I'll come back to San Diego -- well,5

no, let's not come back to it as long as we're here.  What was6

San Diego Asset Management, according to your understanding?7

A. It was a private money -- San Diego Asset Management was8

a private money management firm in San Diego that managed9

supposedly approximately $700 million in other people's money.10

Q. Okay.  I'm going to have to ask you, Mr. Wright, to pull11

another book, and please, if you could get to Exhibits 177 and12

178, which I believe are book eight?13

(Trial Exhibit 177,  Fax from Frank Magliochetti to Andrew14

Wright Dated August 14, 2001 with Confirmation from CPA and15

Acknowledgement from Wendy Feldman of San Diego Asset16

Management, Marked)17

(Trial Exhibit 178, Confirmation from Wendy Feldman of San18

Diego Asset Management, Marked)19

THE COURT:  Just for a point of clarification, is it20

in this case that there's litigation against San Diego Asset21

Management, Mr. Steinberg?22

MR. STEINBERG:  There was litigation against it. 23

They had a claim wiped out, and that's the entity that I24

believe their officers have been indicted or something like25
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that. 1

THE COURT:  But that --2

MR. STEINBERG:  That was the Wendy Feldman debacle.3

THE COURT:  How ever you characterize it, but all I4

want to know, has that matter now been concluded on my docket?5

MR. STEINBERG:  I believe so.6

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  Because, you know,7

I'd be uncomfortable going into discussions about San Diego8

Asset Management if its a litigant in front of this Court.9

MR. EARLY:  Your Honor, we have no choice.  It's10

part of this case, so I'm glad it is concluded.11

THE COURT:  All right.12

Q. 178.  I'm sorry.  177 first, Mr. Wright.  Would you take13

a look at that, please?14

(Pause in proceedings)15

A. Okay.16

Q. You started to say in response to my earlier question,17

that you thought the SCM in Exhibit 23 was a misprint, and18

that Mr. Magliochetti meant San Diego Asset Management,19

correct?20

A. Yes.21

Q. What had been your discussions with Mr. Magliochetti22

prior to August 11th, 2001 regarding San Diego Asset23

Management?24

A. Well, he had advised me that he had financing arranged25
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with them, but I hadn't really seen anything from them other1

than what had been faxed from Mitchell Stein.  I had received2

nothing directly from San Diego Asset Management.3

THE COURT:  Does this relate in any way to what you4

said with the short form debentures?5

THE WITNESS:  I had --6

THE COURT:  Do the short form debentures have7

anything to do with San Diego Asset Management?8

THE WITNESS:  Yes. 9

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.10

Q. Now, would you turn your attention back to 177, which11

begins with a cover fax sheet from Chartwell dated the 14th of12

August 2001.  Do you see that?13

A. Yes.14

Q. Okay.  And that appears to be a fax from Frank15

Magliochetti to yourself.  Do you recall receiving that on or16

about August 14th?17

A. Yes.18

Q. Okay.  It says, "Andrew, please find attached19

documentation relating to our ability to finance our20

transaction with Addus Healthcare."  Period.  End quote.21

Do you see that?22

A. Yes.23

Q. Okay.  What is attached -- what did you understand are24

the attachments to Mr. Magliochetti's fax to you on August25
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14th?1

A. Well, the first one is a confirmation from a CPA of the2

fact that San Diego Asset Management has approximately $7003

million under management, and 312 million in -- is liquid.4

Q. So did you consider this to be an appropriate response or5

partial response to your request on August 11th for6

reassurance regarding financing that Med had available to it7

in order to close the Addus deal?8

A. It was partial.  Yes.9

Q. Okay.  Let's look at the next page of the exhibit, which10

is down at the bottom marked page 3,124.  What is that?11

A. It's an acknowledgement from Wendy Feldman at San Diego12

Asset Management that they had received share certificates for13

15 million shares and 3 million warrants against which they14

would fund $83 million.15

Q. Okay.  Now --16

THE COURT:  How much are they going to fund, 8317

million?18

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  83 million.19

THE COURT:  This is after the fact of your e-mail20

exchanges on 8/11 because if I understood this, this is on21

8/13, so we've gone ahead in time.22

MR. EARLY:  I had asked the witness earlier, and I23

thought his testimony was that he considered this to be in24

response to a request of 8/11, but we can ask that question25
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again.1

THE COURT:  Well, he sends out an e-mail. 2

Magliochetti whips off another one very hurriedly that says,3

"We really ought to be talking about this over the phone," and4

then he reference -- and then he makes what might be a5

representation that he already has the commitments from SCM,6

and Mr. Wright says, "I know about SDAM."  He asks himself,7

"What's SCM?" and you're telling me that --8

MR. EARLY:  I believe the witness is telling the9

Court, and his testimony was he thinks Mr. Magliochetti made a10

mistake in saying SCM, and that he meant San Diego Asset11

Management.  So I went to San Diego Asset Management12

discussions, which the witness has just testified, and now I'm13

showing the Court what Mr. Magliochetti sent to Mr. Wright14

regarding San Diego Asset Management.15

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  Well, that's just for16

purposes of discussing the ambiguity or the inconsistency of17

the reference in the August 11 response e-mail from Mr.18

Magliochetti to Mr. Wright?19

MR. EARLY:  No, your Honor.  It's for purposes of20

discussing what Mr. Wright considered to be responses to his21

request on August 11th that Mr. Magliochetti assure him that22

Med had the appropriate financing to close the Addus deal.23

THE COURT:  Okay.  But I --24

MR. EARLY:  Independent of whether there's an25
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ambiguity as to whether or not this is what Mr. Magliochetti1

meant on point number three.2

THE COURT:  I -- I'm -- look, I'm still -- we have3

an e-mail, part of which we've read from Mr. Wright to Mr.4

Magliochetti with copies to some of the officers expressing5

his concern about the bankability of this letter of intent,6

and then within the hour or so Mr. Magliochetti whips off this7

memo saying, "I think all of your concerns could be resolved8

with a simple phone call to me rather than this long memo,"9

but then instead of having a phone conversation, he sends out10

this memo, and then he says, "Okay.  I thought you were aware11

of the following," and one of the following was item number12

three, "I thought you were aware of Med having an $80 million13

financing commitment completed with SCM," right?14

So presume -- and then you said there was a15

telephone conference after that, correct?  After Mr. Wright16

received this e-mail response he had a discussion with Mr.17

Magliochetti?  Was that the sequence?18

THE WITNESS:  Yes, it was.19

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  I just need to do20

this by small increments because I assume we're going to be21

talking about what you asked Mr. Magliochetti in your22

telephone conference, so are we going back to Exhibit Number23

23 or are we done with it?24

MR. EARLY:  I'm not done with it, your Honor, at25
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all.1

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  Go ahead.  All right.2

 So this --3

BY MR. EARLY: 4

Q. Back on 77, San Diego Asset Management, Mr. Wright.5

MR. STEINBERG:  177?6

MR. EARLY:  177.  Thank you, counsel.7

Q. The next page in that exhibit numbered at the bottom8

3,125 is titled, "Short form debenture and equity agreement."9

 Do you see that?10

A. Yes.11

Q. Would you read aloud, please, the first paragraph?12

A. "Subject to the terms hereof, San Diego Asset Management,13

Inc., SDAM, hereby promises to advance to Med Diversified the14

principal sum of $54 million on or before October 15th, 2001."15

Q. Okay.  And the third paragraph states, "The principal sum16

shall only be advanced in the event Med Diversified requires17

use of such funds to close a transaction involving the18

purchase of all or substantially all of the assets or capital19

stock of a business hereinafter, business combination, albeit20

the decision whether or not to do the business combination21

rests solely and exclusively within the discretion of Med22

Diversified, and albeit once Med Diversified makes the23

decision to do the combination, SDAM's obligation to fund the24

principal amount is absolute and unqualified."25
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Do you see that?1

A. Yes.2

Q. Do you recall reading that on or about August 14th when3

you received this from Mr. Magliochetti?4

A. Yes.5

Q. And did you regard that as partial response to your6

request three days earlier on the 11th for assurances that Med7

had the funding in place to acquire Addus?8

A. Yes.9

Q. Did Frank tell you that he intended to use the San Diego10

Asset Management Funds to acquire Addus?11

A. He did.12

THE COURT:  Hold on here.  I know you didn't walk by13

the number deliberately, and I know you're going to be able to14

demonstrate fairly quickly that $54 million isn't 83 million15

or 80 million.16

"I thought you were aware of Med D having $8017

million financing completed with SCM."  So let's assume for18

purposes of discussion here that SCM really is supposed to19

refer to SDAM, and then three days later you get this fax from20

Mr. Magliochetti, "Andrew, Please find the attached21

documentation relating to our ability to finance that22

transaction with Addus Healthcare.  Let's discussing the23

following.  I'm available between 2:00 and 4:00 p.m. today."24

Then attached to that is this commitment presumably25
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from Addus signed by Ms. Feldman on page two that says $831

million, and then you have a short form debenture for $542

million, and the cash component to you was supposed to be3

47.5?4

THE WITNESS:  Yes.5

THE COURT:  Okay.  So even though it said 83, if the6

cash component to you was 47.5, it falls within this $547

million, but were there other cash obligations under this8

letter of intent?  47.5, is there under any -- you haven't9

gone back to this.  Is there any undertaking to pay off some10

of your corporate debt that would require cash?11

THE WITNESS:  I don't believe we had gotten that12

far.  This was just a letter of intent.13

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  So the fact that page14

two says 83 million, and the fact that you got a short form15

debenture for 54, would you say that that could suggest16

there'd be another form note and equity for the balance or a17

series of notes?18

THE WITNESS:  Yes, that's what it -- that's what I19

was told.20

THE COURT:  Okay.  So there's going to be more than21

one short form debenture and equity agreement to total 8322

million?23

THE WITNESS:  Correct.24

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  Thank you.25
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BY MR. EARLY: 1

Q. Mr. Wright, just to complete this, would you turn to 178,2

the next exhibit in that book?3

A. Okay.4

THE COURT:  And there's a specific reference to5

Addus, right?6

MR. EARLY:  Correct, your Honor.7

Q. Exhibit 178 says, "This confirms that the sum necessary8

to close and fund the $54 million short form debenture and9

equity agreement dated August 14, 2001 ("debenture") is on10

deposit at SDAM's E-Trade account number 4886-5727; that such11

account has been blocked and will not be depleted during the12

pendency of Med Diversified's due diligence regarding its13

acquisition of Addus Healthcare; and that said funds have been14

earmarked by SDAM for the closing of such acquisition under15

the debenture."  Period.  End quote.16

You see that?17

A. Yes.18

Q. And that appears to be signed by Wendy Feldman, president19

of San Diego Asset Management, Inc., correct?20

A. Yes.21

Q. And did you consider this to be part of your request for22

response from Mr. Magliochetti regarding his ability to fund23

the Addus acquisition that he proposed to you in the August24

11th letter of intent?25
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A. Yes.1

THE COURT:  But were you concerned that in2

connection with this that Med D was issuing share certificates3

for 15 million shares and 3 million warrants?  Was that going4

to have some effect on the shares you were going to acquire or5

did you understand this was some kind of leverage deal?6

THE WITNESS:  Well, I understood it would have an7

effect on the value of all shares issued by Med Diversified,8

including anything that I would get, yes.9

THE COURT:  But you understood that might be part of10

the deal to get this commitment from San Diego Asset11

Management to close your deal?12

THE WITNESS:  Yes.13

THE COURT:  Okay.  And has there been discovery or14

stipulation between the parties whether or not this exhibit --15

what was it, 178?  Which was the exhibit we were on?16

MR. EARLY:  178, your Honor.17

THE COURT:  Okay.  Is there a stipulation between18

the parties, in fact this was a fraudulent representation,19

that in fact there was no such amount on account subject to a20

blocked account and earmarked for Addus?21

MR. EARLY:  We have not so stipulated.22

MR. STEINBERG:  It was never raised by Mr. Early, so23

we never had an opportunity to consider that as a request for24

a stipulation.25
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THE COURT:  Okay.  So he's looking for assurance1

that the money is on hand.  Magliochetti gets him these2

documents.  He's heard about San Diego Asset Management as a3

funding source in the past.  This presumably is verification4

for it, and you didn't explore whether or not in fact those5

funds existed. 6

Did you go back and -- did you ask for authorization7

to call Ms. Feldman directly?8

THE WITNESS:  Yes, and I did call her.9

THE COURT:  Okay.10

BY MR. EARLY: 11

Q. Tell us about it, Mr. Wright.12

THE COURT:  When was that?  When did you make that13

phone call?14

Q. Tell us about it.15

THE COURT:  When did you make that phone call?16

THE WITNESS:  It was about the time that I received17

these documents and before entering into the final letter of18

intent.19

THE COURT:  All right.  Well, we have several20

transmissions beginning on August 10th, August 11th.  This is21

saying August 18th.  You got something from him on a prior22

date.  I'm just trying to watch the increments very carefully.23

THE WITNESS:  I don't have a record of the exact24

date that I called her.25
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THE COURT:  Okay.  Because you get this letter from1

her CPA, which she signs.2

THE WITNESS:  Yes, and I spoke --3

THE COURT:  On August 14.4

THE WITNESS:  I spoke to him as well.5

THE COURT:  And yet there's one fax that says August6

13th, 2001, and then there's something that -- I don't know. 7

It looks like 6/14, 2001, so I'm getting a little confused8

with these dates, or maybe I'm putting too much weight on9

these fax transmissions, and then I got another that says10

8/14, 2001.11

I mean, is this coming piecemeal or what?  I don't12

understand.13

THE WITNESS:  I believe it did come piecemeal, yes.14

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  So you get this15

stuff.  It says, "$54 million earmarked for the Addus deal,"16

and the cash component is 47.5.  Okay.  But I thought you said17

that on August 11th you canceled the deal.  You withdrew from18

the letter of intent.19

THE WITNESS:  Well, that was my recollection.  As I20

look at my e-mail I just had told him not to make an21

announcement, and I recall that we had conversations.  We22

didn't formally terminate that letter of intent.23

THE COURT:  Okay.24

THE WITNESS:  But when we got through this whole25
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process --1

THE COURT:  Okay.  Because I thought you said that2

same day you were so ticked when you got his 10-K that you3

fired off a missive saying, "No deal."  So I misunderstood4

your testimony or you're --5

THE WITNESS:  No.  I think --6

THE COURT:  -- clarifying it?7

THE WITNESS:  I think I mis-spoke.  My intention was8

to probably terminate that letter of intent, but I was giving9

him time to respond.10

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  Thank you.  So within11

an hour you get this thing back, and then later that afternoon12

or early evening you have a telephone conference with him?13

THE WITNESS:  I believe that was the following14

Monday.15

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  All right, Mr. Early,16

let's go on.17

So that Monday wold be what, the 13th?18

THE WITNESS:  Yes.19

MR. EARLY:  Saturday's the 11th.  That would be the20

13th.21

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  I get a little22

concerned when missives are being shot off in the middle of23

August.  It always has some historical reverberance.24

MR. EARLY:  They wrote a book about that, didn't25
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they, your Honor, "Missives of August?"1

THE COURT:  Yes.  Right.  "The Missives of August."2

MR. EARLY:  Some of us were practicing bending over3

and kissing a portion of our anatomy good-bye in grade school4

at that time.5

BY MR. EARLY: 6

Q. But back to more mundane matters, Mr. Wright.  I think7

you were talking to the Court about your telephone8

conversation with Wendy Feldman, was it?9

A. Yes.10

Q. All right.  Would you tell the Court about your11

conversation with Wend Feldman?  Who was on the phone; who12

said what to whom?13

A. It was just she and I were on the phone, and I called her14

at -- with Frank's permission.  He gave me the phone number,15

and discussed those documents and their commitment, and she16

confirmed everything.17

Q. Okay.  Did you also do some further investigation of San18

Diego Asset Management through your lawyers?19

A. Yes, we did.  We asked one of the west coast offices of20

Foley & Lardner to check into her and see if she was there,21

was known.22

Q. Okay.  And based on the documents which Mr. Magliochetti23

faxed to you, the phone conversation with Wendy Feldman that24

he set up, and your independent investigation through your25
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attorneys, what was your conclusion with respect to whether or1

not there was in fact funding at least in the amount of $542

million dedicated to Med in order to purchase Addus?3

A. It appeared to me that there was.4

THE COURT:  Okay.  This is the first mention that5

you've been talking to Foley & Lardner.  Had you retained6

Foley & Lardner as your transaction counsel to give you7

business advice and legal advice with respect to the letters8

of intent and any proposed asset or stock purchase agreement?9

THE WITNESS:  Not yet.  We used Foley & Lardner as10

our health care advisors, health care attorneys --11

THE COURT:  Okay.12

THE WITNESS:  -- at that time.13

THE COURT:  And that's for your California14

operations?15

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  Well, and nationwide.16

THE COURT:  Oh, okay.  All right.  So you weren't17

using a Chicago based firm?18

THE WITNESS:  Foley & Lardner has offices in19

Chicago.20

THE COURT:  No, I understand that, but for your21

health care services, you hadn't hired a firm whose principal22

office was in Chicago for providing health care advice.  Is23

that correct? 24

THE WITNESS:  Well, I don't know that there's a25
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requirement for the --1

THE COURT:  I'm not saying it's a requirement, but I2

mean, you're telling me you're calling Foley & Lardner in3

California basically to check out this person's reputation in4

the community of the industry.  I'm not critical of that. 5

It's just the time I've heard Foley & Lardner in connection6

with Addus.  That's all.7

THE WITNESS:  Foley & Lardner had merged with8

Weissberg & Aroson -- Aronson (ph.) as I --9

MR. EARLY:  That's correct.10

THE WITNESS:  And we had used them on the west coast11

for west coast health care advisors, and when Foley & Lardner12

merged with them, Mr. Budy had done some investigations, and13

had chosen Foley & Lardner to handle our health care14

nationwide, and we worked with both their Milwaukee office,15

their Chicago office, and their other offices.16

THE COURT:  Okay.17

MR. EARLY:  Your Honor, we may have just caused Ms.18

Cronin some great distress because when you refer to Foley &19

Lardner as a Chicago based firm, you compel me to ask for20

daily transcripts so that I can circulate it to my partners in21

Milwaukee.22

THE COURT:  Well --23

MR. EARLY:  But we'll pass on that for the moment.24

THE COURT:  All right.  Well, I know that Foley &25
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Lardner has offices in a number of cities.  I know that Foley1

& Lardner historically was formed in Milwaukee, but I know2

that it's had operations in a number of cities for quite a3

while, and I thought that its next largest office, maybe even4

the larger office went from Milwaukee to Chicago. 5

I know Foley & Lardner opened an office not so long6

ago in Detroit.  I don't know what other cities Foley &7

Lardner had operations.8

MR. EARLY:  We're in competition with Washington for9

the number two spot at the moment, your Honor, but we're10

gaining rapidly on number one.11

THE COURT:  And who's number one?12

MR. EARLY:  Milwaukee still.13

THE COURT:  Oh, wait, wait.  I'm sorry.  Milwaukee14

is the largest office.15

MR. EARLY:  It's hard to combat 150 years of a head16

start, your Honor.  We need a little time.17

THE COURT:  All right.  But they needed to do an18

acquisition of a bigger market.19

MR. EARLY:  We did one acquisition.  We're ready for20

the next.21

THE COURT:  Okay.22

MR. EARLY:  It takes a while to digest some.23

THE COURT:  Okay.  Good.  Hope you're not --24

BY MR. EARLY: 25
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Q. All right.  Mr. Wright --1

THE COURT:  Wait a minute.  So are you -- so in any2

event, Foley & Lardner, as the successor to Weissberg &3

Aronson, provides you with your national health care legal4

advice and other services, and simply as a matter of routine,5

beyond Mr. Budy you make calls through Foley & Lardner to have6

them check out whether Ms. Feldman and San Diego Asset7

Management is real and what reputation they have in the8

investment community?9

THE WITNESS:  Yes.10

THE COURT:  Okay.  And the report that you get back11

is she's real and she probably has the money?12

THE WITNESS:  It was a little cryptic, that she's13

there.  She has an office.  She's somewhat known, but they had14

no way of confirming her assets.15

THE COURT:  Okay.16

Q. Okay.  Mr. Wright, turning from San Diego Asset17

Management back to the -- Mr. Magliochetti's August 11th18

response to your e-mail, which is Exhibit 23, we just finished19

with the first three bullet points that he gives in there.20

The fourth one is, "I thought you were aware of the fact21

that I raised $50 million in a subordinated debenture."22

What was your understanding of that reference?23

A. Sorry.  I was finding the exhibit here.  Was that point24

three you were bringing up?25
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Q. That was point four that I was just reading.1

A. Point four.2

Q. We've done point three.3

A. Okay.  Well, I took that to refer to San Diego Asset4

Management's short form debenture.5

Q. Okay.6

THE COURT:  Why wouldn't you treat that to say,7

"I've already got $80 million with San Diego Asset Management,8

and then I got another 50 in a subordinated debenture?"  Why9

wouldn't that total $130 million of financing?  But you read10

that basically to refer back to number three, "Of the $8011

million finance commitment, I already have raised 50 of it,"12

is that it?13

THE WITNESS:  I probably would not have made that14

connection in my head at the time I read this.  It was after15

talking to Frank.16

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  But after you talked17

to Frank, you now understood this 50 to be part of the 80?18

THE WITNESS:  Yes.19

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  Go ahead, Mr. Early.20

Q. I want to go back now to for a moment to your e-mail,21

which is the second page of Exhibit 23, still in that same22

first paragraph.  I'm about in the middle of that paragraph23

where it says, "Further, I understand that you wish to24

continue with LaSalle and Heller Financing for Addus." 25
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Period.  Do you see that?1

A. Yes.2

Q. Had you had discussions with Mr. Magliochetti prior to3

August 11th about his desire to have LaSalle and Heller4

continuing financing Addus or was the first time that it was5

brought up?6

A. I frankly don't recall.  This is so close in time.  I7

believe we must have had some discussions.8

Q. Okay.  You say in the final sentence of that paragraph,9

"E-Med Soft appears to have a history of litigation with10

shareholders of acquisitions they had in the past.  None of11

this was disclosed to me during our negotiations, and all of12

this is and was material information that I should have had13

prior to making the decision to sign the LOI."14

What did Mr. Magliochetti respond to you in that regard?15

A. He indicated that that was E-Med Soft, and not Frank16

Magliochetti, and that Frank was going to be the CEO of the17

new company, and that he didn't operate that way.18

Q. Okay.  Now, earlier you had some discussion with the19

Judge about what exactly you were communicating to Mr.20

Magliochetti in this e-mail.  Would you read the third21

paragraph of your e-mail, which begins, "I believe that Addus22

Healthcare?"  just read that to yourself please.23

(Pause in proceedings)24

A. The third paragraph I'm looking at begins, "I have dealt25
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with LaSalle Bank."1

Q. I'm sorry.  I mean the second paragraph.  I apologize. 2

Although let's stick with the third paragraph as long as3

you're there.  You say, "I have dealt with LaSalle Bank for4

many years."5

THE COURT:  Let's just go back to the second6

paragraph so I can see this in some sequence.7

Q. "I have dealt with LaSalle Bank for many years.  They are8

a conservative institution.  Under the current circumstances,9

it is my opinion that LaSalle would not approve a change of10

control from me to E-Med Soft."  Period.  End quote.11

Do you recall advising Mr. Magliochetti of this?12

A. Yes.13

Q. What was Mr. Magliochetti's response?14

A. He was a little indignant actually.15

Q. Let's go back to his e-mail, prior page.  About two-16

thirds of the way down he begins a paragraph with the word,17

"Thirdly, I am aware of Heller and LaSalle position."18

THE COURT:  Okay.  We've skipped through number19

five.  We haven't talked about that, and now we're looking to20

"thirdly?"  Okay.21

MR. EARLY:  I'm trying to stay consistent just with22

the topics, your Honor, between the two e-mails.  This one23

addresses --24

THE COURT:  Okay.25
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MR. EARLY:  -- Heller and LaSalle.1

THE COURT:  All right.  Okay.2

Q. What did you understand Mr. Magliochetti to be saying to3

you, "Hence, the subordinated debenture at LIBOR plus two4

percent?"  What did you understand that to mean?5

A. Well, he was indicating --6

THE COURT:  LIBOR at what?7

MR. EARLY:  Plus two percent is the way I read that,8

your Honor.  I could be reading it incorrectly, but the9

witness will correct me if I am.10

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  I got it.  Yes. 11

LIBOR and two percent.  I thought you said 28, that's all, 212

8.  Two percent.  Yes.13

A. I believe he was trying to indicate that his financing14

sources were less expensive than ours.15

THE COURT:  Okay.16

(Pause in proceedings)17

Q. There's a portion of Mr. Magliochetti's response to you18

here that I'm not sure is responsive to a portion that I can19

see in your e-mail, but you'll correct me if I'm wrong.  We're20

now down almost to the penultimate paragraph here of his21

response, and he says, "Andy, to insinuate that I would this22

LOI without getting the deal pre-approved is insulting." 23

Period.  End quote.24

What did you understand that to mean, and if -- and what25
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did you understand it to be responding to?1

THE COURT:  Wait a minute.  We're now dealing with2

the boldface, right?3

MR. EARLY:  It is boldface.4

THE COURT:  With all caps, and he starts with all5

caps in his "thirdly" paragraph.  He starts to get more6

excited in his selection because he now has two exclamation7

points after LIBOR, and now he shifts to full caps.8

MR. STEINBERG:  Your Honor, I just want to lodge an9

objection.  I've been letting a lot of leading questions go10

because I want to move this thing along, but I do have a11

problem when counsel starts out a question saying, "I want to12

now point out something in this document that's not responsive13

to what you wrote in there," as a prelude.  That's not14

necessary, and it's indicative in my view of just what's been15

a leading process.16

MR. EARLY:  Your Honor, I said the witness can17

correct me if I'm wrong.18

MR. STEINBERG:  That doesn't cut it, your Honor.19

THE COURT:  All right.  Look, let's not get hung up20

on this.  I think Mr. Steinberg's formal point is sustainable.21

Q. Well, then let me rephrase the question, Mr. Wright.22

THE COURT:  All right.23

Q. Mr. Magliochetti says and represents in his e-mail,24

quote, "Andy, to insinuate that I would do this LOI without25
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getting the deal pre-approved is insulting."  Period.  End1

quote.2

What did you understand that to mean?3

A. I understood it to mean that he would have the financing4

pre-approved, and that he would have approval from the Med, E-5

Med Soft board of directors.6

Q. Had you discussed that issue, that is the Med board of7

directors' approval of this deal prior to this August 11th8

exchange of e-mails?9

A. We had, yes.10

THE COURT:  I'm sorry.  What -- I didn't hear the11

question.  Before August 11th --12

MR. EARLY:  The question was, "Had you discussed the13

E-Med Soft board of directors' approval of this LOI prior to14

this August 11th exchange of e-mails?" and the witness's15

answer was "Yes."16

Q. My next question is what did he say to you, what did you17

say to him?18

A. Well, when he was in Chicago and we were discussing all19

of this before he went back and we had the letter of intent20

going back and forth, we didn't even have to ask.  He advised21

us that he had approval from John Andrews and the other22

directors of E-Med Soft to acquire Addus Healthcare.23

THE COURT:  He had the approval to acquire what?24

THE WITNESS:  To make an offer for our company that25
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would then be reduced to writing in a definitive agreement,1

but he had the authority --2

THE COURT:  No, he had -- so he had board3

authorization to go forward on a deal with Addus or --4

THE WITNESS:  Yes.5

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.6

THE WITNESS:  With the letter of intent, to offer us7

a non-binding letter of intent.8

THE COURT:  Okay.  So this a reference deal pre-9

approved -- pre-approved by the board?10

THE WITNESS:  Well, that's what he told us when he11

was in Chicago, yes.12

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  I just didn't know13

what the reference was.  I thought that the pre-approval might14

be talking about financing lined up.15

THE WITNESS:  I think it was both in his e-mail.16

THE COURT:  Okay.  So you think it refers both to17

board approval of the Addus deal and the necessary approvals18

from San Diego Asset Management.  He already says they're19

going to give you, "they" being SCM or San Diego Asset20

Management, they're going to give you their commitment letter21

on Monday, right?  And he said, "I've already raised 5022

million bucks."  He said that in four, the debenture, right?23

THE WITNESS:  Yes.24

THE COURT:  Okay.  So when he says, "Deal pre-25
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approved," I can understand that perhaps referring to1

corporate governance.  I don't understand what the deal has to2

-- I mean, the letter from San Diego Asset Management says3

that, "We're not approving the deal.  You just tell us when4

you've got it done, and then we'll -- then we're committed." 5

 There was -- I didn't see any indication in the6

correspondence with Addus saying that they had to pre-approve7

the terms of a letter of intent or any asset purchase8

agreement or any stock purchase agreement between you and Med9

D. 10

So I assume this pre-approval refers to board11

approval.  All right.  But that may be with hindsight.  Okay.12

 Then he says, "You're insulting me," right?13

THE WITNESS:  Yes.14

THE COURT:  And he says, "Next time," by15

implication, "pick up the phone and talk to me first before16

you send out e-mails.  Sending out this kind of e-mail is17

completely unprofessional," right?  So he's now lecturing you18

on what are proper manners in an acquisition deal, right?19

THE WITNESS:  He is, yes.20

THE COURT:  And in full caps.  Isn't that designed21

to send you a message that, "If we're going to be dealing in22

the future it won't be by e-mails," and that, "I'm disturbed23

over your behavior," as if he never sent you any e-mails24

before, right?  Okay.  All right.25
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THE WITNESS:  I took it as just a --1

THE COURT:  And I take it as --2

THE WITNESS:  -- display of temper.3

THE COURT:  And I take it as someone who's running a4

$200 million company, you didn't particularly like these5

accusations?  I mean, wouldn't you view this bold cap as6

somewhat offensive to you?  Wasn't it intended to offend you?7

THE WITNESS:  I don't think it was intended to8

offend me.  As I got to know Frank over time, he has a pretty9

quick temper, and I frankly read this and thought to myself,10

"I think I know who's being completely unprofessional and it's11

not me."12

THE COURT:  Okay.  So you just discount all this13

stuff?14

THE WITNESS:  Yes.15

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  All right.  Go ahead.16

MR. EARLY:  Okay.17

THE COURT:  But then he says, "I consider the deal18

on hold."  This is the LOI? "Until we have a chance to discuss19

this in more appropriate detail."  So I assume this also20

means, "I'm not going to issue press releases until we discuss21

this.  I'm not worried about a press release, or you remain22

the CEO.  You know, whether or not I have financing, my23

worries are much deeper.  By the way, your counsel is at home.24

 He left his number for me earlier, and told me if I had any25
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questions to call him," and he continues to misspell the word,1

"counsel."  2

Who's your counsel?  Is this a reference to someone3

who's part of your corporate group?4

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  I believe he was referring to5

Mr. Budy.6

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  And he's already7

gotten into the practice of sending copies of these directly8

to Mr. Budy, Mr. Ford, and Mr. Heaney.  So he doesn't just9

send it to you.  He shows copies being sent to your in-house10

counsel, your COO and your CFO, right?11

THE WITNESS:  Yes.12

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right. And you already, in13

your memo to him copied Mr. Budy, Mr. Ford, and Mr. Heaney. 14

So I guess if you send it to your universe, he's entitled to15

send it to the same universe?16

THE WITNESS:  I would agree with that.17

THE COURT:  Okay.18

THE WITNESS:  He added two people.19

THE COURT:  All right.  And on this, this is20

something you drafted from home or is this something you21

drafted with Mr. Budy?22

THE WITNESS:  I drafted this myself, but I believe I23

was in the office.24

THE COURT:  Okay.  So you didn't show it to Mr. Budy25
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or to Foley & Lardner before sending out this?1

THE WITNESS:  The e-mail, no, I did not.2

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  Go ahead, Mr. Early.3

 The plot thickens.4

MR. EARLY:  And your Honor, we're just getting5

started.6

THE COURT:  I know.  I know.7

BY MR. EARLY: 8

Q. Mr. Wright, as a result of these discussions which -- and9

e-mails and correspondence and faxes which we've just talked10

about here and perhaps others, did you enter into a second11

letter of intent with Frank Magliochetti and Med?12

A. Yes, we did.13

Q. Would you turn, please, to tab number 15 in the first14

book there in front of you?15

(Trial Exhibit 15, Fax From Frank Magliochetti to Andrew16

Wright Dated August 20, 2001, Marked)17

THE COURT:  I'm sorry.  Where is this?18

MR. EARLY:  Tab 15, your Honor.  First book.19

THE COURT:  Oh, I'm in the second book.  Okay.   All20

right.  And which tab am I going to?21

MR. EARLY:  Tab 15, your Honor.22

THE COURT:  All right.  Mr. Steinberg, he wasn't23

listening very carefully when I said there's a sign on the24

door, "Don't call me your Honor and don't use the word25
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synergy,"  but that's okay.1

MR. STEINBERG:  That's right, your Honor.2

THE COURT:  All right.  These times of day we get a3

little punchy.4

All right.  I have this exhibit now, number 15, and5

a fax transmission from the St. Regis?6

MR. EARLY:  That's what it appears to be, your7

Honor, dated the 20th of August from Frank Magliochetti to8

Andrew Wright.9

THE COURT:  Okay.10

Q. Mr. Wright, would you look at the second page of the11

exhibit and the third page.  With the cover fax transmittal12

it's three pages.  Take a moment to review that and tell me13

whether or not that's the letter of intent that you entered14

into on August 20th, 2001.15

(Pause in proceedings)16

A. Yes, it is.17

THE COURT:  He sure doesn't use a dictionary for18

spelling, does he, but you don't hold him to that, right?19

MR. EARLY:  I'm the last person to criticize that,20

your Honor.  I'm the world's worst speller.21

THE COURT:  He misspells "counsel."  He misspells22

"supersede."23

MR. EARLY:  I always thought the misspelling of24

"counsel" was deliberate, but I could be wrong.25
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THE COURT:  Okay.  So you get this and this is on1

the 20th, and this is faxed at 17:07.  So that's about 5:002

o'clock in the evening, California time?  What's 17:07?  It's3

12 hours plus 5, right?4

MR. EARLY:  That's right, your Honor.5

THE WITNESS:  Yes.6

THE COURT:  Okay.  So it's coming to you in the7

early evening California time.  It's from the Regis, and yet8

you're showing a receipted time of 5:49 p.m., or is this9

because you've signed it and sent it back?10

THE WITNESS:  I believe this is because we signed it11

and sent it back, and this is --12

THE COURT:  Okay.  Okay.  So this a few hours later.13

 So this is going out to the west coast by fax around 9:0014

p.m. its time, right?  Mr. Magliochetti's staying in a hotel.15

 You're sending it back to him at 9:00 o'clock, right?16

THE WITNESS:  I must admit I'm totally confused by17

these e-mail time stamps myself.  I --18

THE COURT:  But I mean, as soon as you got this, you19

didn't turn around and sign it and send it right back.  Did20

you read it carefully and think about it and have further21

discussions or as soon as it came through the door, you read22

it, says "Okay, this is a much better deal.  This is the one23

I'm prepared to sign?"24

THE WITNESS:  No.  We had been having telephone25
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discussions over the prior several days. 1

THE COURT:  Okay.  From the 14th of -- from the 11th2

right through to the 20th, right?3

THE WITNESS:  Yes.4

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  And so this was5

something that you had been discussing?  Okay.  And this you6

are now prepared to sign?7

THE WITNESS:  Yes.8

BY MR. EARLY: 9

Q. Well, let's go right to that.  Did you sign this?10

A. Yes, I did.11

Q. Okay.  That's your signature on the third page?12

A. Yes.13

THE COURT:  And those are your initials on the14

second?15

THE WITNESS:  Yes.16

THE COURT:  And what's this thing underneath it? 17

That's Magliochetti initials?18

THE WITNESS:  Initials, yes.19

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.20

Q. Okay.21

THE COURT:  And then he sends you hugs and kisses,22

"Congratulations, looking forward to a great relationship,23

warmest regard," right?24

THE WITNESS:  That's right.25
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THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  So as to this letter1

of intent, which you've accepted and faxed back, where are we2

now, Mr. Early?  We're now going into the text of this?3

MR. EARLY:  Yes.4

THE COURT:  And this supersedes the last one, right?5

MR. EARLY:  That's what I'll ask the witness.6

Q. Mr. Wright, is it your understanding that this August7

20th letter of intent replaces and supersedes the August 10th8

letter of intent we looked at previously?9

A. Yes, it is.10

Q. Okay.  Now, there are some changes in this letter of11

intent, aren't there?12

A. Yes.13

Q. First of all, just in general, did those changes come14

about as a result of your concerns and your discussions with15

Mr. Magliochetti?16

A. Yes.17

MR. STEINBERG:  Again, your Honor, I object to18

leading questions.19

THE COURT:  Yes.  I agree.20

Restate it, Mr. --21

Q. Why did the changes come about, Mr. Wright?22

A. We'd had discussions for several days about the financial23

condition of E-Med Soft and earn-outs and whether there was a24

bottom on the earn-out that there wasn't on the -- other than25
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zero.  On the prior letter of intent, that was their concern,1

and we had finally agreed.  I told him I would sign the letter2

of intent and go forward with this sale of Addus to Med3

Diversified if the cash component were higher and the business4

risk component were lower.5

Q. What do you mean by "business risk component?"6

A. The stock component.7

Q. Okay.  So is the cash component in this letter of intent8

higher than in the previous one?9

A. It's $10 million higher.10

Q. And is the risk component, as you put it, lower?11

A. Yes, it is.12

Q. And that's reflected where?13

A. In the middle of the third paragraph the earn-out is down14

to $5 million potential.15

THE COURT:  What?16

THE WITNESS:  Basically moved 10 million of the 1517

from the first letter of intent, 10 million of the 15 of earn-18

out to cash.19

THE COURT:  Okay.  So if you hit the earn-out you're20

not going to be getting $15 million as a cap?21

THE WITNESS:  No.  It would be 5 million at this22

point.23

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  So presumably the24

total consideration to Med D is the same, but your playing --25
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placing far less reliance on the earn-out, and you're just1

trading dollars between cash at closing and earn-out?2

THE WITNESS:  Yes.3

THE COURT:  But the two numbers are the same?4

THE WITNESS:  Combined they are.  The concession5

made to them was that there is a floor below which there would6

be no earn-out.7

THE COURT:  Okay.  And where's the floor?8

THE WITNESS:  It's EBITDA of 12,500,000 for Addus9

Healthcare.10

THE COURT:  Okay.  So no earn-out if it's below11

that?12

THE WITNESS:  No earn-out if it's below that,13

correct.14

THE COURT:  Okay.  So the two of you are getting15

closer together on this?16

THE WITNESS:  Yes. 17

THE COURT:  All right.  Okay.18

BY MR. EARLY: 19

Q. Mr. Wright, were there any provisions in here regarding20

your continued employment with Med following the proposed21

acquisition?22

A. Yes, there were.23

Q. What were those?24

A. That I would stay on for at least 12 months after closing25
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at a salary of 250,000.1

Q. And where is that?2

A. The bottom of the third paragraph.3

Q. Okay.  Now, I note also that the fifth paragraph seems to4

be substantially the same, if not identical to the paragraph5

that we talked about earlier in connection with the prior6

letter of intent.  Again, how would you characterize that, and7

how did you understand that?8

THE COURT:  This is on the -- this is --9

MR. EARLY:  It says, "Notwithstanding the non-10

binding nature," et cetera, your Honor.11

THE COURT:  That's on the press release.12

MR. EARLY:  No.13

THE COURT:  Oh, oh, it's the no-shop.  I'm sorry.14

MR. EARLY:  Yes.15

THE COURT:  Okay. 16

A. I understand that to be the same as the first letter of17

intent, that we could not negotiate with any other party.18

Q. Okay.19

THE COURT:  And the, "Based upon the execution" is20

the same structure?21

THE WITNESS:  I'm sorry?22

THE COURT:  The next paragraph, that's just a23

repetition of the August 10th paragraph, "Based upon the24

execution of this document?"25
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THE WITNESS:  Yes.  I believe that is the same.1

THE COURT:  You have to clear the press releases?2

THE WITNESS:  Correct.3

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  Okay.  So with these4

two adjustments --5

(Pause in proceedings)6

THE COURT:  I we can go back to paragraph two for a7

second, "This letter of intent is non-binding and subject to8

the following conditions," I'm looking at the words, "board9

approval."   This suggests to me that Mr. Magliochetti still10

has to get board approval for this letter of intent because11

that's something that's going to come after the fact of12

execution, and then there's a whole bunch of other things, so13

you're agreeing that he doesn't have to get board approval on14

the face of this letter of intent until other steps are taken,15

the documents prepared. 16

So presumably the board's going to look at the final17

deal documents after each party's had an opportunity to do18

further due diligence.  You've negotiated senior management19

employment agreements, and you confirmed other business20

matters, whatever that means, relating to the parties.  So21

each of those has to be completed before you get to the next22

stage, i.e., closing on a final deal?23

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  That's correct.24

THE COURT:  All right.25
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BY MR. EARLY: 1

Q. Mr. Wright, Mr. -- the Court just referred to --2

MR. EARLY:  You'll notice, your Honor, I refrained3

from using "your Honor."4

Q. Mr. Wright, the Court just referred you to closing terms.5

 When in your mind did you intend to close this deal6

represented by this letter of intent?7

A. I thought it could be closed in October or November.8

Q. When did Mr. Magliochetti expect it to be closed?9

A. He told me September 30th.10

Q. In point of fact, it was never closed, was it?11

A. No, it wasn't.12

Q. Okay.13

MR. EARLY:  Your Honor, I'm at a convenient breaking14

point.  We've been going for about 90 minutes.  Could we have15

a few minutes break, please?16

THE COURT:  All right.17

(Off the record/On the record)18

THE COURT:  Be seated.19

THE CLERK:  The matter continues on Chartwell versus20

Addus.21

THE COURT:  Mr. Early, we'll go off the record on22

this. 23

(Off the record/On the record)24

BY MR. EARLY: 25
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Q. Mr. Wright, when we were last discussing your testimony,1

the Judge made several references to the fact that there were2

discussions of a press release in correspondence and in the3

letters of intent.  Did in fact there finally go out a press4

release on this August 20th letter of intent?5

A. Yes.  There was one.6

Q. Would you turn please, to the -- it should be the last7

book, last volume of your exhibits, Exhibit Number 224,8

please.9

(Trial Exhibit 224, Press Release Dated August 22, 2001,10

Marked)11

THE COURT:  Which one is this?12

MR. EARLY:  224.  I believe it's volume nine.  13

Volume 9, Exhibit 224.14

THE COURT:  Well, I have nine that goes to 222.15

MR. EARLY:  I believe it should be in there, your16

Honor, even though it's not labelled.  If it's not, I have17

extra copies.18

MR. STEINBERG:  I think Mr. Early is right.  We both19

agreed that we could some exhibits after we shipped out these20

out to your --21

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.22

MR. STEINBERG:  -- to the Court.23

THE COURT:  Okay.  Thank you.  Okay.  I have Exhibit24

224, and this is a press release.  "Business Week Online" is25
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the caption?1

MR. EARLY:  Yes.  That's the print-out of it, your2

Honor, but I believe the actual press release begins about a3

third of the way down where it says, "Med Diversified."4

THE COURT:  Okay.  And does this show a date on5

this?6

MR. EARLY:  In the first paragraph, your Honor, at7

the far right.8

THE COURT:  Oh, August --9

MR. EARLY:  August 22nd, 2001.10

THE COURT:  Okay.11

MR. EARLY:  Judge, I told Ellen Wheeler to throw12

something at me every time I said, "your Honor."  I just did13

it and she missed it, so I just note for the record she's14

missed her opportunity here.15

THE COURT:  The only reason I did that is I had16

lawyers who would say, "your Honor, your Honor, your Honor,"17

and I'd say, "You'd honor your Honor more if you said honored18

your Honor less," but you know, some people have these -- I19

have one trustee who insists who insists on calling me, "sir."20

 The others generally call me, "Judge," but I had issued a21

memorandum called, "Punctilios," and then that got around, and22

I simply had an informal set of guidelines, not rules,23

suggesting a certain quirkiness on certain points, and I've24

never been able to live it down, and the clerk's office25
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continues to issue it to counsel or, "Can I please have the1

Picadilios (ph.) memo?" 2

I remember Judge Duberstein called me and said,3

"What is that?" so --4

With respect to the e-mail -- with respect to the5

press release on August 22, 2001?6

MR. EARLY:  Correct.7

BY MR. EARLY: 8

Q. My question, Mr. Wright, do you recall seeing this press9

release in substantially this form on or about August 22nd?10

A. Yes, I do.11

Q. Did you have discussions with Mr. Magliochetti concerning12

a press release before it was issued?13

A. Yes.14

Q. Okay.  Did you actually review it or did you just talk15

with him about what would be in it?16

A. No.  I reviewed.17

Q. Okay.  Would you -- the beginning paragraph talks about,18

"Med Diversified being fresh off its merger with Chartwell --19

THE COURT:  Let me just --20

Q. -- announced today --21

THE COURT:  It required more than your review.  It22

required your approval.   Did you approve this text or not?23

THE WITNESS:  Yes, I did.24

THE COURT:  Okay.  Thank you.  All right.  Go ahead.25
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Q. The first paragraph talks about the letter of intent to1

acquire privately-held Addus for $57,500,000 in cash, and as2

much as 5 million worth of Med Diversified common stock.  Do3

you see that?4

A. Yes.5

Q. And was that consistent with your letter of intent and6

your discussions with Mr. Magliochetti at that point in time?7

A. Yes, it was.8

Q. Okay.  Would you turn the page, please?  At the top of9

what's in the second page of this exhibit, it says, "Mr.10

Magliochetti also said the cumulative synergies between the11

companies are remarkable not only in complementary service12

lines, but with the migration of our technology into Addus's13

core business in lowering operational costs."14

THE COURT:  This is another one of his spelling15

errors?16

MR. EARLY:  Well, I think it's a grammatic and17

syntax error there, your Honor, as if I were correcting this18

in an associate's brief I would suggest that the portion is19

not an independent sentence, and that somebody ought to go20

back to school.21

THE COURT:  No.  I was just commenting on22

"complementary."23

MR. EARLY:  I see.24

THE COURT:  You missed that one?25
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MR. EARLY:  I did.1

THE COURT:  Okay. 2

MR. EARLY:  But then again, I can't spell.3

THE COURT:  That's all right.4

Q. In any event, my question to you, Mr. Wright, is you5

talked earlier about earlier conversations with Mr.6

Magliochetti concerning what you considered to be synergies of7

the potential acquisition of Addus by Med. 8

I'd like to refer you specifically to what Mr.9

Magliochetti says here.  "With the migration of our technology10

into Addus's core business in lowering operational costs," do11

you see that?12

A. Yes.13

Q. This Court has heard a great deal of testimony already14

concerning the HME Division of Addus.  Did you have15

discussions with Mr. Magliochetti at this point in time when16

this was issued in August 22nd of 2001 regarding specific17

applications of Med technology to the HME Division?18

A. We had had some discussions prior to the letter of19

intent.20

Q. And would you tell the Court what the substance of those21

discussions was, please?22

THE COURT:  This was a uniform software that was23

going to allow you to overcome the differences in billing24

practices?  That's what you were talking about, that kind of25
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software that was going to allow you to have a uniform1

platform to process all invoices to many different kinds of2

third-party payers?3

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  That -- that was what was going4

-- supposedly going to benefit us with the HME Division.5

THE COURT:  Okay.  And I thought that you said the6

synergies were going to run the other way in part because you7

were going to be able to generate 3 to $3 1/2 million of8

savings if you applied your same management practices to the9

Chartwell business in Texas.10

THE WITNESS:  That was the In-Home Support Services11

business, yes.12

THE COURT:  Okay.  So you thought the synergies ran13

both ways?14

THE WITNESS:  Yes.15

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.16

THE WITNESS:  Definitely.17

THE COURT:  But this is some slightly disguised18

reference to the software system he's talking about --19

THE WITNESS:  Yes.20

THE COURT:  -- "the migration of our technology?" 21

Okay.  And technology migrates?  Okay. 22

THE WITNESS:  His word, not mine, but --23

THE COURT:  Okay.24

THE WITNESS:  -- I guess.25
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THE COURT:  All right.  Go ahead.1

But this is a statement you said you pre-approved? 2

Okay.  So what you're saying is that Mr. Magliochetti made a3

public statement in which he asserted to the investment4

community that he believed that there were cumulative5

synergies that were remarkable, not only in complementary6

service lines, but with respect to the application of its7

technology to Addus's core business to lower costs, and8

presumably by inference, increase profits, right?9

THE WITNESS:  That's correct.10

THE COURT:  Okay.  But doesn't every investment11

banker and acquirer use these words, "synergies?"12

THE WITNESS:  Multiple times per minute generally.13

THE COURT:  And aren't they, therefore, subject to14

some kind of discount?  I mean in the business community since15

everyone claims synergies, and the experience suggests that16

not all the synergies are realized, wouldn't this just be a17

buzz word that one would begin to discount?18

THE WITNESS:  Well, I think if it's used by an19

investment banker who has no operational history in the20

industry for which he's speaking about, yes, and I think when21

two or three or more experienced executives who have operated22

a business for many, many decades in that industry meet and23

discuss their systems and how they do business, and decide24

this combination really makes sense, we can create something.25
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 As Frank said in his one e-mail where -- or in his letter,1

where one and one actually does equal three.2

THE COURT:  Yes, but did you take that at face3

value?  Did you really share that belief that if you merged4

those two companies that there would be some increases in5

value at all operational levels between Addus and Chartwell6

and perhaps even TLC?7

THE WITNESS:  Well, he might have been using a8

little bit of hyperbole there about all operational levels,9

but I think it depends upon which segment of the business is10

being spoken about.11

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  So he makes this12

announcement, and what's the purpose of making this13

announcement?  This is a publicly-held company, right?14

THE WITNESS:  Yes.15

THE COURT:  So was this designed to increase the16

share prices in Med D stock?17

THE WITNESS:  I believe that was one of the18

intentions.19

THE COURT:  Okay.  Is it possible to increase its20

attraction to major investors, not just persons buying21

marginal shares?22

THE WITNESS:  Yes.23

THE COURT:  Okay.  And if the share values went up,24

weren't your rights going to improve?  If you were getting25
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shares of Med D, and in fact, these synergies were realized1

and the operational costs were lowered, and there was much2

more excitement about these shares, you were going to be an3

indirect beneficiary, right?4

THE WITNESS:  Eventually, yes.5

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  Go ahead.6

BY MR. EARLY: 7

Q. Mr. Wright, I'd like to skip ahead a moment in time just8

briefly if I could.  Would you turn to Exhibit 217?  It should9

be in the same book that you're looking at.  Tab 217, Exhibit10

217, please.11

(Trial Exhibit 217, Letter of Extension Dated September 19,12

2001, Marked)13

Q. Take a look at that. It's titled, "Letter of Extensions -14

- Extension."  Excuse me.  Singular.15

A. Okay.16

Q. Have you had a chance to review that?17

A. Yes.18

Q. Yes.  This document's dated September 19th, 2001 titled,19

"Letter of Extension."  It appears to be Mr. Magliochetti's20

signature in the lower left-hand corner, and beneath the blank21

for your signature appears to be signed by Ron Ford, vice22

president, chief operating officer.  Do you see that?23

A. Yes.24

Q. Do you recall the circumstances surrounding this letter25
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of extension?1

A. Well, I recall that the initial no-shop period was about2

to expire, and I believe that I was not in the office, and3

that I approved this by telephone, and Ron Ford signed it.4

Q. So let me back.  So the subject of the letter of5

extension is the no-shop provision, correct?6

A. Correct.7

Q. And would you read paragraph three to refresh your8

recollection if necessary to tell the Court how the no-shop9

provision changed at this point in time?10

A. You want me to read that aloud?11

Q. No.12

A. No.  Just review it.13

Q. Just review it if you need to.  If you don't need to,14

then simply tell the Court how it changed.15

THE COURT:  If it changed.  Did it change?16

MR. EARLY:  Pardon, your Honor?  Pardon, Judge?17

THE COURT:  Did it change?18

MR. EARLY:  It did change, and I think the witness19

will testify concerning that.20

THE COURT:  All right.21

A. The no-shop clause was extended to October 22nd, 2001.22

THE COURT:  I see that, and how were its terms23

changed, other than the period of time?24

THE WITNESS:  I'm sorry.  I didn't hear the25
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question.1

THE COURT:  Were there any other changes in the2

terms other than the extension deadline?3

THE WITNESS:  I don't believe so, no.4

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  So that's the5

material change?6

THE WITNESS:  Yes.7

THE COURT:  Okay.  And what was the deadline before?8

 It was 30 days after the execution of the deal, letter of9

intent?10

THE WITNESS:  September 20th.11

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.12

Q. Now, you testified earlier regarding closing dates.  I13

don't want to repeat your testimony, but what did you -- what14

was the closing date that Mr. Magliochetti was anticipating as15

of August 20th?16

A. September 30th.17

Q. So if in fact you'd closed on September 30th you wouldn't18

have had the need for this letter of extension.  Is that19

correct? 20

A. Most likely not.  There were 10 or 11 days left.21

Q. And your rational expectation of a closing date was what22

again?23

A. October 30th.24

Q. Okay.  So this letter now extends the obligation and the25
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no-shop provision to October 22nd, correct?1

A. Correct.2

Q. And that's roughly the period you expected to close,3

correct?4

A. Yes.5

Q. And you authorized Mr. Ford to sign this?6

A. Yes, I did.7

(Pause in proceedings)8

Q. Now, I anticipate that there will be a question somewhere9

down the line, the last line --10

THE COURT:  But I don't know if this is foundation.11

 I mean, I thought we all agreed that one of the issues for12

determination was the operative effect of the agreements as of13

January 8th.  So other than showing the extensions, the length14

of negotiations, the modifications with the terms, what's15

critical for our purposes I thought was the letter agreement16

on January 8th to which was attached the stock purchase17

agreement, and then we go from there to the first amendment18

agreement and the issues surrounding that. 19

So this is all by way of background?20

MR. EARLY:  No.  Not entirely, your Honor.  There's21

been a claim in this case on the part of Addus for damages in22

excess of dollars as a result of Med's conduct throughout this23

negotiation for the whole year period, August of 2001 to24

August 2002.25
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THE COURT:  Okay.  So now we're backing into this --1

MR. EARLY:  I don't believe we're backing into2

anything, Judge.  What we're trying to do is lay the predicate3

for one of the defenses which the plaintiffs have made, which4

is that we're not entitled to any consideration for such5

damages because we could have terminated the letter of intent6

at any point in time.7

So this goes to the point raised by the plaintiffs8

regarding the ability to terminate these negotiations at any9

point in time, according to their assertion.10

THE COURT:  Okay.  But we're not moving into the11

counterclaims yet, are we?12

MR. EARLY:  Not yet, your Honor.13

THE COURT:  Okay.  Fine.14

BY MR. EARLY: 15

Q. All right.  Mr. Wright, staying roughly within this16

period of time, you talked about earlier in your testimony17

concerning your conversations San Diego Asset Management.  Did18

you subsequently at some point in time come to know that Mr.19

Wright -- I'm sorry -- Mr. Magliochetti was no longer relying20

upon San Diego Asset Management?21

A. Yes, I did.22

Q. How did you come to learn that?23

A. We had discussions about the fact that that had not24

worked out, and I believe that Med Diversified had made a25
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claim that San Diego Asset Management had breached their1

agreement, and that they had sought financing from a group of2

Swiss banks.3

Q. Did you have any conversations with Mr. Magliochetti with4

respect to having the same kind of discussions with the Swiss5

banks that you had had with San Diego Asset Management?6

A. Yes, I did.7

Q. The time frame on that to the best of your recollection8

would be when, Mr. Wright?9

A. We had the discussions during the month of October, and I10

believe that it was late November, early December that I11

actually had a discussion.12

Q. All right.  Would you tell us, please, with whom did you13

have those discussions?14

A. Frank arranged a phone call with a gentleman named15

Francois Rouge (ph.), and it was obviously a satellite call16

because the voice was delayed significantly, and we discussed17

whether or not this financing was there, how much was there,18

and just confirming that there was additional financing versus19

what had already been --20

THE COURT:  Well, what was the institution with21

which Mr. Rouge was associated?  You talked about Swiss22

bankers.  Was there any indication of an entity name or --23

THE WITNESS:  I was told that he was representing24

PIBL.25
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THE COURT:  All right.  Private Investment Bank,1

Limited?2

THE WITNESS:  Yes.3

THE COURT:  He was representing it or was he an4

officer or director or a trustee of the investment company? 5

THE WITNESS:  I can't --6

THE COURT:  Did you -- did Mr. Magliochetti lead you7

to believe you were talking with a principal of the bank?8

THE WITNESS:  Yes, he did.9

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  And this was a10

discussion held in English?11

THE WITNESS:  In -- yes, it was in English.  It was12

not perfect.13

THE COURT:  Okay.  Other than the gaps in time14

because of the satellite and the feedback and the delays and15

hesitations and things of that sort ?16

THE WITNESS:  It was a bit difficult to understand.17

THE COURT:  Okay.  And who participated in this18

conversation?  Was Mr. Magliochetti there or he just19

authorized you to have that call?20

THE WITNESS:  No.  He was on the call and I was on21

the call and Mr. Rouge was on the call.22

THE COURT:  So it's just a three-party call?23

THE WITNESS:  Yes.24

THE COURT:  And you assumed this took place25
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somewhere in Geneva?1

THE WITNESS:  My understanding was he was in2

Switzerland.  I didn't ask what city.3

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  And this is a4

telephone conference that takes place you said in late5

November or December of 2001?6

THE WITNESS:  Yes.7

THE COURT:  And you had asked for access as early as8

October of 2001, so it took quite a few weeks to set this up?9

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  Mr. Magliochetti did not really10

take well to being questioned about his finances, his11

organization, or anything else.12

THE COURT:  Okay.  Well, we've seen one response to13

your questioning whether or not he had the commitments.14

So you said, "Let's just make it happen, please?"15

THE WITNESS:  I'm sorry?16

THE COURT:  You just said, "Look, whatever your17

reservations are, please set it up?"18

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  We had missed his initial19

closing date by that time.  We had -- which I never thought20

was practical.  We had missed the first one that I thought was21

practical.22

THE COURT:  And what was that date?23

THE WITNESS:  Which was October 30th?24

THE COURT:  Okay.  So now you're past October 30th,25
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the deal still hasn't closed.  He tells you that he can't rely1

upon or he's had a falling out with San Diego Asset2

Management, so there goes $54 million that was presumably3

earmarked for Addus.  Is that correct? 4

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  And that had happened --5

actually that had happened in early September as I recall.6

THE COURT:  Okay.  So he reported that that deal was7

gone?8

THE WITNESS:  He reported that after we -- I9

questioned him about it, yes.10

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  So now he has a11

substitute financier?12

THE WITNESS:  Yes.13

THE COURT:  And this is Private Investment Banking,14

Limited, represented by Mr. Rouge?15

THE WITNESS:  Well, initially, and I don't speak16

French, so I'll just use the initials, he had been funded $4017

million by SFSL, as we all referred to it, and we had known18

that in early September.19

THE COURT:  Okay. 20

THE WITNESS:  And then I was told that PIBL was21

replacing them and funding an additional $30 million initially22

of a minimum of $300 million out of a billion-dollar fund.23

THE COURT:  These would be assets under management?24

THE WITNESS:  Yes.25
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THE COURT:  Okay.  And so there was a representation1

made to you that SFSL had already advanced $40 million?2

THE WITNESS:  Yes.3

THE COURT:  To Mr. Magliochetti, and do you know4

what the purpose of that $40 million was?  Was that part of5

the TLC deal or not?6

THE WITNESS:  My understanding initially was that it7

was supposed to be for the acquisition of Addus Healthcare.8

THE COURT:  Oh, okay.  So he's saying to you, "Mr.9

Wright, I already have $4 million that's been accessed," or10

whatever the phrase is, "and I'm going to get another $3011

million from SFSL or from PIBL?"12

THE WITNESS:  From PIBL.13

THE COURT:  Okay.  So that would be $70 million to14

the good, and you were looking for 57.5 in cash?15

THE WITNESS:  Yes.16

THE COURT:  Okay.  And that was independent of any17

monies he needed to close TLC, which still hadn't closed by18

mid-September or by October 30th, right?  You were asking19

questions, "Did you close TLC?"20

THE WITNESS:  I was still under the impression, what21

the conversations that we're talking about here are taking22

place -- the conversation with Francois Rouge was either late23

November or early December, but the conversations and my24

knowledge about SFSL and the first 40 million was in early25
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September.1

THE COURT:  Okay.  I'm still trying to understand. 2

Are you tracking you whether or not Mr. Magliochetti, before3

he closes on Addus, is going to close on TLC, and were you4

then trying to determine where the money came from to close on5

TLC?6

THE WITNESS:  Well, I believe he took it from the 407

million that was earmarked for Addus Healthcare.8

THE COURT:  But you didn't ask him, "Frank, what's9

the source of your money to do the TLC deal?"10

THE WITNESS:  Well, when we found out that TLC was11

closing --12

THE COURT:  No, no,  Did you ask him?  Did you make13

specific inquiry of Mr. Magliochetti after mid-September, "I14

understand that you've been making press announcements and the15

like about acquiring TLC.   How are you going to fund that?" 16

Did you ever ask him that question?17

THE WITNESS:  I don't recall if I -- if I can -- did18

I actually ask him specifically.  I think it was understood.19

THE COURT:  And specifically understood from where?20

 How was he going to raise the monies to do the TLC deal, and21

did you know the cash component of the TLC deal?22

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  Relatively speaking, yes.23

THE COURT:  And what was the cash component of TLC?24

THE WITNESS:  It was approximately $12 million for25
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their outstanding shares, and there was another 9 million or1

so, as I recall, for signing bonuses and other things for key2

executives.3

THE COURT:  Okay. 4

THE WITNESS:  And then there were assumption of5

debt.6

THE COURT:  Okay.7

THE WITNESS:  But the cash component in my mind was8

in the 21 to $25 million range.9

THE COURT:  Okay.  But you didn't inquire whether10

those funds were earmarked yet for TLC and the source of the11

funding?12

THE WITNESS:  I can't point to a specific13

conversation, but we had an exchange of e-mails and14

conversations that were not quite so polite about the delay in15

Addus Healthcare and TLC going first.16

THE COURT:  Well, you must have come to some17

conclusion at some point in November, December that Addus18

wasn't going first, that TLC was going first?19

THE WITNESS:  Yes.20

THE COURT:  And that would be based upon public21

releases and other information --22

THE WITNESS:  Correct.23

THE COURT:  -- in the industry, quite apart from24

what Mr. Magliochetti was saying to you?25
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THE WITNESS:  Correct.1

THE COURT:  And you were getting a little disturbed2

or distressed that Addus hadn't closed first because you had3

the prior deal?4

THE WITNESS:  That was part of it, and I thought5

that Addus Healthcare was a better asset for TL -- for Med6

Diversified, and that we were actually a better buy.7

THE COURT:  Okay.  So you're having these8

discussions with him.  You get to talk to Mr. Rouge, and do9

you recall in the sequence of things whether this conversation10

with Mr. Rouge occurred after or before the acquisition date11

of TLC or the date on which substantial dollars were wired to12

TLC's accounts?13

THE WITNESS:  I believe this conversation was after14

the signing of the agreements with TLC.  Exactly when TLC15

closed is -- I don't recall.16

THE COURT:  Okay.  But that was a publicly17

reportable event?18

THE WITNESS:  It was.19

THE COURT:  Okay.  Okay.  So he's turning you into a20

wallflower.  He's going ahead with TLC, and you want to know21

where's the money coming from.  He says, "It's coming from22

Swiss bankers."  You said, "Then I want to talk to them," and23

he's not happy about that, but he finally sets up a24

conversation with Mr. Rouge, who is represented to be a Swiss25
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banker?1

THE WITNESS:  Correct.2

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  And in that phone3

call, Mr. Rouge does what?4

THE WITNESS:  Well, he confirmed that --5

MR. STEINBERG:  I would object on the grounds of6

hearsay, your Honor.7

THE COURT:  I thought it would be a party admission8

by your client, but --9

MR. EARLY:  That certainly would be my position,10

your Honor, Judge.11

THE COURT:  Mr. Early, don't get hung up about. 12

It's too hard to change at this point, middle of a trial.13

You wanted assurances that the -- there was going to14

be sufficient funds to close the Addus transaction, correct?15

THE WITNESS:  To close the Addus transaction.16

THE COURT:  And Mr. Magliochetti indicated to you17

that those assurances could be obtained independently by your18

talking to Mr. Rouge, although he preferred you not to have19

that conversation.  He wanted you to trust him?20

THE WITNESS:  Correct.21

MR. STEINBERG:  Your Honor, I just want make clear22

on this notion of the party admission that the successor party23

here is a successor of Med, and Private Investment Bank,24

Limited is not Med's successor, and so the notion that somehow25
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Private Investment Bank, Limited is a party for purposes of1

admission, just is incorrect.2

THE COURT:  We know where the dollars are going,3

under the Chartwell Trust.4

MR. STEINBERG:  That doesn't --5

THE COURT:  The primary beneficiary of the trust is6

PIBL or one of its affiliates.  You set up this structure to7

have this intermediate level of the trust for a number of8

purposes.  I know there was a Litigation Trust and some other9

kind of trust, but in the disclosure statement and in the plan10

it was made very clear to us that PIBL was going to acquire11

and operate the Chartwell companies that were still12

subsisting, Caregivers and Community, whatever it was, and13

that you were going to -- that PIBL was going to have its14

consultant undertake to manage the companies for a while,15

perhaps ultimately to resell them, but at least to manage them16

for a while to help PIBL recover some of its prior loans, that17

under this litigation, in fact it became a bone of contention18

in connection with the confirmation order that Chartwell Trust19

was going to succeed to the rights of the debtor on a20

negotiated basis, but the primary beneficiary was PIBL.21

Now, maybe you can keep all of these things22

separate, but it seemed to me that while some of the monies23

recoverable as plaintiff might end up directly or indirectly24

to the Med D Creditors Committee, still with respect to any25
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Addus recovery, those dollars were going to flow directly to1

the trust and then distribute it to its primary beneficiary,2

PIBL, or its nominee.3

I think that's what the record shows.  I think there4

isn't any dispute about that.  I understand that formally, F O5

R M A L L Y, Chartwell Trust, or whatever or it's called, is6

the plaintiff, but no one is deceived in thinking of where the7

dollars are going to flow if there is an affirmative recovery.8

Now, you don't think that's enough to turn into a9

party admission?  I mean, there's no doubt that I would view10

PIBL as the real party in interest here just in terms of11

following the dollars, but since the question really isn't12

what Mr. Rouge said, but was Mr. Wright given the assurances13

he wanted from an independent third party that there were14

going to be sufficient monies to close, that confirmation was15

coming out of that call with the PIBL banker.16

So even if we're not treating it as hearsay, even if17

we're not treating it as a party admission, there are18

statements designed to create impressions or perceptions on19

the part of Mr. Wright that the funding will be available, and20

it's going to be available from a source, not San Diego Asset21

Management.  That deal's off the table, but from this Swiss22

investment banking company.23

Isn't that the state of the record, Mr. Early?24

MR. EARLY:  Yes, Judge.25
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THE COURT:  You're not trying to -- are you trying1

to ask Mr. Early (sic) to testify what Mr. Rouge said to him?2

MR. EARLY:  My -- I haven't had that chance to have3

that question yet, but my question would be did he come away4

from this phone conversation reassured, as he had asked for5

reassurance.6

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  That's what I thought7

you were asking.  All right.  Go ahead.8

Your objection's overruled.  I'm treating it as a9

party admission.  I'm not treating it as a hearsay statement,10

simply treating it as a question directed to what was the11

impression he was left with after this telephone conference12

with respect to his request for reassurances that13

Magliochetti's company would have the funding to close, the14

funding that was at this point still at $57 1/2 million.15

All right.  Go ahead.16

BY MR. EARLY: 17

Q. So Mr. Wright, what was your impression regarding your18

assurances -- request for assurances from Mr. Magliochetti19

that he had funding to purchase Addus following this phone20

call?21

A. My impression was that it was confirmed that he had more22

than enough available from PIBL to close Addus and to fund the23

operations of Med Diversified afterwards.24

Q. In that regard, would you look again in that last book25
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that's in front of you at Exhibit Number 225, please, which1

should be a Med Diversified press release dated August 27th,2

2001?3

(Trial Exhibit 225, Med Diversified Press Release Dated August4

27, 2001, Marked)5

THE COURT:  Which exhibit are we in now, please, Mr.6

Early?7

MR. EARLY:  I'm sorry, Judge.  I didn't hear you.8

THE COURT:  Which exhibit are we now in?9

MR. EARLY:  225, and it should be in book number10

nine.11

THE COURT:  Okay.  I got it.12

Q. Mr. Wright, Exhibit 225 is a press release by Med13

Diversified dated August 27th, 2001, which says, "It announced14

today that it has secured additional financing commitments in15

excess of 120 million to assist in its previously announced16

expansion strategy."17

My question is do you recall seeing this press release on18

or about August 27th?19

A. Yes.20

Q. Is the information contained in this press release, which21

was made to the general public, consistent with what Mr.22

Magliochetti was saying to you?23

A. Yes, it is.24

Q. At the beginning of the third paragraph it says, "The25
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financing was placed with significant Swiss financial1

institutions that manage over $3 billion."  Do you see that?2

A. Yes.3

THE COURT:  I'm trying to find this.  What?4

MR. EARLY:  I'm sorry, your Honor.  I'm in the third5

paragraph of that press release.6

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  I got it.7

Q. The first sentence says, "The financing was placed with8

significant Swiss financial institutions that manage over $39

billion."  Do you see that?10

A. Yes, I do.11

Q. And the conversation that you just referred to with Mr.12

Francois Rouge, was that a conversation that you understood13

Mr. Magliochetti was setting up in connection with what he was14

representing to you was his Swiss financial funding?15

A. Yes.16

THE COURT:  I'm trying -- maybe the two of you can17

help me.  There's a whole series of press releases for a18

publicly-held company.  Do any of these have to be reflected19

in public filings?  I think sometimes the number is 8-K.  If20

there are significant events occurring during the year, don't21

you have to update your --22

MR. EARLY:  Judge, and I can submit a brief if you23

would like, but my understanding of the securities laws in24

this country for public companies is that when there's25
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significant material events for the company, a public1

statement must be made.  That public statement can be made in2

several forms, including press releases.3

THE COURT:  Okay.4

MR. EARLY:  And that those press releases are5

binding as admissions upon the company, just as much as a 10-K6

filing or any other filing with the SEC.7

THE COURT:  Okay, but if you make an announcement of8

this magnitude you don't have to follow it up with a formal 8-9

K?10

MR. EARLY:  You do have to amend --11

THE COURT:  Okay.12

MR. EARLY:  -- your SEC filings to reflect the same13

information that's reflected in the press release.14

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  But you can go ahead15

and --16

MR. EARLY:  But those other filings are done on a17

periodic basis, your Honor. 18

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.19

MR. EARLY:  Securities law requires that in between20

those periods, if there are significant events which are21

material to a public investor, they must be announced22

publicly.23

THE COURT:  So he has a duty?24

MR. EARLY:  That's correct, your Honor.25
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THE COURT:  Okay.1

MR. EARLY:  And he has a duty to make it accurate.2

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.3

Do you have any disagreement with that summary, Mr.4

Strub or Mr. Steinberg?5

MR. STEINBERG:  I don't profess to be a corporate6

lawyer, but a couple of the statements that he made, I'm not -7

- I don't dis -- I don't agree with based upon my knowledge of8

corporate law.9

THE COURT:  I guess my question was if you're going10

to make an announcement of this sort doesn't this has to be11

reflected in what I thought was a simultaneous 8-K, and that12

was the question, and to the extent that I was asking that as13

a legal analysis, Mr. Early said it was his understanding, and14

he wasn't purporting to be a corporate lawyer or a securities15

lawyer, although he's done plenty of securities litigation, he16

was saying that it appears that it's acceptable practice under17

the SEC rules to issue the press release if there were a18

significant having an effect on value, you would have to make19

that disclosure, but it didn't have to be preceded by or20

accompanied that day with an 8-K.21

MR. STEINBERG:  My understanding, your Honor, is22

that for significant events like that, there needs to be an 8-23

K filing.  I don't know that it has to be the same day, but24

that there needs to be an 8-K filing.  It's not sufficient --25
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THE COURT:  Okay.  Well, you and he aren't in1

disagreement about that.  It's only a question of timing.2

MR. EARLY:  That's correct.3

THE COURT:  All right.  Okay.  All right.  That was4

for my information.  It's not critical to this issue.  When I5

just see these press announcements, and I know that Mr. Wright6

had to approve the prior one, Mr. Early, my question is did he7

have to approve this one?  Was that -- I mean, we're past the8

no-shop deal, aren't we?9

MR. EARLY:  Your Honor --10

THE COURT:  No, no. This is within that period of11

time, right?12

MR. EARLY:  Your Honor, we can ask the witness that13

question, but there's nothing in this press release that I see14

that specifically names Addus.  The statement that I saw in15

this press release, your Honor, is the statement in the first16

paragraph where it says, "This 120 million is to assist in its17

previously announced expansion strategy," and I would18

interpret that to mean TLC and other expansion strategies, as19

well as Addus.20

THE COURT:  Okay.  But it refers to the $83 million21

equity financing announced last month, and that was the San22

Diego Asset, whatever it's called.23

MR. EARLY:  San Diego Asset Management I believe,24

your Honor.25
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THE COURT:  Yes.  San Diego Asset Management, and1

this is alluding to the prior announcement, and that --2

MR. EARLY:  It's referencing it, your Honor, but3

it's announcing this new funding.4

THE COURT:  A "back-up" it says.  It doesn't5

indicate that -- I mean, I'm looking here.  This is August6

27th, and yet the conversation about this Swiss bank, that7

conversation doesn't occur until December, so it's several8

months later.9

MR. EARLY:  Let's go to the next exhibit, and maybe10

we can put that in context then.11

BY MR. EARLY: 12

Q. Mr. Wright, number 226, please, which is another Med13

Diversified press release dated October 1st, 2001.14

(Trial Exhibit 226, Med Diversified Press Release Dated15

October 1, 2001, Marked)16

THE COURT:  Where are we, on 226?17

MR. EARLY:  226, the very next exhibit, your Honor.18

THE COURT:  Okay.19

MR. EARLY:  Judge.20

THE COURT:  All right.21

Q. Mr. Wright, do you have that in front of you?22

A. Yes.23

Q. This is dated October 1st, 2001, and begins, "With24

receipt of U.S. $40 million in convertible debenture financing25
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from Societe Financier de Sujay (ph.), Limited, an investment1

bank based in Geneva, Switzerland," and it continues there.2

Did you see this on or about October 1st of 2001?3

A. Yes.4

Q. Is the information in here -- contained herein, announced5

herein consistent with what Mr. Magliochetti was representing6

to you on or about that time frame?7

A. Yes.  Actually, he had represented this to me earlier.8

Q. The second paragraph of this press release states, "In a9

press release issued August 27th Med Diversified announced10

financing commitments in excess of $120 million from a Swiss11

institution.  The initial $40 million tranche received by the12

company today was committed at 2 percentage points above13

LIBOR."  Now, we just looked at that October 27th press14

release, correct?15

A. Yes.16

Q. So this is talking about a $40 million tranche received17

by the company as of October 1st as part of a $120 million18

commitment.  Is that correct? 19

A. Yes.20

Q. And again, I don't want to mischaracterize your prior21

testimony.  What was your understanding from Mr. Magliochetti22

with respect to what the use of that funds would be put to?23

A. My understanding was the initial 40 million was supposed24

to be for the purchase of Addus Healthcare.25
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Q. Okay.  Thank you.1

THE COURT:  But that was going to be short dollars?2

THE WITNESS:  Yes.3

THE COURT:  Okay.  So he had to come up with some4

additional monies.  Okay.  But this is during your extension5

agreement?6

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  This would be within that7

period, yes.8

THE COURT:  Okay.  And during the extension9

agreement, did you have to pre-approve any press releases that10

related to Addus?11

THE WITNESS:  Only that related to Addus Healthcare,12

yes.13

THE COURT:  And you didn't think this fell within14

this or what?  Did Mr. Magliochetti run this text by you and15

seek your prior approval before releasing it on October 1?16

THE WITNESS:  Not this one because we're not17

mentioned.18

THE COURT:  Okay.  So you have to -- so you19

understand that his clearing press releases only is triggered20

if there's an express reference to Addus, not some kind of21

indirect or oblique reference?22

THE WITNESS:  My understanding was it had to be a23

direct reference to Addus Healthcare.24

THE COURT:  Okay.  Now, drop down to the first,25
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second, third, fourth, fifth paragraph.  I see Addus1

Healthcare, Palatine, Illinois specifically mentioned in this2

press release, and it says, "The initial $40 million infusion3

will be used to move forward on these and possibly other4

transactions."  How can it not relate very directly to Addus,5

and if it did relate directly to Addus, why didn't he ask your6

prior approval for this text?  Wasn't he contractually bound7

to do that under the letter of intent?8

THE WITNESS:  My -- my interpretation of that would9

have been that he had to be talking about -- about Addus10

Healthcare and the transaction, not just a mere mention.  We11

had already approved going public with the announcement that12

we had signed a letter of intent.13

THE COURT:  Okay.  So there's nothing in this that14

caused you to treat it as a contractual breach?  There's15

nothing in it that bothered you in terms of his saying16

something that was inconsistent with all he'd been talking to17

you about?18

THE WITNESS:  Well, I knew that he had to raise more19

money to acquire Addus Healthcare anyway, so even if he used20

all of that --21

THE COURT:  So you view this as not requiring your22

prior approval, and he was free to make this announcement and23

make specific references to Addus?24

THE WITNESS:  Yes.25
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THE COURT:  Because he's simply reporting back that1

he made that announcement about the letters of intent in2

August?3

THE WITNESS:  Yes. 4

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  Okay.  So he makes5

this --6

MR. EARLY:  Excuse me, Judge.  I hate to interrupt7

the Court, but right on the point that you're inquiring --8

THE COURT:  Yes.9

MR. EARLY:  -- could we refer back to Exhibit 15,10

which was the August 20th letter of intent under which I think11

the witness testified we're operating at this point in time?12

THE COURT:  Which --13

MR. EARLY:  In the first book, number 15, your14

Honor.15

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.16

BY MR. EARLY: 17

Q. The very last paragraph on that page, which is the18

beginning of the letter of intent talks about press releases,19

and says, "The parties shall first agree upon the content and20

form of any announcements or press releases that are to be21

made," and that refers back in its prior sentence to the22

subject of the letter, meaning the letter of intent in the23

acquisition of Addus.24

It then goes on and says, "Thereafter, no party has to --25
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hereto has an objection to such disclosure within the1

discretion of Med."2

My question would be is that your understanding of what3

your obligations were at this point in time, Mr. Wright?4

A. Yes.5

THE COURT:  Okay.  Well, I'm not going to6

superimpose my construction of this at this point because I7

look at this for what it's worth as having to pre-approve any8

announcements or press releases, not the first, any number in9

a series relating to this set of disclosures, and it wasn't10

just one time only, and once there was pre-approval for any of11

these announcements or press releases, then Med D would make12

the disclosures.13

MR. EARLY:  There may be some additional14

clarification for that, your Honor -- excuse me, Judge, at15

Exhibit 217, which is the letter of extension we just referred16

to earlier, and in Exhibit 217 the language is slightly17

different.18

THE COURT:  Okay.19

MR. EARLY:  It says, "The content and form of any20

announcements or press releases shall be the same or21

substantially similar to those made with respect to the letter22

of intent."  Period.23

THE COURT:  Wait.  Which one are you reading?24

MR. EARLY:  I'm reading from 217, the letter of25
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extension, which was executed on September 19th, 2001.1

THE COURT:  Okay.2

MR. EARLY:  And that extends the no-shop provision.3

THE COURT:  Okay.  That --4

MR. EARLY:  That same document continues --5

THE COURT:  All right.  So 217 is a page or an6

exhibit number?7

MR. EARLY:  That's the exhibit number, your Honor.8

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  I got it.9

Mr. Early, just anecdotally, Ms. Kelty, now Ms.10

Eshkanazie (ph.), who has withdrawn from our chambers last11

Friday, said, "You must have had a tough time.  You had three12

clerks in a row, Ed, Ted, and Fred," and she noted the13

arithmetic progression of adding an additional letter to the14

name of the prior clerk.  I hadn't seen that symmetry15

progression.  I said, "Yes.  I was forever calling them by the16

wrong name."  I called Ted Ed for many months, and I called17

Fred Ted for very many months, and sometimes even within the18

same sentence I would switch references.19

So once you get accustomed to these linguistic20

habits, they're sometimes hard to break, but I have tried not21

yet to call Ms. Bruno Lisa.22

Ms. Fitzgerald decided to confer the label, "quack"23

on Ms. Kelty/Mrs. Eshkanazie because she was a lame duck.  I24

don't think Mrs. Eshkanazie appreciated the appellation.25
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MR. EARLY:  Judge, I grew up with two brothers.  The1

only time we learned to take offense was when our mother2

called us the dog's name.3

THE COURT:  I'm forever calling my daughter my4

wife's name and vice versa.  It's just --5

MR. EARLY:  Your Honor, we're back on 217, the6

letter of extension, and I was just pointing out to the Court7

that the letter of extension language on this subject says,8

"The content and form of any announcements or press releases9

shall be the same or substantially similar to those made with10

respect to the letter of intent."11

THE COURT:  Okay.12

MR. EARLY:  "Thereafter, no party hereto shall have13

any objection to such disclosure within the discretion of14

Med."15

THE COURT:  Okay.  I think it's a little ambiguous,16

but since Mr. Wright, to whom this is addressed, has already17

testified what he understood the words to mean, and he didn't18

think that he had to give his approval to this October one,19

we'll just let it go.20

MR. EARLY:  Okay.21

(Pause in proceedings)22

BY MR. EARLY: 23

Q. Okay, Mr. Wright, one more, please.  No.  We did that.  I24

stand corrected.25
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Okay, Mr. Wright, I'd like to move on to a slightly1

different subject.  Going back in time now a little bit again2

to after the execution of the letter of intent --3

THE COURT:  Just a second.  We're moving on by going4

back.  Is that it?5

MR. EARLY:  Yes, sir.  I'm -- Judge, it's just one6

of my habits.  I'm sorry.  I try to -- it's my own peculiar7

method of organization, but I hope it's helpful to the Court.8

THE COURT:  Well, there are some views of the9

universe that talk about there's eternal returns, not10

progressions, but endless cycles.  I think that's strongly11

established in south Asian cultures in particular.12

All right.  Go ahead.  So where we are, going back?13

MR. EARLY:  Going back in time.14

Q. Following the letter of intent, what was the agreement15

between Med and Addus regarding how management from the two16

companies would interact prior to the time that the deal was17

inked and closed?18

THE COURT:  Well, which letter of intent are we19

referring to?20

MR. EARLY:  The only one that's operative at this21

moment is the August 20th letter of intent, your Honor.22

THE COURT:  Okay.23

Q. So between August 20th and the date of the signature of24

the stock purchase agreement, what was the agreement between25
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you and Mr. Magliochetti as to how the management of Addus and1

the management of Med would interact?2

A. We agreed that Addus Healthcare's executive management3

team could join in the meetings of the executive management4

team of Med Diversified with the intention of beginning5

planning operations after a closing to achieve the synergies6

that we thought were there.7

Q. Now, was this something that occupied a little or a lot8

of the time of the Addus management team?9

MR. STEINBERG:  Objection, your Honor.  Vague and10

ambiguous.11

Q. If you understand my question, you can answer it, Mr.12

Wright.13

A. I under --14

MR. STEINBERG:  There's an objection pending.  It15

hasn't been ruled on.16

THE COURT:  All right, Mr. Steinberg.17

I agree.  It's a somewhat ambiguous term.  See if18

you can restate it.19

MR. EARLY:  Let me restate then, Judge.20

Q. Mr. Wright, how much time did it take of your management21

team to fulfill that portion of your agreement with Med?22

MR. STEINBERG:  Your Honor, objection.  Lack of23

foundation.24

MR. EARLY:  Your Honor, the witness has just25
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testified that it was part of the agreement between the two1

companies that the management teams would interact. 2

Q. My question is now, Mr. Wright, how much time did it take3

your management team to fulfill that agreement?4

MR. STEINBERG:  And there's been no foundation5

established to --6

THE COURT:  No, but you didn't object to the last7

one.8

Mr. Early, it might be helpful to me -- I don't9

think it requires you to step too many steps.  We've looked at10

the language of the letter of intent.  I don't recall anything11

in the language of intent about these joint participations by12

the two executive management teams in planning to achieve this13

business consolidation for the synergistic benefits.14

So presumably this is based upon some non-written15

agreement with Mr. Magliochetti that, "We really got to get16

going even before we close?"17

THE WITNESS:  Yes.18

THE COURT:  All right.  But that's -- that's based19

upon an oral agreement, understanding you had with Mr.20

Magliochetti?21

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  We had -- we had agreed that we22

would meet and --23

THE COURT:  And approximately when did you begin --24

when did you make this agreement?25
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THE WITNESS:  It was almost immediately after the1

letter of intent was signed.2

THE COURT:  Okay.  This is the 8/20 letter?3

THE WITNESS:  Yes. 4

THE COURT:  Okay.  And when you mention your5

executive management team, the executive management team of6

Addus, who were the persons who would participate in that7

executive management team?  Did you have a defined address8

list, service list?9

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  I mean, it was short enough.  We10

didn't have to be too formal about it.  It's myself, our CFO,11

Ron Ford, our COO, Mark Heaney, and our corporate counsel, Ed12

Budy.13

THE COURT:  Okay.  So you're talking about the14

senior most ranks of your management?15

THE WITNESS:  Yes.16

THE COURT:  This isn't regional vice presidents or17

other line positions.  This is -- when you say the "executive18

management," you're talking about the principal officers of19

Addus, and you're going to be meeting with your counterparts20

at Med D or at different operational levels?  I mean, you have21

officers at the Chartwell level, Chartwell Community,22

Chartwell Caregivers, the TLC -- well, this is before TLC, but23

who were your counterparts?24

THE WITNESS:  It was -- it was mostly the four of us25
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that I mentioned, the senior most executives at Addus1

Healthcare meeting with the senior most executives at Med2

Diversified and TLC.3

THE COURT:  And who would that be?4

THE WITNESS:  Frank Magliochetti, Ed Reilly (ph.).5

THE COURT:  And what was Mr. Reilly's position, he6

was the CFO or CEO or what?7

THE WITNESS:  I believe he was the corporate8

secretary of Med Diversified.9

THE COURT:  Okay.10

THE WITNESS:  George Casilios (ph.), their CFO.11

THE COURT:  George Casilios is the CFO.  Yes.12

THE WITNESS:  Of Med Diversified, Mike Rusnak, who13

became their chief operating officer.14

THE COURT:  That's R U S --15

THE WITNESS:  R U S N A K, I believe.16

THE COURT:  And what was his position?17

THE WITNESS:  Chief operating officer.18

THE COURT:  Okay.  And what about this John Andrews,19

is he part of this senior management team?20

THE WITNESS:  Andrews was around very seldom.21

THE COURT:  Okay.22

THE WITNESS:  He was in Jacksonville.23

THE COURT:  But what was his position in the senior24

management team?25
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THE WITNESS:  Well, in the beginning he was the CEO1

of E-Med Soft, and for a while he and Frank were co-CEO's, as2

I understand it.3

THE COURT:  Okay.  But this -- he basically retired4

at that point?5

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  He really -- I think I saw him6

at one meeting in the entire Fall of 2001.7

THE COURT:  Okay.  And you said Mr. Budy.  Was Mr.8

Budy meeting with his peer, some kind of in-house counsel or9

chief restructuring officer at Med D?  Was he meeting with any10

lawyer or person in that position?11

THE WITNESS:  He was meeting with Mitchell Stein12

frequently.13

THE COURT:  Okay.  And Mitchell Stein was in-house14

counsel?15

THE WITNESS:  Mitchell Stein.  It's difficult to16

describe what Mitchell Stein was.  I thought he was their17

attorney in the beginning.  He claimed he was an advisor.  I18

thought he was on the board when I first met him, the way he19

behaved, and he later told me he was no longer on the board,20

but he was with Frank during all of the significant21

negotiations between Addus and Med Diversified.22

THE COURT:  Okay.  So whatever his label was,23

whatever his position is, you regarded him as one of the24

counterparts to your executive management team?25
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THE WITNESS:  Yes.1

THE COURT:  Okay.  So it's Reilly -- Magliochetti,2

Reilly, Casilios, Rusnak.3

THE WITNESS:  Rusnak.4

THE COURT:  And Stein?5

THE WITNESS:  Yes.6

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.7

THE WITNESS:  And then occasionally TLC people.8

THE COURT:  And that would be?9

THE WITNESS:  Steve Savitsky and Dale Clift (ph.).10

THE COURT:  Okay.11

THE WITNESS:  And when we get down to the12

operational level, I was not in those meetings.  It was Mark13

Heaney and Ron Ford.14

THE COURT:  Okay.15

THE WITNESS:  So some of the other -- there were16

other people from Med that they met with when I was not in17

those meetings.18

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  And these meetings19

you said -- the agreement was reached some time in mid-August,20

and when did you start having your first meetings with the two21

executive teams?22

THE WITNESS:  Almost immediately.23

THE COURT:  And where were these meetings being24

held?25
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THE WITNESS:  They were being held in Andover.1

THE COURT:  Oh, so all the meetings had to be in2

Andover?3

THE WITNESS:  Virtually, yes.4

THE COURT:  Okay.  And that was where Mr.5

Magliochetti's offices were?6

THE WITNESS:  Yes.7

THE COURT:  Okay.  So you had to fly up from O'Hare8

to fly to Logan and then fly back?9

THE WITNESS:  Yes.10

THE COURT:  Okay.  And we're talking about the11

period beginning early September, right?12

THE WITNESS:  Yes.13

THE COURT:  All right.  Go ahead, Mr. Early.14

BY MR. EARLY: 15

Q. Mr. Wright, beginning from September on, how would you16

describe the amount of time that your management team was17

involved in these kind of meetings?18

MR. STEINBERG:  Objection, your Honor.  No19

foundation in terms of how this witness's personal knowledge20

of time those other people were spending.21

THE COURT:  Mr. Steinberg, I think this is not a22

meritorious objection.  He said they traveled as a team.  He23

would go to meetings with his fellow executives.  They were in24

the room with him.  He said there were some further meetings25
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on operational levels when they additional players.  He1

absented himself from operational meetings, but they were --2

they were meeting as a group in Andover, and it would include3

Mr. Budy --4

MR. STEINBERG:  Your Honor, I'm sorry.  I didn't5

hear the witness testify that all of them, at all the meetings6

they all traveled together.  If he said that, I certainly7

didn't catch it.8

THE COURT:  I thought he was referring to meetings.9

 I don't know whether we need an attendance roll for each. 10

I'm overruling your objection.  I think it's11

immaterial at this point, but he can surely testify about how12

much time he spent and he can testify what he believed the13

time commitments were of the other senior managers that he14

mentioned; Heaney, Budy, himself, and --15

MR. EARLY:  I believe Mr. Ford was one of them also.16

THE COURT:  Ford.  Right.  Okay.  All right.17

A. Heaney and Ford traveled at least once a month to Boston,18

sometimes twice a month.  There were conference calls.  We19

were all out there on 9/11 in a meeting at the Boston Logan20

Airport with the whole group, including TLC and Med21

Diversified.22

THE COURT:  Oh, so you didn't have to go to Andover.23

 Sometimes you met at a convention facility or a meeting room24

at the airport itself?25
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THE WITNESS:  Yes.1

THE COURT:  Okay.2

A. And my estimation was that they spent probably four out3

of 20 working days a month not able to do anything with Addus4

Healthcare.5

Q. All right.  Mr. Wright, you just talked about a meeting6

on September 11th, 2001, correct?7

A. Yes.8

Q. That's a date that we all remember, but I don't want to9

talk about it from the standpoint at the moment.  What was the10

reason for you attending that meeting on September 11th?11

A. We were discussing how the three companies would operate12

after all three were together under Med Diversified, which13

company would concentrate and run skilled home health --14

Medicare reimbursed skilled home health, which company would15

operate paraprofessional services, what businesses Addus would16

give up to TLC, what TLC would give up to Addus, Chartwell to17

Addus, Addus to Chartwell.18

Q. And this meeting was held where?19

A. At the Boston Logan Hilton.20

Q. Did you personally attend this meeting?21

A. Yes, I did.22

Q. Who else from Addus was at that meeting?23

A. Mark Heaney and Ron Ford.24

Q. Okay.  Who else was in attendance at the meeting other25
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than you three from Addus?1

A. Steve Savitsky and Dale Clift from TLC, Frank2

Magliochetti, Ed Reilly, George Casilios, Mike Rusnak, and3

some other people from Med Diversified.4

THE COURT:  Now, was someone acting as a secretary5

taking minutes of these meetings?  Was there any, in effect,6

formal series of minutes as if you were at a board meeting,7

with then the minutes being then circulated?8

THE WITNESS:  We didn't get them, no, but Frank did9

have Ed Reilly and his personal administrative assistant in10

the meeting.11

THE COURT:  And --12

THE WITNESS:  Taking notes.13

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  But you didn't14

designate one of your crew to take notes, and it was --15

THE WITNESS:  No.  We -- the three of us took our16

own separate notes.17

THE COURT:  All right.  Okay.18

Q. All right.  Mr. Wright --19

THE COURT:  And you've already testified about20

another document that came within less than ten days.  Weren't21

we talking about September -- haven't you already discussed an22

exhibit having a September date, September 19th?23

MR. EARLY:  The letter of extension was on September24

19th, your Honor.25
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THE COURT:  All right.1

MR. EARLY:  Excuse me, Judge.2

THE COURT:  So that's eight days before, and was3

that -- was the extension letter that was presented to you for4

signature on 9/19 one of the topics discussed on 9/11?5

THE WITNESS:  No, it was not.6

THE COURT:  Okay.  And at that time, on 9/11 you7

were shooting for a closing date of what?8

THE WITNESS:  October 30th.9

THE COURT:  Okay.  And given the horrendous events10

of that day, were you able to complete your meeting or did you11

have to break it off?12

THE WITNESS:  We had to break it off at about -- my13

recollection is right around noon.  We were told to leave the14

-- leave the Hilton.15

THE COURT:  Okay.  And were you told to get off the16

airport premises?17

THE WITNESS:  Yes.18

THE COURT:  Okay.  So it's more than leave Hilton. 19

"Get the hell out of Dodge."20

THE WITNESS:  Basically.21

THE COURT:  Okay.  And but you didn't agree to move22

-- relocate the meeting to complete it in Andover?23

THE WITNESS:  No.  At that point everybody decided24

we needed to find our way home.25
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THE COURT:  Okay.  And how long did it take you to1

get home?2

THE WITNESS:  Two days, two and a half days.3

THE COURT:  Okay.  But during that period of time4

you didn't reassemble?5

THE WITNESS:  No, we did not.6

THE COURT:  Okay.  So the Savitsky's were scrambling7

to get to New York.  You were -- or Florida.  You were8

scrambling to Illinois with some of your people, and the9

Andover people were just going home?10

THE WITNESS:  Correct.11

THE COURT:  But given the events of 9/11, the12

closing of all of the exchanges, the grounding of all planes,13

the issuance of alerts, presidential announcements, after 9/1114

when you tried to assimilate the significance of those events15

as to financing, did you think that the events of 9/11 would16

have an adverse effect on your ability to close this deal by17

October 30th because there might have been some changes in the18

public securities markets?19

THE WITNESS:  Yes, and as a matter of fact, I20

believe I had sent Frank an e-mail at some point in time21

asking him if the 9/11 events had caused him problems, and if22

so, we should address that.23

THE COURT:  Okay.  And is that one of the exhibits,24

Mr. Early?25
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MR. EARLY:  I'm sorry, Judge.  I didn't hear the1

question.2

THE COURT:  Was there any e-mail communication from3

Mr. Wright to Mr. Magliochetti saying, "Have the events of4

9/11 caused you any problems?"5

MR. EARLY:  Not that I've seen, your Honor.6

THE COURT:  Okay.  So this was a telephone7

conversation?8

THE WITNESS:  No.  I believe it was an e-mail that9

was used in my deposition, but that wasn't the key point of10

the e-mail.  I made the comment that if the events of 9/11 are11

part of the problem, let's discuss it.12

THE COURT:  Okay.  But wasn't there a considerable13

uncertainty in the markets about what the U.S. was going to14

do, how it was going to effect international banking15

relationships, how it was going to effect national commerce,16

international commerce?  Wasn't there a real period of17

confusion?18

THE WITNESS:  Yes, there was, but interestingly19

enough, I was surprised that it seemed to come together as20

fast as it did.21

THE COURT:  What came together?22

THE WITNESS:  Calm and order, and then it was only a23

matter of three, four days, five days maybe before the planes24

were flying again.25
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THE COURT:  Okay.  And wasn't there a great applause1

for the chairman of the Exchange for reopening the Wall Street2

-- the New York Stock Exchange within just a few days, or was3

it one day later or something of that sort?4

THE WITNESS:  I don't recall.5

THE COURT:  Okay.  But what was the exchange on6

which Med D stock was being traded?7

THE WITNESS:  The American Exchange.8

THE COURT:  Okay.  And this is the American Exchange9

located in New York?10

THE WITNESS:  Never having been there, I'm not sure.11

THE COURT:  All right.  But you said you were12

surprised that calm and order was ordered?13

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  As quickly as it was.14

THE COURT:  Now, that's civil order or you're15

talking about to the world of commerce?16

THE WITNESS:  The world of commerce as well.  Planes17

began to fly, and business began to be done as it probably18

should have.19

THE COURT:  But there were major disruptions to some20

of the key offices, both law firms, accounting firms,21

financial intermediaries that were based in the World Trade22

Center and surrounding areas.23

THE WITNESS:  Yes.24

THE COURT:  But as far as your deal was concerned,25
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you were given assurances it was back on track, and it was1

back on track for an October 30 closing?  So this was some2

horrendous hiccup, but within a few days tranquility had been3

restored as to the financial markets and business in home4

health care?5

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  We continued to operate, and I6

assume that TLC and Chartwell did too.7

THE COURT:  All right.  Go ahead, Mr. Early.8

BY MR. EARLY: 9

Q. Mr. Wright, what happened at this meeting?10

THE COURT:  This is the 9/11 meeting that broke up?11

MR. EARLY:  Same meeting, Judge.12

THE COURT:  Okay.  Before it broke up.13

MR. EARLY:  Before it broke up.14

A. Well, Frank ran the meeting and was using a chalkboard15

and all kinds of markers and pages pasted up on the wall, and16

he was asking questions and asking each company what their17

projected revenue was going to be for 2002, what their EBITDA18

was going to be, what their growth rate was going to be. 19

We were discussing again, as I said before, which company20

was going to lead in which piece of business, and how we would21

trade off, and at a break before we really knew what was going22

on with 9/11, his assistant, Kim Halverson (ph.), came in and23

Frank made a bit of a show about she was bringing him the24

debentures to sign for the first $40 million that was going to25
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come in from which he was going to buy Addus Healthcare.1

THE COURT:  This is a new set of debentures?2

THE WITNESS:  I think it's the ones referred to in3

the October 1st.4

THE COURT:  Okay.  But didn't he show you or did he5

sign before the San Diego Asset Management debentures?6

THE WITNESS:  No.7

THE COURT:  Oh, okay.  So you never saw him sign8

those, but now he brings in his administrative assistant and9

he's furiously signing his name to debentures?10

THE WITNESS:  Correct.11

THE COURT:  Okay.  And he's making a show of this?12

THE WITNESS:  Yes.13

THE COURT:  Okay.  And did you ask to see copies of14

the debentures that he was signing?  Did he distribute copies?15

THE WITNESS:  No.  He didn't distribute copies.16

THE COURT:  But you could observe what he was doing?17

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  I could see what he was doing,18

and he had told me that, you know, it was -- it was coming. 19

He had made the public announcement, and I relied20

significantly on the fact that Med Diversified was a public21

company.  Frank Magliochetti was the CEO of a public company22

with, you know, regulated by the SEC, and if he makes a public23

announcement, it carried a lot of weight as far as I was24

concerned.25
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THE COURT:  Okay.  But he could have had a private1

signing ceremony.  You just thought this was a bit of pizzazz2

or --3

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  I think he wanted to -- he knew4

that --5

THE COURT:  You said it was showmanship or6

something?7

THE WITNESS:  A little showmanship, and he knew that8

I was -- had been peppering him with questions since August9

10th about, you know, show me the money, and he wanted to make10

a show of it.11

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  So that gave you some12

renewed confidence that the money was at hand?13

THE WITNESS:  Yes, it did.14

THE COURT:  Okay.  And the Savitsky deal had already15

closed?  No.16

THE WITNESS:  No. 17

THE COURT:  Okay.  So is Mr. Savitsky sitting in the18

room watching the debentures being signed?19

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  Probably in the cat bird seat.20

THE COURT:  Oh, so he's like, "Hey, that's my21

money," right?  And you thought, "Gee, I hope there's enough22

for me too."23

THE WITNESS:  I think -- I think he knew more about24

it than I did.25
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THE COURT:  Okay.  But was he impressed by this1

public ceremony?2

THE WITNESS:  No.  He wasn't impressed at all.3

THE COURT:  Okay.  He was negatively impressed or --4

THE WITNESS:  I would say nonplussed.5

THE COURT:  Okay.  Okay.  Did he give you one of the6

signing pens?7

THE WITNESS:  I never thought of asking.8

THE COURT:  How long did this take, two minutes?9

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  It didn't take very long, and he10

did it during a break.11

THE COURT:  Oh, okay.  But by now had you become12

accustomed to a certain style?13

THE WITNESS:  Oh, yes.14

THE COURT:  Okay.  And how would you characterize15

that style?16

THE WITNESS:  Flamboyant and somewhat of a17

spendthrift.18

THE COURT:  Spendthrift, you mean he didn't like to19

spend dollars, or he liked to spend lots of dollars?20

THE WITNESS:  He liked to spend lots of dollars on21

expensive travel and showmanship.22

THE COURT:  Clothes?  Clothing?23

THE WITNESS:  Clothing, chartered jets, limousines.24

THE COURT:  Okay.  And when you went to the -- these25
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meetings, were the luncheons catered by one of the more famed1

caterers in Boston or just standard fare?2

THE WITNESS:  Standard fare.3

THE COURT:  Okay.  And was he pouring expensive4

drinks?  Were you drinking during these conferences or after5

them?6

THE WITNESS:  No, and --7

THE COURT:  Okay.8

THE WITNESS:  -- Frank actually didn't drink as far9

as I knew.10

THE COURT:  Okay. Was he smoking Cuban cigars or --11

THE WITNESS:  No.  He wasn't a smoker.12

THE COURT:  Okay.  So no cigars, so other than his13

comments about his travel plans, observing his demeanor and14

dress, hearing about his limos and chartered jets, when you15

flew from Chicago to Logan was it on a chartered jet or was it16

a commercial airliner?17

THE WITNESS:  Commercial.18

THE COURT:  Okay.  So how did you know that Mr.19

Magliochetti had an acquired taste for chartered jets?20

THE WITNESS:  Every time he came to Palatine he and21

Mitchell Stein, one would -- Mitchell Stein would come from LA22

in one chartered jet, Frank would come from Boston in another,23

in what I thought was the most ridiculous, although smaller24

waste of money, both landed at Palwaukee Airport and they25
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arrived in two stretch limousines.1

THE COURT:  Okay.  Can you imagine that they2

continued to do that during the Chapter 11?  That they flew in3

a private --4

THE WITNESS:  AT this point it wouldn't surprise me.5

THE COURT:  -- jet, and that Mr. Steinberg didn't6

say boo when it came to expense reimbursement, and I was told7

it was a great economy savings because they could all meet in8

the plane and if they had to take commercial carriers to9

Central Islip or to JFK or LaGuardia, it would be much more10

time consuming, this was most efficient, and no one raised an11

eyebrow that I was approving reimbursement for expenses for12

the Med D team that sometimes included Magliochetti, Reilly,13

and other persons, and they were flying in by a chartered jet.14

 That wouldn't have surprised you at all, would it?15

THE WITNESS:  It wouldn't surprise me, but as a16

shareholder that lost all of my equity, it makes me ill.17

THE COURT:  Yes, well -- okay.  But that's his18

style.  Did that cause you any concern that this flamboyancy19

would in any way have an adverse effect on your ability to20

work with him going forward as a partner?21

THE WITNESS:  No.22

THE COURT:  Okay.23

THE WITNESS:  I assumed that as a board member I24

would be able to raise objections to --25
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THE COURT:  But you didn't think, "Ah, here's the1

life and this is what I'm introducing myself to.  I don't2

circle Logan -- I don't have to circle O'Hare.  I'll just go3

on my Lear jet?"4

THE WITNESS:  No.  I never expected that, and5

actually we never negotiated that.  We actually negotiated6

that I would travel commercial, but first class.7

THE COURT:  Okay.  But you were a little surprised8

when he was flying to O'Hare, and he and Mr. Stein arrived9

simultaneously in limos?10

MR. EARLY:  Judge, Palwaukee is not O'Hare?11

THE COURT:  What?12

MR. EARLY:  Palwaukee is not O'Hare.13

THE COURT:  I thought he said -- oh.  I thought you14

said you were meeting at O'Hare.  How does Milwaukee enter15

into this?16

THE WITNESS:  No.  Palwaukee is a private -- P A L,17

waukee is a private -- P A L W A U K E E.18

THE COURT:  Yes.19

THE WITNESS:  Is a private airport.20

THE COURT:  Oh, that's an executive airport21

somewhere?22

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  It's just north of O'Hare.23

THE COURT:  Oh, okay.  I'm sorry.  I didn't know24

that.  Okay.  So you weren't asked to pick him up or send a25
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taxicab to pick him up?1

THE WITNESS:  No.2

THE COURT:  Did you ever offer that?3

THE WITNESS:  We had offered that, and they said,4

"No.  We'll arrive.  You know, we don't know what time we're5

landing.  We'll just grab a car."6

THE COURT:  Okay.   So you would see him arrive in a7

grand style?8

THE WITNESS:  Yes.9

THE COURT:  He and Mr. Stein?10

THE WITNESS:  And the two limousines would sit out11

front during the entire meeting and wait.12

THE COURT:  Okay.  It sounds to me that it was kind13

of irritating your more puritanical strain.14

THE WITNESS:  I'm sorry?15

THE COURT:  I said it sounds like it was irritating16

your puritanical strain.17

THE WITNESS:  Well, it was.18

THE COURT:  I mean, when you flew to LA or to other19

parts of the country as part of your business operations, you20

didn't have a corporate jet, did you?21

THE WITNESS:  No.22

THE COURT:  You had a 200 million plus company. 23

Doesn't it always come with a corporate jet?24

THE WITNESS:  No.25
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THE COURT:  Oh, okay.1

THE WITNESS:  I also didn't pay for first-class2

travel.3

THE COURT:  Okay.  So your style is very different?4

THE WITNESS:  Yes. 5

THE COURT:  You don't regard yourself as flamboyant?6

THE WITNESS:  No.7

THE COURT:  More button down you think?8

THE WITNESS:  Yes. 9

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  Okay.  So what else10

was discussed at the meeting of 9/11 before it broke up?  He11

was doing the debentures.12

THE WITNESS:  That's how we basically got to the13

adding up the projected EBITDA for 2002.14

THE COURT:  Mm hmm.15

THE WITNESS:  And the projected revenue, and we had16

begun the discussions and we pretty much knew what the outcome17

was going to be anyway about --18

THE COURT:  Did you have the opportunity to ask Mr.19

Savitsky any questions about how he got his EBITDA number? 20

Did he have any opportunity to discuss how you got your EBITDA21

number, or you were kind of both reporting in to the chief?22

THE WITNESS:  No.  And actually it was Dale Clift as23

CFO reporting for them, and Ron Ford as our CFO reporting for24

Addus.25
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THE COURT:  Okay.  But at this stage you're not1

checking each other's workpapers, EBITDA numbers?  You're not2

raising questions about --3

THE WITNESS:  No.4

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  So you're just5

sitting there as another participant?6

THE WITNESS:  Yes.7

THE COURT:  Okay.  And Mr. Magliochetti is reporting8

on EBITDA for Chartwell?  Who's reporting on it, Reilly or --9

THE WITNESS:  George Casilios, as I recall.10

THE COURT:  So you're each kind of matching up11

numbers, and they're being footed, and this is all done on a12

chalkboard or a blackboard --13

THE WITNESS:  Yes.14

THE COURT:  -- or flip chart.15

THE WITNESS:  Correct.16

THE COURT:  Okay.  And this was 9/11, but there were17

similar meetings of this character through the Fall?18

THE WITNESS:  Yes.19

THE COURT:  Okay.  And how many meetings between20

mid-September and the end of December of 2001 were held at21

your offices?22

THE WITNESS:  Probably five or six.23

THE COURT:  Okay.  And this would be meetings in24

your offices with whom?25
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THE WITNESS:  With Frank and Mitchell Stein.1

THE COURT:  Oh, okay.  And they were giving you2

information about the progress of Med D; you were giving them3

information about the progress of Addus?4

THE WITNESS:  And we were negotiating deal points,5

trying to get to a definitive stock purchase agreement.6

THE COURT:  Okay.  But were there any collateral7

negotiations with respect to employment agreements, consulting8

agreements, sign-up bonuses with any of the named persons in9

your executive management team?10

THE WITNESS:  That was a point of frustration for11

our management team, in that they saw the public announcements12

for TLC and the large signing bonuses and the employment13

agreements, and that had not been addressed yet --14

THE COURT:  Okay.15

THE WITNESS:  -- at Addus Healthcare.16

THE COURT:  But17

THE WITNESS:  That wasn't addressed until late18

September.  Late -- I'm sorry.  Late December.19

THE COURT:  Okay.  But since he's already making20

statements to the world about what the compensation is for21

selling shareholders, that naturally peaks the interest of you22

management team?23

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  Definitely.24

THE COURT:  Okay.  And his response was, "Not now. 25
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We'll get to this later?"1

THE WITNESS:  No.  His response was he didn't have2

the time, and he would have someone do that as soon as he3

thought the time was right.4

THE COURT:  Okay.  Okay.  And that didn't occur5

until the end of December?  I mean, there were such6

negotiations made specifically with respect to executive7

compensation packages and other benefits?8

THE WITNESS:  I had some discussions with him and9

made some suggestions.  I believe he really connected with Ron10

Ford, and I believe they had some of their own discussions11

that I was not frankly privy to.12

THE COURT:  Okay.  Did you feel that Mr.13

Magliochetti was going to make a move on some of your people?14

THE WITNESS:  No.  I really didn't at that point.  I15

-- we had a pretty good solid relationship, the four of us,16

and the senior management team and I think they were all happy17

where they were.18

THE COURT:  Okay.  Mr. Magliochetti wasn't19

suggesting that any one of the four be prepared to move to20

Andover or to any other jurisdiction?21

THE WITNESS:  Not initially, no.22

THE COURT:  Well, I'm talking about through December23

2001.24

THE WITNESS:  No.  We were intending that Addus25
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Healthcare would be a regional corporate center for In-Home1

Support Services, and that the Chartwell Caregivers Group in2

Texas would report to us, and their regional office would be3

closed.  We would discharge our senior management that handled4

strictly Medicare certified home health.5

THE COURT:  I'm sorry.  I'm having trouble hearing6

you.  Did what?  You'd lay off people?7

THE WITNESS:  We'd either discharge them or they8

would go -- actually, Jill Rosenberg, who was our senior VP9

for Skilled Care, lived on Long Island, so she was going to be10

going back to TLC.11

THE COURT:  Okay.12

THE WITNESS:  So she would --13

THE COURT:  What's the name?  I thought you said14

Joe.15

THE WITNESS:  Pardon me?16

THE COURT:  What's her name, Jo, as in Johanna,17

Joanna?18

THE WITNESS:  No.  It's Jill.19

THE COURT:  Jill.  Okay.  I'm sorry.  All right. 20

Okay.21

THE WITNESS:  And at this point we didn't have,22

because we only had three or four Medicare certified agencies,23

we didn't have a lot of layers of management for that, so they24

were strictly going to take those branches and the local25
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people in those branches, which all were -- had full1

management teams, and they would report to TLC.2

THE COURT:  Okay.  But your understanding was that3

the Palatine offices weren't going to be closed, and back room4

operations consolidated through Andover?5

THE WITNESS:  No.  Palatine was not going to be6

closed.  That's right.7

THE COURT:  Okay.  But if you're only going to be8

there for a year so, did you expect those offices to continue9

after your departure?10

THE WITNESS:  I did, strictly because we are -- from11

everybody we have met in the country over the past 15 years12

with all of our discussions, our back office for13

paraprofessional home care is the most efficient one that we14

have seen and the most efficient one that outsiders who have15

gone to various other companies in the 50 to $100 million16

range that do this business, every outsider that's seen our17

operation and counted -- done a head count compared it to the18

number of employees in the field and the volume of business19

that we manage, has said they've never seen anybody more20

efficient at in-home support services.21

THE COURT:  That's the delivery of services?22

THE WITNESS:  Back office functions.23

THE COURT:  Okay.  But doesn't back office also mean24

collection of receivables?25
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THE WITNESS:  Yes.1

THE COURT:  Okay.  Well, we've heard an awful lot of2

testimony about the nature of your back office operations with3

respect to the so-called doubtful accounts in your west coast4

operations, particularly in the Home Medical Equipment part of5

your business, and I assume at some point Mr. Early is going6

to reach that topic or not, but I know that there's been7

substantial discussion about the effect of those doubtful8

allowances on your EBITDA numbers that Mr. Magliochetti was9

asking you all to post, and Mr. Early is surely fully aware,10

and has been for months, about the centrality or non of that11

particular issue, and you're saying everyone that -- anyone12

who came through admired your back office, the parsimony of13

staff, your efficiency, and your ability to invoice the third-14

party payers?15

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  For In-Home Support Services,16

the paraprofessional home care business, which was what we17

started with.18

THE COURT:  Okay.  But that's -- but you're not19

using the back office for the medical equipment?20

THE WITNESS:  No.  No. 21

THE COURT:  Okay.22

THE WITNESS:  No.  The Home Medical Equipment was on23

the west coast.24

THE COURT:  Okay.  So this is in-home health care?25
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THE WITNESS:  Yes.1

THE COURT:  Okay.  But there are substantial2

operations in California for in-home health care, right?3

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  But all back office functions4

were in Palatine.5

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  That's for6

respiratory?7

THE WITNESS:  No, no.  The respiratory --8

respiratory therapy is part of Home Medical Equipment, which9

was that division.10

THE COURT:  Okay.11

THE WITNESS:  And they had their own back office12

operations in California.13

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  So this your various14

sites across the country, Delaware --15

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  San Diego, San Francisco.16

THE COURT:  San Diego, San Francisco, Washington,17

Oregon?18

THE WITNESS:  Yes.19

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  And then Illinois and20

Missouri, right?21

THE WITNESS:  And eventually on a payroll basis, all22

of Arcadia.23

THE COURT:  Okay.  And Arcadia was where?24

THE WITNESS:  Southfield, Michigan --25
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THE COURT:  Oh, that's right.1

THE WITNESS:  -- was their corporate headquarters,2

but they had affiliates around the country.3

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  Go ahead, Mr. Early.4

MR. EARLY:  Judge, I'm at a convenient breaking5

point, and quite frankly I need one.6

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  We'll be back here at7

5 past 5:00 if that's not inconvenient, and then we'll go --8

we really can't go much beyond quarter of 6:00 because --9

MR. EARLY:  That's fine with us, your Honor.10

THE COURT:  -- the lights go off.  People start to11

get the willies.  I overtax my staff.  Ms. Cronin's work day12

usually stops much short of quarter to 6:00.  So she's been a13

very good trooper, but I've been abusing her.14

Off the record.15

(Off the record/On the record)16

THE COURT:  Please be seated.17

John, you're going to burn this stock purchase18

agreement into my screen.19

MR. EARLY:  Judge, I have to take responsibility for20

that.  That's --21

THE COURT:  All right.22

MR. EARLY:  -- me who's doing that currently, not23

John.  John's absolved of this one.24

THE COURT:  Okay.  I need another pad for this. 25
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Okay.  Today is Wednesday.  All right.  Let's go. 1

You're still under oath, Mr. Wright.2

THE WITNESS:  Yes.3

BY MR. EARLY: 4

Q. All right.  Mr. Wright, we were talking about what your5

management team was doing with respect to Med Diversified and6

what you were doing with respect to Mr. Magliochetti in terms7

of financing.  During this same period of time, that is8

September of '01 until January of '02, was -- were Med9

personnel also doing due diligence with respect to Addus?10

A. Yes.  A significant amount of due diligence.11

Q. Okay.  Who on --12

THE COURT:  But going to these executive team13

meetings, that's not really due diligence, is it?  You weren't14

doing due diligence of Med D?15

THE WITNESS:  We attempted to do some, and we had16

the right to.17

THE COURT:  Oh, okay.  All right.  But I thought the18

prime purpose of these meetings was to try to integrate the19

management teams in anticipation of these mergers, but you20

said that Med D was still sending people down to do their21

corporate due diligence between September and January?22

THE WITNESS:  Yes.23

THE COURT:  September 2001 through -- okay.  And24

that was provided for in the letter of intent?25
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THE WITNESS:  Yes.1

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.2

Q. Who on behalf of Addus was responsible for working on3

these due diligence efforts that Med was undertaking?4

A. Ed Budy and Ron Ford and the accounting department.5

Q. Okay.  Now, Mr. Budy reports to you.  Is that correct? 6

A. Yes.7

Q. And at that time Mr. Ford reported directly to you?8

A. Yes.9

Q. And you were all in the headquarters at Palatine?10

A. Yes.  Correct.11

Q. And your offices were physically how far from one12

another?13

A. 50 feet maybe.14

Q. And how often would you communicate with Mr. Budy and Mr.15

Ford on a daily basis?16

A. Hard to say.  10, 15 times a day.17

Q. And did those communications include what was transpiring18

with respect to the due diligence being conducted by Med?19

A. Yes.20

Q. Okay.  Based on that, during the period of time from21

September 1st until January 1st, what period of time from your22

management team was occupied with respect to due diligence23

being conducted by Med?24

A. It varied.  Probably from 25 percent of a week to25
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sometimes 50 to 75 percent of a week, depending upon the1

individual.2

Q. Okay.  Now, who was responsible on the Med side for due3

diligence with respect to Addus's financials?4

A. R.J. Gold.5

Q. Who was R.J. Gold or what was your understanding of who6

R.J. Gold was?7

A. They were a public accounting firm hired by Med.8

Q. Okay.  And did you have conversations with R.J. Gold?9

A. I didn't have any substantive conversations with R.J.10

Gold directly.  They mostly communicated with Ron Ford and Ed11

Budy.12

Q. And did Mr. Budy and Mr. Ford keep you advised as to what13

the substance of those discussions were?14

A. Yes.15

Q. Okay.  Now, we've heard a great deal of testimony already16

from everybody except yourself or somebody employed by Addus17

regarding the HME Division and the HME receivables.  I think18

you've already told the Court what the HME Division was.  What19

I'd like you now is to tell the Court is as you understood the20

situation in this fourth quarter of 2001, what was the21

difficulty involved with collecting HME receivables?  And22

again, the time frame I'm talking about is the fourth quarter23

of 2001.24

A. We had taken on a large contract with an HMO in25
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California, Pacific -- Pacific Health Care Systems, Pacific1

Care as we referred to them, and it had just doubled the size2

of the HME Division beginning in about June of 2000, and by3

the fourth quarter of 2001 our volume with them was up to4

about almost a million dollars a month, which just about5

doubled the division.6

THE COURT:  Wait.  I'm trying to understand.  Before7

you took on the Pacific Care relationship, the level of your8

receivables from HME was what?  What's the base line?9

THE WITNESS:  Well, I was speaking of revenue.10

THE COURT:  Okay.11

THE WITNESS:  Revenue was about a million dollars a12

month for that division prior to the Pacific Care contract.13

THE COURT:  Okay.14

THE WITNESS:  And by the time we got fully into the15

Pacific Care contract --16

THE COURT:  And that begins in June of 2000?17

THE WITNESS:  It started in June of 2000.18

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.19

THE WITNESS:  And, but it didn't start out at a20

million dollars a month in June of 2000.  It grew over time.21

THE COURT:  Okay.  But before Pacific Care, for your22

other operations you were generating a million dollars in23

revenue a month for the Home Medical Equipment Division?24

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  Yes.  Approximately.25
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THE COURT:  Then you blend in Pacific Care, and1

you're telling me by the fourth quarter of 2001 that's2

generating $2 million a month in revenues?3

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  Total in revenue, yes.4

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.5

A. Shall I continue?6

Q. Please.7

A. The Pacific Care system was as complicated as the one I8

described earlier, if not more so when I discussed Blue9

Cross/Blue Shield.  They had -- Pacific Care had as many10

plans, and they had some of their own issues.  Our IT11

department, our IT director worked with theirs for probably12

the first six months to try to get our systems to communicate13

electronically.  They could not accept billing -- paper14

billing on the non-capitated patients, of which they had quite15

a few.  The capitated piece of the business was --16

THE COURT:  They couldn't accept what, non-paper?17

THE WITNESS:  They could not accept paper billing on18

the non-capitated patients.19

THE COURT:  Okay.20

THE WITNESS:  Maybe I should rephrase it that they21

would not.  They probably had the capability, but they22

refused.23

THE COURT:  Okay.  So that meant what?24

THE WITNESS:  That meant that we had to modify our25
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system to communicate with theirs so we could bill them1

electronically.2

THE COURT:  Okay.3

THE WITNESS:  And their system seemed to change from4

what the IT people would call one billed to the next billed5

they would send us a file and say, "This is our record layout.6

 Conform to this record layout, and you can bill us7

electronically," and after 30 days of work we'd be ready to8

test it, and they would tell us that they made a change, and9

"We're going to send you another billed."10

So as time went on with --11

THE COURT:  This is more than reformatting?12

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  It's actually writing code.13

THE COURT:  Okay.14

THE WITNESS:  Actually, it's taking -- would be15

taking our billing system and creating a second billing system16

based on ours, writing new code, and it would be specifically17

to communicate with Pacific Care.18

MR. STEINBERG:  Your Honor, I object.  I move to19

strike on the grounds of hearsay, for lack of personal20

knowledge.21

THE COURT:  He's the CEO.  He's directly involved in22

monitoring this operation.  He's getting reports from his23

field people in the ordinary course of business, and he's24

testifying that he understood from his personnel that there25
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were constant changes in the billing systems, and presumably1

the implication is that introduced delay in collection, and so2

what's the hearsay objection?3

MR. STEINBERG:  Part of what I was hearing in his4

answer was he was telling you what the Pacific Care people5

were telling, and if there's people within his system who are6

reporting to him about what the technical issues are, it seems7

to me that whatever they're saying is -- would be needed to8

avoid hearsay.  You have multiple hearsay here, his people9

saying what Pacific Care people would be saying.10

THE COURT:  No.  He's reporting on what his people11

are saying they're experiencing with the issue of billing for12

non-capitated patients.13

MR. STEINBERG:  To the extent that it's being14

introduced for the truth of what those -- what his people are15

saying, we don't have an opportunity to cross examine his16

people.  To me it's hearsay.17

MR. EARLY:  Your Honor, the opportunity to depose18

any employee of Addus was open to these plaintiffs throughout19

the discovery period here.  That's just a spurious objection.20

MR. STEINBERG:  No.  None of those people were21

listed as witnesses, your Honor.  It's not spurious.22

MR. EARLY:  The fact that they're not listed as23

witness doesn't impact whatsoever the opportunity to depose24

them.25
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THE COURT:  Okay.  But I don't think he's precluded1

from raising a hearsay objection with respect to these2

communications.  I thought they were coming in under the3

category of excited utterances, "God damn it.  They're making4

another set of changes.  When are they ever going to be done?"5

That's not your testimony?6

THE WITNESS:  That's about what it was.7

THE COURT:  Okay.  But I didn't mean to try to help8

you out, Mr. Early.9

I'll sustain the objection, but I -- since so much10

has been made of the difficulty of determining the11

collectibility of these accounts, and it's a fundamental part12

of the case in chief, then Mr. Wright is really testifying13

here as a rebuttal witness to that extensive testimony that14

came in, particularly through Mr. Nielson.15

I guess we could have another witness come and16

testify about this, and if we insisted, you'd have enough time17

to take some tight deposition with respect to this particular18

point, but I treat him as testifying about the general19

problems that he was having in integrating the Pacific Care20

system as it effected his Home Medical Division, and it seems21

to me he can testify from his own experience what the impact22

of this problem was.23

I mean, people are constantly asking him for24

information on his EBITDA and his accounts.  This is part of25
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the due diligence process, and presumably he continues to make1

inquiry of this from his managers, and I guess we could go2

through this and call the head of the IT system who had that3

opportunity.  It just seems to me unduly burdensome, but if4

you want to stand on your objection, I'll grant it, but --5

MR. STEINBERG:  I'll waive it, your Honor, and let6

him proceed.7

THE COURT:  All right.  Fine.8

Okay.  So the testimony was they kept changing the9

billing format for the record layout?10

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  And we would have to then11

rebuild ours, and that took quite a bit of time, and frankly,12

our IT director at the time was reporting directly to me13

because of the burden on our CFO, Ron Ford, with the whole14

transaction and due diligence.  So I was dealing with him15

directly, and I got frankly, quite fed up with hearing this,16

and I made him bring in his print-outs of everything he was17

working on and show me what had changed because frankly, I18

wanted to make sure he wasn't just covering up for his19

department, and he would show me what he got from Pacific20

Care, and he would show me the record layouts, and he would21

try to explain to me exactly what was going on, but I could at22

least see in the same cell from one set to another things were23

different.24

THE COURT:  Okay.25
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THE WITNESS:  So we had this issue, and it took a1

while, and I think it took frankly, four to five months before2

we were able to first bill these non-capitated patients3

electronically, which basically meant it's the first time you4

bill them.5

THE COURT:  Okay.  But you talked about $2 million6

of revenues monthly.  How much of the revenues were7

attributable to these accounts?  Of the $2 million, how much8

of it is invoicing for services provided to the non-capitated9

patients?  Is it 5 percent, 10 percent --10

THE WITNESS:  No.  It --11

THE COURT:  -- 8 percent of your monthly billings?12

THE WITNESS:  It grew to more than that.  Pacific13

Care itself was a million of the 2 million, and only 600,00014

initially was capitated, and as we grew, we were -- capitation15

we got immediately.  We could bill it immediately.  We got all16

those patients.17

THE COURT:  Mr. Wright, you have to speak into the18

microphone.  If you lean back I can't catch it.19

THE WITNESS:  Excuse me.20

THE COURT:  All right.  So in the fourth quarter a21

hundred -- a million dollars of the $2 million of the monthly22

revenues were attributable to Pacific Care, and with respect23

to Pacific Care, there is a percentage or a dollar volume of24

non-capitated versus capitated patients, correct, and the25
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problem was with the non-capitated patients, right?1

THE WITNESS:  Correct.2

THE COURT:  And what did that represent in revenues?3

THE WITNESS:  By the fourth quarter of 2001 that was4

about $400,000 a month.5

THE COURT:  Okay.  And given the fact that this6

seemed to be a problem at the IT level, did you bring this up7

to more senior managers?  I mean, who was ultimately8

responsible for the west coast operation involving this9

Pacific Care?  Was it Mr. Ford?10

THE WITNESS:  Mr. Ford, yes.11

THE COURT:  Okay.  And you're telling me that Mr.12

Ford is otherwise engaged in trying to respond to due13

diligence demands for documents and the like from R.J. Gold?14

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  And he was still trying to15

operate from a very senior level the Home Medical Equipment16

Division.  I was just taking off of his plate this one project17

with Pacific Care that our IT department in Palatine was18

handling, as opposed to the IT people and billing people in19

Burlingame.20

THE COURT:  Okay.  But to the extent that the21

Pacific Care people were causing you a problem at a level of22

$400,000 a month, did you have to carry this up the ladder in23

the Pacific Care unit?24

THE WITNESS:  We eventually did, yes.  We actually25
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early on, we went up the ladder within their IT department,1

and when we would go to the people that we dealt with on the2

contract, of course, they're the customer, we're the vendor,3

and they basically said, "Deal with it," and you know, we have4

-- they're a huge company and they're departmentalized, and we5

had to deal with their IT people to solve an IT problem.6

THE COURT:  So you couldn't get out of the loop?7

THE WITNESS:  We got some pressure from operational8

people at the VP level to get these people to move a little9

bit faster, but having dealt with our own IT people, I10

understood their frustrations.11

THE COURT:  And isn't sometimes hard to talk to your12

own IT people?13

THE WITNESS:  Definitely, because it's like speaking14

Greek, and I don't speak Greek.15

THE COURT:  All right.16

THE WITNESS:  We began to solve that problem in17

pieces.  It didn't exist --18

THE COURT:  You began to solve it what?19

THE WITNESS:  In pieces.20

THE COURT:  Okay.21

THE WITNESS:  They had -- for the non-capitated22

patients, just like I mentioned with Blue Cross/Blue Shield,23

they had a multitude of plans.24

THE COURT:  Okay.25
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THE WITNESS:  And my guess is going to be at least1

24.  I don't think they had as many as Blue Cross/Blue Shield,2

but we had to deal with one plan at a time.3

THE COURT:  Hm hmm.4

THE WITNESS:  And that's how we began to solve the5

problem.  So we didn't get to the point of the fourth quarter6

having $400,0000 that we couldn't bill in that month.  That7

was the amount of the -- in the fourth quarter of 2001.  We8

had solved some of these during late 2000 and early 2001.9

THE COURT:  Okay.  But in terms of your ability to10

bill out on a timely basis for services provided to the non-11

capitated patients under contracts with Pacific Care, you12

still had a problem at what level of magnitude?13

THE WITNESS:  We still had a small problem with14

them, but it had been -- by the fourth quarter of 2001 we were15

able to bill their capitated patients electronically, but we16

had the backlog to deal with that had built up.17

THE COURT:  I thought this was with respect to the18

non-capitated patients.19

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  I'm sorry.  The non-capitated20

patients.21

THE COURT:  Okay.  So you had a backlog on the non-22

capitated.  You could go forward.  You got those things fixed,23

but you had this back-up, and this was a back-up in which24

offices, out on the west coast or in Palatine?25
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THE WITNESS:  West coast.  On the west coast in the1

Home Medical Equipment Division.2

THE COURT:  Okay.  And did you have to assign3

additional personnel?  Did you have to hire additional staff,4

temporary or otherwise?5

THE WITNESS:  Yes, we did.6

THE COURT:  And when did you start hiring those7

people?8

THE WITNESS:  That was I believe in the Spring of9

'01.10

THE COURT:  Okay. 11

THE WITNESS:  We initially hired people -- tried to12

hire people in Burlingame, which is where the back office13

operation was for the HME Division even in 2000, but that was14

the end of the dot com boom, and --15

THE COURT:  Okay.  And Burlingame is located in the16

Bay area near Oakland?17

THE WITNESS:  Bay area near Silicone Valley.  It's18

very near the airport.  It's between San Francisco and --19

THE COURT:  This is toward?20

THE WITNESS:  San Jose.21

THE COURT:  San Jose.  Okay.  All right.22

THE WITNESS:  It was difficult to hire people.  We23

hired people, but they came and went.24

THE COURT:  Well, didn't they have an awful high25
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personnel cost?  I mean, that's an expensive part of the1

country to try to live in.2

THE WITNESS:  Yes, they did.3

THE COURT:  All right.  But maybe I'm getting ahead4

of us.  There's reference to a Modesto CBO.  Are we there yet5

or --6

MR. EARLY:  I believe that's CBO, B as in boy, as in7

central billing office, Judge.8

THE COURT:  Yes.  You talked about trying to hire9

people in Burlingame, but in some of the testimony there were10

references to correspondence, e-mails from you saying that you11

were going to be staffing up a central billing office in12

Modesto, California as I recall.13

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  That's what we decided to do14

after we couldn't keep the Burlingame office staffed.15

THE COURT:  Okay.  And when did you make that16

decision to open up that office, or did you already have an17

existing office?18

THE WITNESS:  We already had offices in Burling --19

in Modesto.20

THE COURT:  Okay.21

THE WITNESS:  But we didn't have the central billing22

office there.23

THE COURT:  Okay. 24

THE WITNESS:  I believe that decision was made in25
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the Spring of '01 to the best of my recollection.1

THE COURT:  Okay.  And did you have to budget an2

amount of staffing costs and other related costs to plow3

through this backlog?4

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  Ron Ford budgeted the division5

and the CBO and did the analysis, and presented it to me and6

determined that it was going to be more efficient, less7

expensive, and easier to hire people to be in Modesto.8

THE COURT:  Okay.  I understand that, but did he9

give you a budget to resolve this backlog?  I mean, when10

you're going to open up or expand an office, as part of your11

corporate planning do you say, "Okay.  I know what the12

backlog, how much it's going to cost me in additional person13

costs to blow through this backlog?"14

THE WITNESS:  Yes, he did, and I don't recall the15

exact number.  What his plan was was to open the central16

billing office, get it operational, build the staff up beyond17

the level that was needed for maintenance so that the extra18

personnel could handle the backlog, and then through natural19

attrition of turnover, let it dwindle back down to the20

maintenance level.21

THE COURT:  And where is Ron Ford's offices?22

THE WITNESS:  He's in Palatine.23

THE COURT:  Okay.  But who's his number one man on24

the west coast?  Who reports to him with respect to the Home25
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Medical Equipment Division billing and collection practices?1

THE WITNESS:  Bernie Zimmer was the --2

THE COURT:  Bertie?3

THE WITNESS:  Bernie.4

THE COURT:  Okay.5

THE WITNESS:  Bernie Zimmer.6

THE COURT:  Okay.7

THE WITNESS:  Was the divisional VP that ran that8

division.  He was located in Burlingame.9

THE COURT:  Okay.  So what's the highest level of10

officer you have in Modesto in the Spring of 2001?11

THE WITNESS:  They hired a CBO manager --12

THE COURT:  Okay.13

THE WITNESS:  -- who had experience in home medical14

equipment billing.15

THE COURT:  Okay.  Okay.  But this is a personnel16

decision and a staffing decision you delegated down to Mr.17

Zimmer?18

THE WITNESS:  And Mr. Ford, yes.19

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  So Mr. Ford is in20

Palatine, but he's charged with senior management21

responsibilities for the Home Medical Equipment Division, and22

his man on the scene is in the Bay area, Mr. Zimmer, and then23

Mr. Zimmer says, "We need to open a central billing office in24

Modesto," and --25
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THE WITNESS:  Yes.1

THE COURT:  Then you were going to hire someone from2

that area to be the CBO manager, correct?3

THE WITNESS:  Correct.4

THE COURT:  All right.  And the labor costs and the5

availability of personnel was presumably going to be lower in6

Modesto.  You're not paying Bay area rents?7

THE WITNESS:  Correct.8

THE COURT:  Okay.  And Modesto at this point is a9

community of how many people?10

THE WITNESS:  I think it was about 150,000.11

THE COURT:  In 2001?12

THE WITNESS:  For the city itself, and the metro13

area was larger.14

THE COURT:  Do you have any idea what size it is?15

THE WITNESS:  The metro area?16

THE COURT:  Mmm.17

THE WITNESS:  Well, it's got to be more than half a18

million people because it would include San Joaquin, Stockton,19

San Joaquin County.20

THE COURT:  San Joaquin and what was it?21

THE WITNESS:  County.22

THE COURT:  And what was the --23

THE WITNESS:  Stockton, California and Modesto are24

adjacent.25
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THE COURT:  All right.  Just for ad libbing, when I1

 taught at the University of California from '67 to '70 I once2

went down to Modesto.  It seemed to me a rather sleepy town3

that made some kind of port.  I saw raisins, a few fields, and4

I didn't see much of a city, and when I last checked they were5

talking about opening a University of California campus in6

Modesto, and there was a large enough population and continued7

projected increase in Modesto.  I said, "You got to be kidding8

me.  That's a little sleepy town."  They said, "Not any9

longer."10

In fact, weren't there people commuting from the Bay11

area to Modesto?12

THE WITNESS:  Correct.  That's what caused a lot of13

the growth.  Besides retirees, people are commuting to the Bay14

area from Modesto --15

THE COURT:  Yes.16

THE WITNESS:  -- because of housing prices.17

THE COURT:  And that's quite a distance, isn't it?18

THE WITNESS:  In good traffic, it's a good hour and19

a half.  Was an hour and a half.  It's probably two now.20

THE COURT:  Okay.  So you have a large sophisticated21

upper middle class, middle class population going in there22

with management experience and clerical support and people23

looking for cheaper houses than in the Bay area or any place24

else?25
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THE WITNESS:  Yes.  There had been -- it was just1

sort of providence I guess.  There was a large HME company --2

relatively large for a regional, that had closed their3

operation in that area, and we picked up quite a few of their4

people.5

THE COURT:  But you didn't acquire that?6

THE WITNESS:  We didn't acquire that, no.7

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  So you had a built-in8

trained staff that just happened to come onto the market at9

the time you needed them?10

THE WITNESS:  Yes. 11

THE COURT:  Okay.  So that was designed to help you12

bring up to the current period this back-up.  And what did you13

estimate the back-up of these billings to be; what order of14

magnitude?15

THE WITNESS:  Well, that -- that's had become -- has16

become an issue of contention I guess.17

THE COURT:  Okay.   But from your per -- from your18

perspective going back to I thought you said the Spring of19

2001 when you decided to ramp up the CBO in Modesto, what was20

the problem that you perceived it to be based upon the21

business records you were reviewing?22

THE WITNESS:  What I saw was that our over 18023

receivables in the HME Division had increased significantly.24

THE COURT:  Okay. 25
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THE WITNESS:  And the percentage of collection had1

begun to decline.2

THE COURT:  Okay.3

THE WITNESS:  And it all coincided with the Pacific4

Care contract.5

THE COURT:  But I thought there was a problem6

getting out the bills in the first place.  When you said7

"back-up," was the back-up from the collection process or the8

fact that you had to keep resubmitting under new forms?  I9

mean, what's the nature of the back-up, a slowness in10

collection or a failure to submit the kind of documentation11

that the third-party payers were insisting for the non-12

capitated patients?13

THE WITNESS:  The strain on the system effected more14

than just the Pacific Care billing.15

THE COURT:  Okay. 16

THE WITNESS:  As everybody was working to -- first17

of all, we had to double our amount of rental equipment, and I18

believe between 2000 and 2001 we purchased $6 million worth of19

new inventory for the HME Division to handle this contract.20

THE COURT:  What period of time?21

THE WITNESS:  Between 2000 and 2001.22

THE COURT:  Okay.  So that's a substantial -- and23

this equipment is purchased or leased?24

THE WITNESS:  Both.25
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THE COURT:  Okay.1

THE WITNESS:  A combination.2

THE COURT:  Okay.  So you had some capital out to3

acquire this stuff?4

THE WITNESS:  Yes.5

THE COURT:  Okay.  And this is consistent with the6

doubling of your division?7

THE WITNESS:  Yes.8

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  So if you're going to9

have home medical equipment and you're dealing capitated and10

non-capitated patients for Pacific Care, you have to increase11

your inventory?12

THE WITNESS:  Correct.13

THE COURT:  All right.14

THE WITNESS:  But it also effected the billing for15

everything.  It effected Medicare.  It effected Blue16

Cross/Blue Shield, all of the contracts because we didn't have17

enough personnel in place.18

THE COURT:  Okay.  And when you talked about19

personnel, what was the size of the personnel complement that20

was going to be dedicated either on a temporary or short-term21

basis to deal with these backlogs?22

THE WITNESS:  At first we thought -- I remember this23

distinctly.  First we thought six people dedicated to the24

Pacific Care issue would relive the pressure on everybody25
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else, and that the problem could be solved that way.1

THE COURT:  Mm hmm.2

THE WITNESS:  A year and a half later it appeared3

that that wasn't right, and we eventually got the CBO up to4

nearly 40 people.5

THE COURT:  Okay.  But we're looking at what time6

frame?  You said you first thought a commitment of six7

dedicated people, presumably five and a manager, dedicated to8

these accounts to relieve the pressure on other personnel, and9

what's the date you're starting with here?  This is Spring of10

2001?11

THE WITNESS:  2001, yes.12

THE COURT:  Okay.13

THE WITNESS:  We expected to have a total of 1214

people, 12 to 18 people in the CBO when it was fully15

operational.16

MR. EARLY:  Judge, I know this area is going to take17

a great deal of time, and it is now 5:45.18

THE COURT:  Okay.  Well, I just was trying to get a19

sense. 20

At the time you perceived that you were going to21

have to commit additional resources, you said you were looking22

at billings that were more than 180 days outstanding, and I --23

the question I was asking you is, as of the date that you24

began to quantify this what was the volume of the over 180 day25
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receivables?  I guess we're talking about Spring of 2001.1

THE WITNESS:  I'm not sure that I can specifically2

answer that question.  Mr. Ford, being the CFO and having that3

division report to him, dealt with the details.4

THE COURT:  Okay.5

THE WITNESS:  And I mainly was brought in and6

consulted with when cash flow was a real issue.7

THE COURT:  Okay.  Is there any time -- you said8

then a year and a half later you recognized that it required a9

much greater commitment of resources of personnel.  You were10

going to have to bring it up to 40 when you initially11

projected 10 to 18 from 6, and at any point did you have a12

number that was being discussed about the amount of13

receivables outstanding for more than 180 days?14

THE WITNESS:  Well, we did, yes.  I just don't15

specifically recall what the number was.  I remember looking16

at reports and seeing that the percentage of receivables that17

had gone into the over 180 day category had significantly18

increased, and it was alarming --19

THE COURT:  Okay.20

THE WITNESS:  -- and we began to take action.21

THE COURT:  Okay.  But at one point in connection --22

I guess we're too far ahead, although you're ahead of the23

curve in terms of timing, and at some point you have estimated24

financials through September of 2001 that are part of the25
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attachments to the asset purchase agreement, and there's a1

breakdown -- detailed breakdown of your receivables, and I2

assume in connection with compiling that data you had an aging3

of the receivables for this Home Medical Equipment Division,4

correct?5

THE WITNESS:  Yes, we did.6

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.7

THE WITNESS:  Several of them.8

THE COURT:  Well, then I'm sure we'll get to it.9

MR. EARLY:  We will, your Honor, but as I say --10

THE COURT:  All right.  Okay.  Under the11

circumstances, we'll continue this to another day.  I had12

hoped -- I got so excited about this.  I thought we could do13

it all Thursday and into Friday, but that's not possible, and14

I guess you'll have an opportunity to return during Indian15

Summer.16

THE WITNESS:  Okay.17

THE COURT:  In mid-September and --18

MR. EARLY:  Judge, as the lyrics of the old song19

have it, "See you in September." 20

THE COURT:  Yes.  Well --21

MR. STEINBERG:  Your Honor, we've been cleared for22

the Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday starting I believe it's23

September 13th.24

THE COURT:  Right.25
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MR. STEINBERG:  I'm just curious, if needed, was1

that Friday available as well?2

THE COURT:  It's okay with me.  What day is that,3

September?4

MR. STEINBERG:  That would be September 15th I5

believe.6

MR. EARLY:  No, no.  16th.7

MR. STEINBERG:  13, 15, 16th.  Excuse me.  Sorry.8

MR. EARLY:  16th.9

MR. STEINBERG:  If we could block that out if we10

need it, that would be much appreciated because I'd like to11

get this done if this matter isn't resolved in that next time.12

THE COURT:  All right.  Well, then you should also13

be thinking of additional dates beyond that so you'll line up14

commitments even if it's just on a kind of control date basis.15

As I've told you all ad nauseam, that come October16

17th all bets are off.  What do we have?  What?17

THE CLERK:  We've blocked that off.18

THE COURT:  Okay.  We've already blocked off Tuesday19

through Friday?20

THE CLERK:  Yes.21

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  Great.  And I don't22

know if we can impose upon our staff to do Saturday, or23

whether you want to do Saturday.  If it's sufficiently in24

advance and you know it now, rather than come back in another25
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week, if you can stay through at least Saturday afternoon.1

2

3

*               *               *4

5

CERTIFICATION6

7

I, Catherine Aldrich, certify that the foregoing is a correct8

transcript from the electronic sound recordings of the9

proceedings in the above-entitled matter.10

11

                                     September 17, 200512

       Catherine Aldrich13


